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INTRODUCTION 

Somalia in late 1990 became a harbinger of the "new world order": a country in 
chaos, tom by internal conflict, suffering from famine exacerbated by drought, and the 
site of tragic death on a massive scale. With the Cold War as history, the country had lost 
the strategic significance that had led first the Soviets, then the Americans to prop up the 
then-ruling dictator Siad Barre. As a result, aside from the International Committee of 
the Red Cross (ICRC) and a valiant group of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), it 
was difficult to attract broader interest in helping to stop the starvation. Nor did the 
international community, admittedly distracted by momentous events elsewhere in the 
world, show much interest in decisive diplomatic efforts to help mediate a peace among 
the warring Somali factions. The United Nations eventually took modest steps, but these 
lacked strength and efficacy on the ground. 

Finally, as the horror of the situation became overwhelming by mid-1 992, and as 
a handful of individuals in the U.S. Administration and Congress spoke out, the U.S. 
gradually, then boldly acted. A U.S. military airlift was organized, followed by a historic 
ground force of over 30,000 U.S. and allied troops whose mandate was to ensure the 
security of food deliveries to the starving. These dramatic steps changed the dynamic of 
the previous approach which had been to painstakingly negotiate -- and often pay 
extortion -- for safe passage of relief supplies with Somali faction and militia leaders. In 
fact, it was in response to donor frustration and anger over the losses from extortion, 
looting, and general insecurity the military intervention was ordered. Correctly or 
not, it seemed the only way to stop the starvation. 

On the departure of most American combat troops once the immediate relief 
operation was completed, the U.N., reluctantly, re-assumed official leadership of the 
international community's obligations in Somalia, by then expanded to include assistance 
for nation-building. The U.S., however, maintained an influential role which 
unfortunately included complicity in four months of ensuing warfare between the U.N. 
and the Somali faction led by General Mohamed Farah Aidid. After 18 U.S. soldiers who 
had tried to capture General Aidid were killed by his forces, the U.S. Administration 
announced the withdrawal of virtually all its military in favor of an attempt at political 
negotiation. Although some political agreements were subsequently reached among the 
contending Somali factions, they, like earlier agreements, were largely observed in the 
breach. By mid-1994, the clan warfare and banditry were again in full swing, although 
the food situation was relatively normal, in part due to good intervening harvests. 



The Somalia crisis illustrates the need for a delicately managed balance between 
humanitarian, political, and military approaches in situations where all three are present. 
While the military response in Somalia clearly helped meet the short-term humanitarian 
needs, its very massiveness seemed to distract attention from the root political causes of 
the problem, without whose resolution the country would (and did) relapse into warfare. 

The international response to the Somalia crisis can be partly described as a 
collision of realities. The U.S., the U.N., and the Somalis each had their own political, 
bureaucratic, and cultural realities which invariably conflicted with one another. The 
U.S., lacking domestic political support for a lengthy engagement, sought a "quick fix" 
that would permit it to withdraw. The U.N. knew it was insufficiently prepared to take on 
the task of Somalia and wanted to keep the U.S. involved longer. The Somalis benefitted 
from the influx of aid, and had a cultural style of prolonged discussion that far exceeded 
any donor's patience or resources. Indeed, the timeframes, too, were on a collision 
course. 

In purely humanitarian terms, the Somalia relief operation enjoyed significant 
success. While recent estimates show that 154-240,000 lives were lost due to delays in 
undertaking earlier decisive action, 100-125,000 lives were saved by valiant relief 
workers, their supporting donors, and the U.S.-led military forces during the 1991-93 
period.' Relief operations were conducted in conditions of extreme insecurity, requiring 
constant (indeed, excessive) compromises to get the aid through, and at considerable 
physical risk to relief personnel, some of whom were killed. Although more effort should 
have been given to earlier public health interventions in order to save lives lost to 
measles, diarrhea, and other diseases, innovative methods of food delivery were 
employed and a food monetization program was undertaken for the first time in an 
emergency situation with some promising results. 

Somalia has become one of the seminal engagements in U.S. foreign policy. 
Along with Viet-Nam, it represents, to many, a failure of American power. Somalia did 
not turn the U.S. inside out, or result in over 50,000 American deaths, as did the Viet- 
Nam war. However, quite aside from its own suffering and internal dynamics, Somalia 
has played an important role in illuminating what may or may not be appropriate roles for 
the United States, and the international community as a whole, in a tumultuous post-Cold 
War era. This era is characterized by a breakdown of divisions between east and west 
and a consequent opportunity for broader global cooperation for purposes that include 
action to alleviate human suffering and promote human rights. Absent super-power 
competition for control of client states, strictures against violating national sovereignty 
have weakened, particularly where urgent humanitarian concerns are at stake. Yet the era 
is also characterized by an upsurge of nationalisms that have created ever more 



humanitarian crises, exhausting the capacity or will of the international community to 
respond, and sufficiently complex that responses are fraught with both danger and the 
uncertainty of success. 

Somalia inherited the worst of two worlds. It inherited the Cold War legacy of 
outside support for a harsh dictatorship and concommitant lack of democratic governing 
structures and discipline; when the dictatorship was overthrown, the country fell into 
anarchy. It also inherited a kind of post-Cold War void, in the sense that the international 
community had as yet no experience of coping with such crises in the "new world order" 
of the 1990s. To put it bluntly, Somalia became the guinea pig. 

The crisis in Somalia came to world attention as a humanitarian crisis. People 
were starving due to drought and civil strife. But the problem was never at heart simply a 
humanitarian one; it was, and remains, political. Indeed, the central irony of recent 
Somali history is that a humanitarian manifestation (mass starvation) of an underlying 
political problem elicited a military response. This response, while helping to meet short- 
term humanitarian needs, fiu-ther complicated the fundamental political problem -- with 
potentially anti-humanitarian consequences. Such is the irony -- and the basis for the 
lessons -- of Somalia. 

Conclusions and lessons are already being drawn -- and applied -- from Somalia 
experience, some of them the wrong ones. In this sense, the importance of Somalia is not 
Somalia alone.2 As a concerned Somali professional put it, "The international 
community should not be prejudiced against [involvement in] a Haiti or Burundi because 
of mistakes made in S~malia ."~ 

This study, conducted by the Refugee Policy Group for the Office of U.S. Foreign 
Disaster Assistance, covers the period September 1990 to mid-1994'and has the following 
objectives: 

+ to identify key phases, decision points, and policy options faced in the 
Somali crisis by U.S., U.N., and non-governmental organizations (NGOs), 
and decisions made in reaction to them; 

+ to discuss the various operational approaches in responding to the famine 
and civil conflict; 

+ to examine the individual institutional roles of U.S., U.N., and other donor 
agencies and the interaction among them; and 



+ to suggest lessons learned for the future. 

The study focusses on the major famine areas of southern and central Somalia, 
rather than on the less affected northwest and northeast. The section that follows 
highlights some key events to furnish the context for decisions taken, or not taken, by the 
international community. These are stated as factually as possible, discussion and 
analysis being saved for the second main section of the study. That section is followed, 
in turn, by conclusions and lessons learned. 



ENDNOTES 

240,000 is the estimate for excess mortality due to fighting and famine, and 
154,000 represents the numbers thereof who could have been most readily saved 
through timely and effective action. The range of 100-125,000 lives saved 
include 50,000 during January 199 1 -August 1992, another 40,000 during August- 
December 1992 (the US. military airlift period), and about 10-25,000 during the 
subsequent UNITAF intervention period. For an explanation of this data, see 
Steven Hansch et. al., Excess Mortality and the Impact of Health Interventions in 
the Somalia Humanitarian Emergency, Refugee Policy Group and Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, August 12, 1994. 

2. Conclusion of a discussion on Somalia at the Council on Foreign Relations, 
New York, 1/14/94. 

3. Interview with Hussein Mursal, 12/4/93, Mogadishu. 



CRISIS AND RESPONSE: 
KEY EVENTS, TRENDS, AND 

DECISION POINTS 

Roots of The Crisis 

Somalia's civil war emerged as a product of political, social, and economic 
repression under the Siad Barre regime that had seized government control in 1969. 
Barre's advent to power had at first been viewed positively, in light of the breakdown in 
the country's early post-independence democratic system. Indeed, in his early years in 
power Barre contributed to creating stability and initial steps toward modernization, 
declaring the traditional clanism to be backward and an impediment to progress. 
Subsequently, however, he used the government to impose policies that favored certain 
clans and sub-clan groups at the expense of others. These policies were deeply resented, 
but protests against them were harshly put down. Under this pressure, clans then 
assumed an important role in organizing resistance against the regime and its pattern of 
human rights abuses.' 

The international aid community became especially familiar with Somalia during 
the late 1970s, as the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and 
bilateral donors were asked to support Ogadeni (ethnic Somali) refugees from Ethiopia. 
This was a result of Barre's launching of the Ogaden war against Ethiopia in 1977 in an 
attempt to annex Somali-populated areas of that country. The war initially won wide 
support among Somalis and brought Barre considerable popularity, but this support 
eroded as Somalia suffered sizeable casualties, large refugee flows, and economic 
havoc -- and ultimately lost the war. The Barre regime proved adept at finding ways to 
wrest maximum resources from refugee aid programs, claiming that 1.2 million refugees 
needed aid. UNHCR and other donors agreed to officially assist a still-inflated number of 
700-800,000 refugees (or some 20 percent of Somalia's then-total population) throughout 
the 198Os, even though this generated more food imports than needed; the real refugee 
number was estimated at 300,000.2 The siphoning off of aid to Barre's army and to enrich 
the small elite caused a lack of donor trust in Somalis that would color subsequent 
responses to crises in that  count^-y.3 



Barre also proved adept at extracting military and economic aid fiom donors such 
as Italy and the two major Cold War protagonists. Italy, the largest overall donor to 
Somalia, contributed $1 billion during 198 1 The Soviet Union was Somalia's 
principal super-power benefactor during 1969-77 until the United States, in an unusual 
trade of clients and aid "swap" with Ethiopia, took over that role from 1978 to 1988, with 
some aid continuing into 1989-90. U.S. assistance to Somalia was to ensure military 
access to the Berbera and Mogadishu ports and airports, located strategically close to 
Middle East oil supplies, and to counter the Soviet Union's presence in Ethiopia. The 
U.S. provided the Barre government with almost $600 million in foreign bilateral 
economic aid -- or 16.8 percent of its total of such aid -- between 1979 and 1991; it also 
provided over $200 million in foreign military aid from 1982 to 1990, for a total of over 
$800 mi l l i~n .~  

This international assistance had several effects which contributed over the long 
run to Somalia's later crisis. Military equipment was used against various Somali clans 
and groups opposed to the Barre government, further exposing his clan favoritism and 
undermining national unity. It also helped militarize conflict within Somali society, as 
groups seeking greater democracy and an end to human rights abuses themselves felt 
forced to use arms; this seemed the only way to oppose Barre's ever more despotic rule 
and clan nep~t ism.~ 

The military aid had a ballooning effect on the Somali economy which was 
further fueled by refugee and other food aid, as well as by direct economic aid, some of 
which was apparently illegally used to support Siad's armed forces as much as to generate 
economic de~elopment.~ Beyond this, foreign, and notably U.S., assistance fed an "aid 
habit" fiom which privileged Somalis benefitted excessively and on which they relied.8 
A number of observers believe the looting of 1990s emergency aid is simply a variant, 
not a departure, from past Somali patterns of receiving assi~tance.~ 

Finally, international support of the Siad Barre regime caused Somalis in the 
opposition to suspect the motivations of outsiders. Outsiders' overall political embrace of 
Barre was as much a problem as the specific military and economic aid provided. This 
was true of the U.S., of Italy (where relations were further complicated by corrupt 
business dealings between the two),1° and of Egypt (whose former minister of state for 
foreign affairs would become secretary-general of the United Nations and a key player in 
the coming crisis). 



Start of Civil War 

The end of the Cold War effectively ended Somalia's role as a U.S. strategic asset, 
even as it left Somalia and other areas of the Horn awash with weapons fiom a variety of 
sources. The key catalyst for the outbreak of open warfare was Barre's 1988 decision to 
bomb Hargeisa and Burao, in northern Somalia. The bombing followed an influx of anti- 
Barre dissidents from Ethiopia to Somalia following a deal he and Ethiopian leader 
Mengistu Haile Mariam made to halt support for each other's dissidents in the other's 
country. The forced return of these dissidents to Hargeisa and Burao reinforced anti- 
Barre efforts by northern clan-affiliated political groups which had long felt excluded 
fiom government power. The brutality of Barre's attacks against them, the massive 
civilian casualties estimated at 1 5-60,0001', the resultant refugee flows, and the outcries 
fiom human rights groups caused western donors to severely cut their Somali aid 
programs. While the Bush administration was loathe to reduce military aid to Somalia, 
Congressional outrage at Barre's human rights violations forced a cut-off in 1988. The 
bombing also generated bitter memories and culturally sanctioned demands for revenge 
among victimized Somali communities, further splintering an already tattered national 
social fabric, intensifying the unfolding civil war, and contributing to the break-up of the 
country as northwestern Somalia ultimately declared independence. 

As war steadily spread southward across the country in 1989-90, it disrupted food 
production. Because of recurrent cyclical drought patterns, food production levels had 
been traditionally unreliable, even in the fertile southern region where most of Somalia's 
production is centered. Indeed, the country was never fully self-reliant in food, importing 
at least 30 to 50 percent of its requirements.I2 Land seizures had been common in the 
region bounded by the Juba and Shebelle rivers in the 198Os, the victims being minorities 
who were also the country's most skilled cultivators; those remaining were denied aid, 
credit, or services, making irrigation and efficient marketing impossible, not to mention 
adding to the political ten~ions.'~ Following a period of drought in the mid-1980s, 
drought again spread across the country in the latter part of the decade, drawing down 
food reserves to dangerously low levels just as the civil war began to peak. By 1990, 
contending military forces displaced farmers and other civilians in the country's richest 
agricultural areas, the central and southern regions, fwther disrupting agriculture. Animal 
exports, the country's major revenue earner which traditionally supplied foreign exchange 
to purchase food abroad, also plummeted. And another important source of revenue -- 
overseas remittances by Somalis working in the Persian Gulf countries -- would soon dry 
up as a result of the Gulf crisis and war.I4 



International Community Fails to Respond 

These events occurred as the major western powers and United Nations were 
heavily preoccupied with developments in Iraq and Kuwait, eastern and central Europe 
and the former Soviet Union, and Central America. In Africa, aid donors were more 
concerned with the unravelling of Ethiopia's repressive regime and with the economic 
collapse and re-ignited civil war in southern Sudan (a new Islamic fundamentalist 
government had seized power in Khartoum in June 1989). Thus, neither the U.S. nor the 
U.N., nor any other group of nations, acted to head off the brewing Somali conflict as the 
harbinger of a humanitarian emergency to come. The U.S., as elsewhere embarrassed by 
its past support of a despot in a new era of emphasis on human rights and democracy, lent 
some support to Egyptian and Italian efforts to bring about negotiations between Siad 
Barre and his opponents, but failed to take any stronger action; its "heart was not in it."I5 
Likewise, the U.N. failed to actively pursue diplomatic or other initiatives. 

Onset of Crisis: 1990-1991 

By the eve of the final battle to oust Siad Barre fiom Mogadishu in December 
1990-January 199 1, the capital was in a state of crisis. U.N. security officials in New 
York considered the situation so perilous that they required U.N. agencies to evacuate 
"non-essential" staff fiom Mogadishu as early as September 1990. By November and 
December 1990, reports of vehicle thefts and hijackings and shootings of expatriates had 
become a daily reality as anti-Barre fighters had begun infiltrating the capital, most of 
which was already off-limits for foreigners. In December, CARE asked to place its 
vehicles inside the U.S. Embassy compound, hoping to retrieve and use them once the 
security situation improved; they were later looted by Somalis storming the compound in 
January 1 99 1. 

Jan Westcott, a USAID contract employee who had arrived in Mogadishu in 
November 1990 to oversee a modest remaining AID NGO partnership project, found she 
had to spend most of her time monitoring NGO-related security incidents rather than 
helping them expand their  program^.'^ At this point, only a handful of NGOs and U.N. 
staff were operating in Mogadishu; others had been forced to relocate fiom rural areas 
and towns in central and southern Somalia to Nairobi, Kenya. By late 1990, violence was 
moving ever closer to the U.S. Embassy compound, AID and U.S. Embassy cars had 
been shot at, U.S. staff increasingly were asked to make blood donations for the injured, 
an armed attack on the offices of World Concern had thoroughly frightened the director's 



wife and children, and plans for a peace conference in Cairo fell through, diminishing 
hopes for a negotiated settlement. Based on a recommendation of Ambassador James 
Bishop, the U.S. State Department ordered the departure of American dependents and 
non-essential personnel by December 20, reducing the number of official Americans from 
150 to 37 still in ~ount ry . '~  

Intense street warfare in late December and early January forced the final 
evacuation of all U.N., diplomatic, and NGO staff. U.S. personnel, who with a few other 
expatriates, Somali-Americans, and Somali colleagues had fled to the Embassy 
compound for safety, were airlifted out on January 5 and 6 as looters scaled the walls and 
removed most items of value.'' The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 
temporarily evacuated its personnel a day later, and the French NGO Medecins Sans 
Frontieres (MSF) also left briefly. Only SOS-Kinderdorf s Dr. Willi Huber, who was 
unusually well integrated in the local community, stayed behind and heroically continued 
ministering to thousands of war-wounded Somalis. On the day Barre fled the capital, 
January 26, all government administration collapsed. The fact that a few civil servants 
and police tried to continue working voluntarily is noteworthy. 

By late January the ICRC and MSF had returned to Mogadishu, and by early 
February ICRC returned to Kismayu. While situations varied throughout the country, the 
conditions they found in these two cities were appalling, especially in the capital where 
both looters and departing Barre forces had stripped and destroyed everything they could, 
including water pumps, pipes, copper wiring, the telephone system, blood bank, national 
bank, shops, and public buildings. With the police disbanded and prisoners released from 
jail, the breakdown of civil administration was virtually total. 

The overthrow of Siad Barre led to two types of security problems: banditry by 
those who saw the gun as the easiest means to gain food, other resources, and/or 
prestige;lg and intensifying factional fighting among the groups that overthrew Barre, as 
they fought to gain political ascendancy as well as to ensue that Barre, now based in 
Gedo, did not return to power. Although the capital was relatively calm during much of 
199 1, over the course of the year the conflict between two rival United Somali Congress 
(USC) leaders in Mogadishu, General Mohamed Farah Aidid and Ali Mahdi Mohamed, 
began to emerge as the largest threat to peace in the country. By the latter part of the 
year, real warfare would erupt as forces allied to the two leaders lobbed mortar rounds at 
each other from their respective northern and southern zones of Mogadishu, causing, by 
some estimates, 30,000 deaths and as many as 300,000 people forced to flee the city.20 



Effects on Food Supplies and Hunger 

Continued fighting in many parts of the countryside throughout 1991 combined 
with the accumulated effects of drought to doom much of Somalia's food production. 
Fighting that interfered with port operations significantly cut food imports and the 
livestock exports that helped to finance them. By September-October 1991, early 
warnings of famine were being sounded by the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO) and the ICRC -- but evoked little response. An ICRC official, noting in October 
that in some areas "people have been dying for five months," called the Somali situation 
"catastrophic". Those displaced by fighting suffered particularly, the population 
movements themselves causing havoc in the c~untryside.~' While the Horn of Africa is 
known for its constant population movements, Somalia began to be especially 
characterized by uprootedness, migration, and armies on the move -- at the same time that 
many of the most at-risk people were tragically, and fatally, non-mobile, and died 
because they did not become refugees.22 

Although virtually all statistics relating to Somalia are suspect, largely due to 
constant population movements, opportunistic distortions, and inherent technical 
difficulties in data collection, they give at least a crude sense of the magnitude of the 
problems. During 1991, for example, aid officials reported that up to 90 percent of the 
rural population were suffering from lack of food.23 The FA0 estimated that 4.5 million 
people, or 60 percent of its then-population estimate, were at risk of starvation, and that 
Somalia's food harvests through June 1992 would equal only 25 percent of normal 
because of disruptions to agriculture caused by clan fighting.24 The U.S. Department of 
Agriculture estimated food production would be at 40 percent of normal levels.25 

While relief ships were periodically unable or unwilling to dock during 199 1 -- 
for example, food shipments to Kismayu were suspended after three expatriate relief 
workers were robbed by bandits -- some were able to dock in Mogadishu during August 
and September with supplies for ICRC and CARE. In addition, ICRC was regularly, 
albeit with difficulty, sending food in via smaller ports and beach landings. In December, 
SOS Kinderdorf and UNICEF began airlifting supplies into Mogadishu for use by NGOs 
working in the capital. Late in the month, outgoing U.N. Secretary-General Perez de 
Cuellar appealed to the factions to allow relief shipments to get through, calling the 
fighting "a nightmare of violence".26 



International Diplomatic Efforts 

There were a number of diplomatic efforts to mediate the conflict during 1991, 
but they made little headway. These included efforts by Italy and Egypt to convene a 
July peace conference in Cairo; efforts by the presidents of Djibouti and Kenya to broker 
a peace accord at two successive meetings in Djibouti; and other efforts by the Islamic 
Conference Organization and by Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni as chair of the 
Organization of African Unity. The second Djibouti meeting, in July 199 1, was widely 
attended by foreign representatives as well as leading Somalis, and called for a ceasefire 
and formation of an interim government. Its short-term promise was dispelled, however, 
after Ali Mahdi cited conference resolutions to justify being sworn in as president in mid- 
August and then appointed a government cabinet in October of which Aidid disapproved. 
This provided the political backdrop to the intense November 199 1 -January 1992 fighting 
in Mogadishu mentioned above.27 

U.S. Involvement After January 1991 

The fall of Mogadishu to rebel forces and the international community's 
subsequent withdrawal severely limited the amount of information available to the 
outside world on what was going on in Somalia. ICRC and MSF provided some 
information to the NGO community based in Nairobi. John Fox, a U.S. Embassy 
political officer evacuated from Mogadishu via the U.S. to Nairobi, became the only U.S. 
official tracking Somali affairs full-time (Westcott being an AID contractor). He met 
with various factions visiting the Kenyan capital and kept as much of a watching brief on 
the abandoned Mogadishu embassy and its former Somali staff as possible from afar, 
working to get salaries to local employees remaining in Somalia or having sought refuge 
in neighboring countries.28 

On March 25, 1991, Assistant Secretary of State Herman Cohen declared Somalia 
a civil strife disaster, the official step needed to activate the Office of U.S. Foreign 
Disaster Assistance (OFDA) to respond. In February, OFDA had already appointed Jan 
Westcott as the U.S. emergency relief coordinator for Somalia, based in Nairobi, to 
coordinate U.S. aid to the ICRC, NGOs, and U.N. agencies. It was considered a major, 
and courageous, initiative when Westcott travelled to Mogadishu for an authorized 
maximum of 24 hours in April 1991 as the first U.S. Government visitor since the fall of 
Siad Barre. Fox had urged such a visit to demonstrate to the State Department that U.S. 
personnel could survive amidst the dangers of Mogadishu, a first step toward winning 
agreement to a more regular U.S. presence in Somalia. Westcott visited the remains of 



the U.S. Embassy (where she photographed the damage and rescued correspondence left 
behind in a blown-open safe) and checked on local staff. Security and logistical support 
provided by the president of Conoco-Somalia proved critical to her ability to make the 
visit. (Conoco's presence and support was later suggested by some -- unconvincingly to 
most -- as evidence of an underlying U.S. Government commercial rationale for aiding 
S ~ m a l i a . ) ~ ~  

Westcott's trip was a turning point for OFDA, which thereafter began to fund 
relief efforts in Somalia through ICRC and NGOs. This supplemented other U.S. 
Government aid through the Food for Peace and Refugee Program offices. During FY 
1991, total U.S. Government emergency assistance to Somalia would total $29.6 million, 
an amount that tripled the following year.30 

In May 199 1, OFDA Director Andrew Natsios testified on Somalia before Senate 
and House foreign affairs committees, and on June 28 the Senate passed a bill introduced 
by Senators Nancy Kassebaum and Paul Simon calling on President George Bush to lead 
humanitarian efforts and help organize peace negotiations. Earlier, during the Siad Barre 
regime, Congress had pressed to reduce U.S. aid due to his human rights violations; later 
it continued to urge more pro-active U.S. leadership in international relief efforts. 
Indeed, Congress led the Administration in guiding U.S. policy in Somalia throughout the 
crisis. 

In July 1991, Political Officer Fox made the first official post-Barre trip by a U.S. 
Government official to Mogadishu. Westcott followed again in August to monitor the 
first arrival of U.S.-donated food in the capital. 

As the crisis in Mogadishu worsened with renewed fighting from September on, 
Natsios, after a meeting with an ICRC representative in Washington, warned in October 
of massive deaths unless vastly greater relief efforts were mounted. He urged the ICRC, 
resistant for financial reasons, to substantially increase its efforts, and assured it of U.S. 
financial support. In November, Assistant Secretary Cohen "re-declared" Somalia a civil 
strife disaster, and Natsios joined the U.S. Mission to the U.N. in a demarche to other 
donors urging expanded funding of ICRC activities. The ICRC was to become the 
international community's primary surrogate in Somalia during late 1991 and early 
1 



Relief Efforts 

Along with ICRC in mid- 199 1 were ten or so NGOs working on a smaller scale in 
Somalia; of these, the principal ones were SOS, MSF, CISP (an Italian NGO), and Save 
the Children-U.K., working in Mogadishu. Functioning in the continued chaos of 
Somalia was very difficult for all of them. In October l99l ,45 ICRC vehicles were 
looted and workers repeatedly robbed. Despite these conditions, ICRC was then 
distributing about 2,000 tons of food per month in Mogadishu, about a third of what was 
needed in the In a precedent-setting step of extreme controversy -- one that would 
cause moral anguish throughout the humanitarian intervention -- ICRC felt it had to begin 
paying armed Somali militiamen for protection. (In the beginning they did so with food 
rather than cash which was at that point devalued.) This seemingly simple expedient 
proved to be a major decision, followed, albeit reluctantly, by virtually all relief agencies. 
Although pay-offs are not uncommon in famine situations, those in Somalia developed on 
a scale unprecedented in previous humanitarian aid history.33 

During the second half of 1991, MSF continued to provide medical care to the 
wounded during upsurges in street fighting in Mogadishu, as did the newly arrived 
International Medical Corps (IMC). SCF-U.K. was also much respected for its relief 
efforts, and CARE, too, returned at this time. 

Other NGOs maintained operational bases in Nairobi, with staff making periodic 
trips into Somalia in support of relief efforts there. In February 1991, these groups had 
formed an Inter-NGO Committee on Somalia (INCS) to exchange information and 
attempt to coordinate efforts. Somali political faction representatives were invited to 
share their perspectives, until their political posturing and competition drove the NGOs to 
limit the time during which Somalis were welcome to attend.34 This type of disjunction 
between expatriate NGOs and Somalis reflected an ambivalence about working with 
Somalis that would surface periodically throughout the intervention. 

The U.N. and its Agencies 

During most of 1991, the United Nations absented itself from Somalia due to an 
administrative decision based on insecurity. UNICEF fielded an assessment mission in 
February and later channelled some funding and seconded staff to NGOs pending U.N. 
permission to operate in the country; after strong appeals to the Secretary-General, this 
was finally received in December 1991. The World Food Program shipped 28,000 tons 



of food to Somalia in late 1991, much of which was looted. The United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP), following the recommendation of Resident 
Representative Osman Hashim, determined the situation was hardly ripe for development 
activities and completely stayed out. Given its traditional role as representative of the 
U.N. family of agencies, and of the Secretary-General himself, this absence was a 
particularly unfortunate symbol of U.N. lack of engagement. 

According to Under Secretary-General James Jonah, Lloyds, the U.N.'s insurer, 
had threatened to break its contract if U.N. staff returned to such dangerous  condition^.^^ 
However, few observers believe this was the sole limiting cause of U.N. impotence at a 
time when ICRC, NGOs, and others were returning to Somalia. Representatives of these 
groups felt keenly disappointed, even angered, by the U.N.'s di~engagement.~~ 
Furthermore, the lack of a U.N. "eyes and ears" capability would diminish its ability to 
function effectively in the country later on. U.N. absence left a vacuum and a skepticism 
among most NGOs and Somalis that would be hard to overcome. There was a "tragic 
delay", Ambassador Mohamed Sahnoun would later say, "and now we are paying the 

Crescendo of Crisis and Initial Responses: Early 1992 

ICRC in the Lead 

As the late 1991 Aidid-Ali Mahdi fighting generated new hardships in 
Mogadishu, ICRC spent much of its time talking with Somalis, trying to understand their 
situation, building relationships, and, as the unfolding severity of the situation became 
clearer, trying to mobilize other international actors to help. On December 23, 1991 
ICRC President Cornelio Sommaruga appealed to then-U.N. Secretary-General Perez de 
Cuellar for urgent efforts to respond to the "tragic situation of Somalia" and to "save 
these people from their agony." When a U.N. security team sent to Somalia from New 
York decided it was still too dangerous to authorize U.N. resident staff, ICRC was forced 
to take on even more responsibility on behalf of the international community. Indeed, by 
February 1992, facing the complete disintegration of all local structures, ICRC made an 
exception to its normal policy and decided to consider the entire Somali population as 
eligible for aid; ICRC then devoted an unprecedented one half of its worldwide budget to 
Somalia alone.38 Even then, the needs continued to vastly outpace the response. 



By February 1992, ICRC was distributing 4,000 tons of dry food per month to 
prevent starvation in the famine areas. In April, it shifted to large-scale wet feeding in 
Mogadishu (and later in other locations) when dry food looting became unmanageable. 
(Because it was subject to spoilage, prepared food was not particularly valuable to 
looters.) Unable to use the Mogadishu port due to the fighting and looting, ICRC brought 
its food in through smaller ports and beach landing sites, sometimes supplemented with 
helicopters; a side benefit of this was to allow closer access to needy rural areas and to 
avoid over-reliance on any particular local political faction (especially in Mogadishu). A 
fiuther advantage was to somewhat lower the visibility of ICRC's aid so as not to suggest 
to other donors that more aid was not needed.39 At the same time, ICRC arranged for 
numerous journalists to visit Somalia to see the extent of the need, in the hope that other 
donors, thus informed, would join in helping. 

Efforts to Involve the U.N. 

In December 199 1, OFDA's Natsios, calling Somalia "the worst humanitarian 
crisis today", joined the ICRC and NGOs in criticizing the lack of a strong U.N. role. 
Jonah himself would later admit that "the United Nations can be criticized for not 
promptly organizing itself to be effective on the political side, which it did not do until 
December of 1991 ."40 Under outside pressure, the appointment of a new, more activist 
Secretary-General, Boutros Boutros-Ghali of Egypt, and rising awareness within the U.N. 
of the need to act, new efforts took shape in early 1992 to find a political solution and to 
coordinate greater flows of humanitarian assistance. The Security Council adopted 
several resolutions concerning Somalia, beginning with Resolution 733. Proposed by 
Cape Verde and passed on January 23, 1992, it sought to pave the way for a solution by 
urging the parties to cease hostilities, calling on other countries to maintain an arms 
embargo, and requesting the Secretary-General to boost reconciliation efforts and relief 
flows. Because some Security Council members were reluctant to intervene in a civil 
conflict situation without a host government invitation, a legal fiction was created in the 
form of a letter from the Somali charge d'affaires in New York, even though he clearly 
represented no one at that point. This, however, provided the "legal basis" for action 
under Resolution 733.41 

Also in January, Jonah was sent to Somalia to meet with all parties on the 
Secretary-General's behalf. His trip demonstrated the dangers of attempting rapid 
diplomacy with little advance groundwork, which was inevitably minimal given the 
U.N.'s year-long absence from Somalia. While attempting to be even-handed, Jonah was 
initially seen as tilting toward Aidid thanks to the latter's careful orchestrating of his local 



travel. Jonah's later statements implying support for Ali Mahdi -- perhaps intended to 
correct that perception -- only served to sharpen tensions between the two Mogadishu 
leaders, while smaller clans, which had sought to play a mediating role and avoid siding 
with either Ali Mahdi or Aidid, felt ignored and alienated by his concentration on 
Mogadishu. Furthermore, many did not trust his non-transparent style of negotiating 
separately, rather than collectively, with local 1eade1-s.~~ Notwithstanding all this, a 
ceasefire agreement was reached between the two Mogadishu leaders on March 3, 1992. 

Following the agreement, Boutros-Ghali sent a technical team to Somalia to 
prepare plans for a ceasefire monitoring mechanism. The team obtained Aidid's and Ali 
Mahdi's agreement, leading to the formation in April 1992 of UNOSOM I, the 
appointment of Mohamed Sahnoun as the Secretary-General's special representative, 
plans for 50 unarmed ceasefire observers and 500 armed guards to protect food relief in 
Mogadishu, and the establishment of a 90-Day Plan of Action for emergency 
humanitarian assistance. Thus was born the U.N. mandate in Somalia. 

Sahnoun has been widely credited for his culturally sensitive and effective 
negotiating style and breadth of consultations throughout the country. U.S. Ambassador 
Robert Oakley, who was later cast in a somewhat similar role, albeit as U.S. special 
envoy, suggests that the breadth and comprehensiveness of Sahnoun's contacts have 
probably not been matched since.43 Sahnoun gave reconciliation efforts a high priority. 
He launched intense efforts, from May up to the time of his dismissal in late October, to 
create greater understanding and consensus among the parties to the conflict, engaging in 
extensive and repeated negotiations with a large array of leaders at many levels. 

Also in March 1992, UNICEF's country representative David Bassiouni was 
appointed as the first U.N. humanitarian coordinator to Somalia. The position would 
normally have gone to the new UNDP representative Brian Wannop, but the latter, 
notwithstanding a direct order of the Secretary-General, refused to be based in Mogadishu 
on the grounds that most other donors and diplomatic personnel were based in Nairobi. 
UNDP also failed to provide anticipated financial support for Bassiouni's efforts, with the 
result that UNICEF picked up some of the slack.44 

At the time of Bassiouni's appointment, ICRC and WFP had agreed to divide 
responsibility for food delivery in Somalia, with the latter responsible for Mogadishu and 
the former for a number of other locations. The problem was that Mogadishu's port had 
been closed since December 1991 and that Bassiouni felt ICRC's strategy of using 
smaller ports undercut his and WFP's efforts to open it. He was also concerned about a 
general pattern of ICRC not keeping the U.N. sufficiently informed of its act ivi t ie~.~~ 
ICRC, on the other hand, felt it necessary to maintain a clearly separate identity from that 



of the considerably less popular U.N. in Somali eyes. In the event, and as a result of the 
efforts of a joint committee for relief assistance composed of representatives of north and 
south Mogadishu and from the U.N. (including WFP Country Representative Holbrooke 
Arthur), the port was reopened in May 1992, and the delivery of additional emergency 
supplies became possible throughout both the Ali Mahdi- and Aidid-controlled parts of 
the city. 

A promising operational development within the U.N. at this time was the 
establishment in March 1992 of the new Department of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA) to 
coordinate U.N. and donor appeals and emergency responses worldwide. In April, 
Swedish envoy Jan Eliasson took up his appointment as its first "humanitarian aid czar", 
albeit a czar with few powers or resources. Given the gravity of the Somalia crisis, 
Eliasson was criticized by some for giving it insufficient priority and failing to visit 
Somalia during the first five months of his tenure. Others, however, criticized him for 
spending too much time on travel in general and not enough on effectively organizing his 
new department and attempting to make it a significant force within the U.N. system. 

Escalating Starvation 

Notwithstanding these initial international efforts, the U.N.-brokered ceasefire, 
and the abating of clan conflicts in early 1992, there was a horrifying spread of famine, 
especially in Somalia's historically most productive regions. The U.N. technical mission 
visiting in March estimated that 1.5 million Somalis were seriously threatened by lack of 
access to food and health care, and that a further 3.5 million urgently needed 
humanitarian assistance, out of a total estimated population of 6 million.46 The most 
severely affected groups were those that had not been direct participants in the civil war, 
but had fallen victim to theft of food harvests and reserves and destruction wrought by 
Barre's and other militias in renewed fighting in this most fertile part of the country. 
Most farmers were unable to plant for the next harvest. Their livestock had often been 
killed, homes burned, and wells damaged. Looters springing up amidst the economic and 
social chaos also took their toll. Thus, food reserves and general assets that normally 
carried Somalis through periods of drought or other disturbances were no longer available 
to them. Studies suggest that if a serious humanitarian intervention had been conducted 
at this stage of early 1992 -- and preferably in 1991 -- many of Somalia's lost lives would 
have been saved.47 



Trying to face down the famine were a small number of NGOs, who, with ICRC, 
were still virtually the sole international observers of the unfolding holocaust. Up to a 
third of Somali children under five died of starvation and associated diseases in the 
famine zone.48 Countless others died for lack of potable water, some of them, ironically, 
amidst sudden floods, which only added to the cumulative suffering wrought by war and 
drought decimating Somalia's food reserves and supplies. Often the only timely "relief' 
item to reach the hundreds who died each day at major feeding camps was the traditional 
white burial cloth used by Somalis to wrap their dead.49 

In May 1992, Jan Westcott returned to Mogadishu and was horrified: "The 
general population of the country is so desperate that death from a bullet or from 
starvation is of no consequence to a displaced Somali with no hope," she cabled to the 
OFDA office in Washington on May 13, 1992. At roughly the sanie time, mortality data 
from the Centers for Disease Control were sent to OFDA but seemed to take time to be 
acted upon. "The policy levels were relatively passive" till mid-1992, a CDC researcher 
felt." During May, Medecins Sans Frontieres documented famine deaths in Merca, and 
in June, ICRC's Geoff Loane visited a new "epicenter of death" in Baidoa and recalls 
"hitting my limit. It was a slight on the international community to have let this happen," 
he felt as he reported the horror to his Geneva headquarters." ICRC followed up by 
launching its own airlift to Baidoa, as its normal preference for negotiating safe road 
access would have taken too long under the dire circumstances. A key element of ICRCts 
effort was to support its Somali Red Crescent partners, one of whose most important 
responsibilities (given the danger of epidemics) was collecting dead bodies from the 
streets and conveying them to grave sites, a task for which relatives of the deceased were 
often too weak or too poor. At the height of the crisis, in Baidoa alone they picked up 
and buried 800-900 bodies per day, for a total of 16,000.52 

The U.S. Government Response - a House Divided 

Information on the unprecedented scale of the unfolding Somali tragedy had 
begun flowing into the U.S. Department of State beginning in late 1991.53 State's East 
Africa office, supported by the Human Rights Bureau, was working closely with OFDA 
to try to get the U.S. back in to help. Except for some ICRC and NGO grants, aid had 
been largely halted due to Barre's human rights violations and to Brooke Amendment 
provisions barring assistance to countries in arrears on their debts. Within the State 
bureaucracy, Assistant Secretary Cohen fought "tooth and nail" to help OFDA become 
operational inside S~malia. '~ Such efforts were opposed, however, by Assistant Secretary 
for International Organization Affairs John Bolton and by Brent Scowcroft, President 



Bush's national security advisor, who were against expending effort and scarce financial 
resources on an area peripheral to U.S. strategic interests. "Let's not try to right every 
wrong in the world," Bolton was reported as saying.55 The State Department leadership 
had opposed Cape Verde's original draft Resolution 733 in the U.N. Security Council in 
January, and insisted on watering it down. Secretary of State James Baker reportedly 
reacted angrily upon learning of the decision to send 50 unarmed ceasefire observers; 
with the U.N. peacekeeping budget in arrears due to the Cambodian and other operations, 
he was concerned about the The U.S. found itself isolated within the Security 
Council during this period. The Security Council's president could not help asking, "Is 
Africa worth only a few crumbs of bread?"57 

Although OFDA had acted ahead of the rest of the U.S. Government in its 
response, both NGOs and new OFDA Director Jim Kunder, who came on board in 
December 1991, feel that Somalia was still of relatively low priority within that office.58 
OFDA was struggling to respond to multiple crises, with Somalia merely one among 
many, including Sudan, Bosnia, Ethiopia, and especially the former Soviet Union, where 
"much of the earth had suddenly opened up for the possibility of emergency 
interventi~n."~~ While OFDA was giving increasing grant support to NGOs, Kunder 
notes that his own newness on the job and State Department unwillingness to authorize 
sending an official assessment mission to the field slowed what might have been a faster, 
larger engagement. During a February-March trip to Ethiopia's border with Somalia, 
where Kunder personally saw large numbers of Somali refugees in terrible condition, he 
began to understand the true magnitude of the crisis and to explore strategies to send aid 
inside Somalia from Ethiopia. 

While the Bush Administration was divided on how to respond to Somalia, 
Members of Congress -- notably Senators Simon and Kassebaum and Representative 
Tony Hall -- had been pushing with renewed vigor in early 1992 for it to ,become more 
actively engaged in efforts to achieve a ceasefire and ensure food deliveries. Responding 
to their January 15 letter to Baker (signed by other Congressional colleagues as well), the 
State Department in mid-March said it was considering proposals to flood the combat 
zone with food -- but no such action was yet being taken. Following several months of 
House and Senate hearings and meetings with OFDA, NGOs, and U.N. officials, 
legislators by the end of June were urging both the Administration and the U.N. to give 
Somalia the "highest priority". 



Crescendo of Response: Mid-1992 

I have just returnedfiom Baidoa, Somalia, a town 100 miles west of the 
capital, Mogadishu. What I witnessed there will haunt me for the rest of 
my life. I decided to go against the advice of myfiiends in the Department 
of State.. . . The women of Baidoa and the children they revere are so 
weakenedfiom the prolonged famine they have endured that without 
urgent medical attention, all the food in the world would not save them ... 
relief workers told me that the death rate there was between 200 and 300 
people a day. 

- Congressman Mervyn Dymally60 

The U.S. Wakes Up 

Everything began to change in June-July 1992. A combination of greater media 
and Congressional attention, slowly building NGO pressure, and the politicizing of 
Somalia as a U.S. presidential election issue created a "critical mass" of pressures that led 
to a sharply increased U.S. and international response. By June 1992 OFDA's phone was 
ringing off the hook as media, congressmen, and ordinary citizens called seeking more 
information. Staff could hardly work on anything except Somalia as demands for 
information escalated both inside and outside the State Department b~ilding.~' 

Although the British and other European press, and very occasionally the U.S. 
press, had made reference to the Somali crisis for some months, most observers credit 
The New York Times' July 19 front page story and photo with sparking greater media and 
policy-makers' attention, particularly as other editors soon followed The Times' lead and 
the "CNN factor" came into play. ICRC's Loane recalls having taken an initially hesitant 
Jane Perlez, The Times' correspondent, on his visit to Baidoa; before being exposed to the 
horror, she had asked "Why don't Somalis take more responsibility for themselve~?"~~ 

Heightened U.S. Government attention was also generated by U.S. Ambassador to 
Kenya Smith Hempstone's "A Day in Hell" cable. Handed to President Bush by then- 
deputy National Security Adviser Jonathan Howe, it described his shock upon visiting 
feeding camps for Somali refugees along the Kenyan border. Hempstone, with 
impeccable conservative credentials, was considered no easily shaken bleeding heart. 
This was followed by Senator Kassebaum's July trip to Somalia with Jim Kunder, and 
subsequent congressional testimony by Andrew Natsios, then head of AID'S Bureau for 



Food and Humanitarian Assistance, of which OFDA is a part. All of this added to the 
growing momentum for action. Furthermore, the U.S. presidential campaign was heating 
up, and candidate Bill Clinton began to sharply criticize President Bush's inaction on 
behalf of the starving in Somalia. 

From Europe, French Government Minister Bernard Kouchner had visited 
Somalia in May 1992 and been persuasive in affecting government and public opinion in 
the European Community. Indeed, the French became so engaged in the issue that even 
in their famously shut-down vacation month of August they were able to conduct a 
nationwide food-collection campaign. The Irish Prime Minister visited Somalia in 
August, followed by an October visit by Irish President Mary Robinson. Meanwhile, in a 
July 22 Security Council meeting, U.N. Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali referred angrily 
to "fighting a rich man's war in Yugoslavia while not lifting a finger to save Somalia from 
disintegration"; it was a sound-bite heard 'round the 

On July 24, President Bush issued a statement committing the U.S. to provide air 
transport and fund the deployment of the long-delayed 500 U.N. Pakistani troops to guard 
relief shipments in Mogadishu. He also instructed Secretary of State Lawrence 
Eagleburger to be "forward leaning" on S ~ m a l i a . ~ ~  A number of observers felt Bush's 
stance was in response to Clinton's campaign pressures. Many also believe that a similar 
desire to generate political support on the eve of the Republican Convention contributed 
to his August 14 announcement of Operation Provide Relief, in which he ordered the U.S. 
military to airlift food supplies into Somalia. Bush himself states that "it was the 
impossibility of continuing ground delivery which dictated resort to airlift to get supplies 
to distribution points. Political considerations in general, and the Republican Convention 
in particular, were absolutely irrelevant to the substance and timing of that d e c i s i ~ n . " ~ ~  

Operation Provide Relief, August 1992 

The U.S. military airlift, dubbed Operation Provide Relief, grew out of internal 
U.S. Government discussions during the summer of 1992 about the possibility of a more 
extensive U.S. intervention. In June, the National Security Council (NSC) had begun 
convening inter-agency "Deputies' meetings" on S0malia,6~ and Secretary of State 
Eagleburger had set up a departmental Somalia Task Force in late July to review events 
and formulate the "forward leaning" policies requested by President Bush. At that point, 
U.S. officials despaired of gaining Somali acceptance for the 500 U.N. "food guards", and 
doubted that this level of effort to protect relief deliveries would be sufficient to save 
lives. At the same time, the financial drain caused by the Cambodia, Yugoslavia, and 



Desert Storm operations discouraged support for a truly major U.S. initiative. "As always 
happens," said Kunder, " the first way out that occurred to planners seeking to respond to 
public pressure without difficult policy changes was to look at airdrops and airlifts."67 

Natsios initially was opposed to the airlift, indeed would have preferred an earlier 
ground interventi~n.~' In fact, this was not the first time airlifts had been considered or 
conducted: ICRC had been airlifting food to Belet Uen since March, Lutheran World 
Federation began its airlifts on May 14 -- ultimately flying 1100 missions with 18,000 
tons69 -- and the World Food Program began airlifts in August. The U.S. (through 
OFDA), E.C., Germany, and Belgium had all been running or paying for airlifts, as had 
Italy, the U.K., and France. U.S. Governrnent-funded civilian aircraft alone carried a 
total of 19,435 metric tons to Somalia and 60,000 tons to Northern Kenya for Somali 
 refugee^.^' But the U.S. military airlift idea proved attractive to State Department and 
NSC planners who wanted something relatively safe, that would "jump-start the relief 
eff~r t" ,~ '  inspire other donors to assist, "get the job done", and fiom which it would be 
relatively easy to disengage. The decision was made and implemented quickly, reflecting 
the Administration's intent that it be dramatically symbolic of the U.S.'s response. 

General Frank Libutti received orders at Central Command in Tampa the morning 
of August 15 to take off for Kenya to evaluate the possibilities that very afternoon. His 
plane, refueled twice in mid-air to save time, arrived in Mombasa before the Kenyan 
government could be properly informed, let alone clear the mission's presence, creating 
something of a diplomatic row. (Libutti and Ambassador Hempstone had to do some 
fast-talking with President Moi after Kenyan newspaper headlines decried the "U.S. 
in~asion".~~)  Notwithstanding the initial haste, it took two weeks to arrange the required 
diplomatic clearances, arrival of OFDA Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART) 
members, coordination with NGOs, preparation of the intended 4-5 Somali landing sites, 
and warehouse food releases. A Joint Task Force multi-service command under General 
Libutti then coordinated the fourteen U.S. military planes involved at the height of the 
operation. In addition, two planes were contributed by Germany and three by Canada. 

OFDA's Expanding Commitment 

OFDA's commitment in Somalia was quickly augmented by the deployment of 
Disaster Assistance Relief Teams (DARTS) to Nairobi and Mombasa to coordinate the 
airlift with the U.S. military. The DART arrived in Mombasa on August 21 and that 
same day organized the first of several relief food airlifts fiom Mombasa to a UNHCR- 



run Somali refugee camp in Wajir, Kenya. Within eleven days, the first military airlifts 
into Somalia itself began; they were to continue, at subsequently declining levels, until 
February 1993. 

The DART sub-office in Mombasa, assisted by AID regional office staff, 
functioned as a logistics arm for the airlift and as an interface between the U.S. military 
and NGOs. Its role was to set priorities for relief flights, to "verify need and coordinate 
delivery." On a daily basis it communicated by radio with NGOs on the ground inside 
Somalia to ensure that security conditions allowed a safe landing and that receiving 
NGOs were ready to offload and take responsibility for the shipment being delivered.73 
U.S. military rules of engagement prohibited flying unless assured of safe landing 
conditions. Food movements were also coordinated through the World Food Program in 
Mogadishu, particularly since WFP supplied some of the food and paid NGOs' internal 
transport, storage, and handling. 

The DART main office in Nairobi managed OFDA's overall relief response to the 
Somalia crisis, overseeing the Mombasa airlift, coordinating with Nairobi-based NGOs 
and U.N. agencies working in Somalia, and liaising with the Kenyan government and 
U.S. Embassy. It coordinated daily communication, via "SitRep" reports, from the 
Mombasa DART to OFDA headquarters in Washington. 

The DART also served to facilitate the awarding of OFDA contracts and grants 
to agencies carrying out relief efforts in Somalia. A most appreciated feature was "to 
bring the mountain to Mohamed" -- contract officers to the field -- which speeded up aid 
delivery by a critical, often life-saving several weeks over the alternative of referring all 
proposals to its Washington bureaucracy. DART field staff would do the work-up on 
NGO proposals; a grants officer would do the administration, including preparing the 
"PIOTS"~~, and deal with program issues; and the DART contract officer did the fiscal 
work. 

Between August and November, with a staff of 600-800 people, Operation 
Provide Relief conducted 2,486 flights, carrying 28,000 metric tons of relief supplies, 
equal to 1 12 million meals, or enough to feed Richmond, Virginia for 180 days.75 
Because food prices were significantly lowered as a result of the airlift, Natsios, despite 
his initial opposition, subsequently concluded it had helped after all.76 (A number of 
relief experts believed it important to flood the market with food in order to make it more 
accessible to more people and, theoretically at least, less attractive to looters.) The airlift 
succeeded, by all accounts, because of the exceedingly effective cooperation achieved 
among OFDA, the U.S. military, and relief agencies on the ground, along with judicious 
planning and, no doubt, a certain amount of luck. Perhaps equally important for the 



future, it created in Washington "an activist consensus [for aid to Somalia] in the national 
security bureaucracy where none had existed earlier."77 

There were difficulties, to be sure: overwhelmed relief infrastructures as large 
populations were edticed by the airlift to the new feeding centers; constant security 
problems, some of them exacerbated by the airlift; limited flexibility due to military 
requirements; inappropriate "airport use charges" (otherwise known as extortion); and a 
fueling of the war economy through the added influx of valuable cornm~dities.~~ 
Mounting security problems meant that airlifted food could not be moved further than 30 
km. or so beyond the receiving landing sites;" as a result (and also due to rain-damaged 
roads), OFDA was reluctantly forced to approve occasional airdrops. ICRC faced a 
particular problem: given its historical tradition of neutrality requiring that no arms be 
carried on its relief missions, a combination of sensitivity and obhscation was required to 
meet ICRC institutional requirements and to protect the integrity of its red cross and red 
crescent symbols, while also protecting the U.S. military's need to ensure security for 
personnel and equipment. A major problem, and the ultimate reason for its perceived 
lack of sustainability, was the putative expense of the airlift and the resultant conclusion 
that any airlift was inherently incapable of responding to the full scale of the crisis as it 
further unfolded.80 

The New Aid Scene 

The mid-1 992 Somalia media publicity, followed by the airlift, set in motion a 
much broader change in the entire dynamic of the relief effort. From August onward, a 
whole new set of NGO actors came on the scene, with a diverse array of oft competing 
relief strategies and approaches. Their diversity confused the Somalis and illuminated the 
need for greater collaboration among NGOs, U.N. agencies, and bilateral donors. In 
September-October, both new and old-timer NGOs in Mogadishu established a 
consortium to coordinate with U.N. and bilateral aid structures; it met weekly with the 
U.N.'s humanitarian coordinator. While this helped to some extent, the very number of 
NGO actors disrupted carefully crafted negotiating processes set up by earlier actors, 
notably ICRC. ICRC had tried to develop a transparent negotiating process with "any 
Somalis who wanted to be involved", for example, to negotiate safe road access for food 
delivery vehicles. This process fell apart with the airlift approach of "throwing a machine 
at the problem". Road negotiations were soon overtaken by events, leading, in turn, to 
increasing reliance on costly airlifts -- and eventually to military inter~ention.~' 



Given the sudden influx of resources in the context of a non-functioning formal 
economy, historical patterns of enrichment through aid exploitation -- a sense that aid 
belongs to no one, hence to everyone -- and a tradition of weapons availability, it was 
perhaps not surprising that many Somalis took advantage of the situation and increasingly 
seized relief resources by force. In the context of rampant economic collapse, the influx 
of relief workers and their supplies became the newest (and often only) source of quick 
wealth to be exploited by anyone with a gun. The question would inevitably arise as to 
whether aid was exacerbating the larger problem of Somalia. 

U.N. Efforts 

While the U.N. in mid-1992 was working intensively through Ambassador 
Sahnoun to mediate a long-term peace agreement among the various Somali factions, 
progress was slow because of the need to negotiate not only with the main faction leaders, 
but also with the sub-clan leaders and elders who often provided their power bases. 
Added to this was a Somali sense of time quite different from the Western desire for a 
"quick fix". Somalis value lengthy discussions and "processing"; "they need endless 
time", noted one savvy observer.82 Indeed, this key cultural difference explains much of 
the problem encountered by international diplomacy in Somalia throughout the crisis. 
Sahnoun, who adapted his diplomatic style to Somali realities, is convinced he was 
making tangible progress toward isolating the more intractable warlords from their sub- 
clan supporters and moving toward a broader political agreement. He also felt that the 50 
unarmed U.N. observers were playing an important and appreciated role in Mogadishu, 
and that the agreed 500 peacekeeping troops could have played an important role if their 
dispatch had not been delayed by three months due to a slow U.N. response, and if their 
eventual deployment had not been so sharply limited by safety concerns.83 In this latter 
feeling, he was in a virtual minority of one; most observers feel these numbers were 
woefully inadequate, enough, at best, for a symbolic message of international concern. 
Sahnoun publicly criticized the poor performance of the U.N. and its agencies, notably 
WFP in the first half of 1992.84 He also felt his efforts were being sabotaged, first, by 
supply shipments to Ali Mahdi's forces in U.N.-marked airplanes (which added to Aidid's 
mistrust of the U.N.), and then by an announcement from United Nations headquarters -- 
without advance consultation with him or with Somalis on the ground -- that 3,000 
additional troops (plus logistics support) would be sent to Somalia. His criticisms of 
U.N. management annoyed Boutros-Ghali who in late October, in effect, dismissed him. 



Sahnoun was replaced on a short-term basis by veteran diplomat Ismat Kittani 
who, ironically, agreed with 90 percent of Sahnoun's criticisms of U.N. performance 
(albeit refraining from saying so publicly)85, but was unable to achieve the level of trust 
that his predecessor had enjoyed with the Somalis. Some Sahnoun admirers wonder if 
even he could have succeeded in "plucking the feathers" of Aidid's support base, winning 
Aidid over to an agreement short of one giving him absolute power, and broadening 
opportunities of expression to representatives of civilian, unarmed society. Yet his 
removal seriously set back efforts to negotiate a halt to the rising tension between Aidid 
and Ali Mahdi in Mogadishu. It led to effective suspension of many carefully crafted 
relief shipment agreements concluded with diverse factions elsewhere, and marked, to 
many minds, the death knell for any near-term political solution. 

On the relief side, the U.N. during the summer and fall of 1992 tried to expand its 
efforts on behalf of Somalia through additional Security Council resolutions and the 
October launch in Geneva of a DHA-organized 100-Day Plan of Action to more rapidly 
deploy UNOSOM personnel and boost relief flows. With OFDA funding, CARE 
President Philip Johnston was seconded to UNOSOM to carry out the plan; he ultimately 
replaced Bassiouni as the U.N.'s humanitarian coordinator, a move that gave temporary 
hope to NGO representatives who had lost considerable confidence in the wake of 
Sahnoun's removal. However, Johnston's subsequent illness and limited tenure (a 
problem with virtually all appointments in Somalia) inevitably limited his contribution. 
The 100-Day Plan itself was considered effective in food distribution, but not in other 
relief activities, partly due to security problems, but also to its nature as a relatively 
unprioritized list of different agencies' project ideas.86 The predecessor 90-Day ~lan'had 
proved even less successful for much the same reasons. 

The Thanksgiving Decision and UNITAF 

By October-November 1992, mortality statistics began to indicate that the 
emergency was easing. Rains had returned, promising a good food crop to ease the 
shortages; indeed, ICRC had begun purchasing seeds produced in Lower Shabelle for its 
agricultural programs.87 Death rates were falling, some say, because the most vulnerable 
and likely to die had already done so -- a number now estimated, albeit with uncertainty, 
at 240,000.88 A November Washington Post article graphically showed that death rates in 
Baidoa had declined fiom a high of 1,780 per week in early September to 306 two 
months later, although that was not true of all locales. Baidoa was also facing a severe 
water shortage, since Barre's troops had destroyed most of its wells.89 Sources disagree 



on whether mortality rates were actually falling, or falling sufficiently quickly, or whether 
such a fall represented a permanent downward trend, indicating success, or a temporary 
one dependent on future security conditions. Some assumed, quite simply, that now the 
hardier were likely to die. In fact, insecurity -- manifested via attacks on convoys and 
relief workers -- continued and in places increased. In late October, clan warfare 
culminating in the capture of Bardera by General Mohamed Said Hersi "Morgan", Siad 
Barre's son-in-law, exacerbated the security situation in that area. Yet food prices 
remained at their relatively low post-airlift level, suggesting that between the available 
food from previous relief deliveries and new crops coming on stream with the end of the 
drought, enough may have been accessible to the population to meet most of the basic 
needs of those with at least some resources. The extent to which this possibility, and not 
only the clearly distressing interruptions of relief deliveries, was taken into account is of 
considerable importance in judging the necessity of the massive military intervention that 
would follow. 

Media and NGO Pressures 

CNN and other TV media, now present in large numbers in Somalia following the 
influx of NGOs and beginning of the airlift, began showing dramatic footage of looting 
incidents and continuing starvation in the country. The rapid influx of NGO workers and 
journalists into Mogadishu and the region in mid-1992 had contributed to further 
attracting clan and freelance looters and various kinds of extortionists. News reporting 
was extensive on the extortion of NGOs and theft of food shipments by Somali clan 
militias. Kittani had been shocked at the situation he found on arriving in Mogadishu and 
had so informed the Secretary General and Security C o u n ~ i l . ~ ~  In November, he and 
Natsios (based on information received from CARE'S Johnston) separately began 
asserting that 80 percent of food aid was being diverted or looted, although the factual 
basis for this figure was hotly denied by most NGOs and ICRC who differed significantly 
over varying definitions of what constituted diversion. Some felt that food paid to meet 
the extortionate demands of security guards should not be viewed as diverted food, on the 
theory it was used in exchange for services performed. Similarly, others felt that since 
militia members and looters needed food, too, one could not count all forcibly taken 
commodities as looted in the sense of misappropriated; the term "spontaneous 
distribution" was coined, the point being made that collective obligations in Somalia 
oblige all, including warlords, to share resources, and that all food aid thus contributed to 
reactivating local  market^.^' 



Recurrent incidents of armed robbery, shootings, and lootings sparked growing 
NGO debate on the ground and back at headquarters on whether or not to urge stronger 
U.N. security measures to protect relief staff and operations. Within the NGO 
community in the US.  and Europe, there were mixed views on whether an enhanced 
U.N. military presence in Somalia would strengthen or undermine their security. Some, 
like ICRC and the American Friends Service Committee, publicly opposed any use of 
force in civil conflict as likely to lead to greater conflict with local forces. The 
Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) was "concerned that increased unnegotiated 
international military presence ... is likely to exacerbate the difficulties and undermine the 
process of long-term reconciliation," as well as result in "even greater insecurity and 
restriction of movement f~r . . .NGos ."~~ Others believed a larger U.S. armed presence 
would deter looters and snipers and make relief operations more secure. CARE was 
perhaps the most forceful in making the case for intervention. CAl2EAJ.S. President 
Johnston and CAREAnternational Chairman Malcolm Fraser had met with Secretary- 
General Boutros-Ghali in September to urge a United Nations governing role in Somalia, 
following which Johnston repeated his call for strong action on Public Television's 
MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour -- an unprecedented and not uncontroversial step for a U.S. 
NGO. The U.S. NGO consortium InterAction had been advocating greater support for 
Somalia for some months, including the need for greater U.N. troop support for relief 
agencies' security, but not outright for an additional military interventi~n.~~ In the end, 
the 80 percent figure -- a fiction and a "shameful manipulation" to some -- helped make 
the case for the major military deployment that followed. 

U.S. Government Decision-Making Process 

Almost from the beginning of Operation Provide Relief, Administration policy- 
makers felt that the airlift was inadequate to the need. Despite more food aid and 
humanitarian workers than ever before, they believed the vast majority of rural Somalis 
were not benefitting from aid because security limited food deliveries to a small radius 
around the selected few airfields. They may have under-estimated the significant 
amounts of aid still reaching needy Somalis in less visible locations through other means, 
most notably by ICRC beach and land transport. For right or for wrong, many in 
Washington felt more frustrated than before the airlift.94 Furthermore, given ongoing 
security problems, it was feared that the U.N.'s 500 Pakistani troops might need to be 
evacuated for their own security. Given the arduous process of gaining Aidid's and Ali 
Mahdi's approval for their assignment in the first place, this was hardly a welcome 
prospect. "UNOSOM I had failed in its mission," President Bush reported to C o n g r e s ~ . ~ ~  
In the Senate, Paul Simon had already introduced in July a resolution urging the U.N. to 



deploy "security guards" with or without Somali faction approval, if necessary.96 On a 
subsequent visit to Somalia, he and Congressman John Lewis called for more security for 
relief workers and supplies. Simon likened the situation to the Irish famine of the 1840s, 
saying "I have seen grim things around the world, but never like this, and I hope I never 
see anything like this again."97 

In high level Administration councils, widening support developed for military 
intervention, although there was a simultaneous reticence on the part of civilian members 
to appear too enthusiastic for fear the military would immediately object. Indeed, Central 
Command and Pentagon leadership initially opposed a U.S. operation, believing it to be, 
frankly, crazy in a setting like Somalia, particularly given the lack of clarity about 
achievable goals for such an operation and the difficulty of getting out again. If any 
major action was to be seriously considered, U.S. policy makers thought it should be a 
U.N. intervention. As summed up by the same Ambassador Hempstone who had earlier 
raised President Bush's awareness of the problem through his "Day in Hell" cable, "If you 
liked Beirut [where a U.S. military barracks was bombed, resulting in 241 Marine 
deaths], you'll love Mogadishu;" he went on to warn against U.S. involvement with the 
"Somalia tarbaby". 

The climate in the Deputies Committee soon changed, however, in part due to 
somewhat greater openness to the idea of a U.S. intervention on the part of a substitute 
military representative, General McCaffkey; he noted that while the military didn't 
recommend an intervention, they also recognized that only the U.S., and not the U.N., 
would be able to pull together an operation quickly enough to be effective. This 
encouraged some previously reticent civilian members of the committee to be more open 
in favoring an intervention, and the momentum to intervene built up.98 In a subsequent 
Deputies meeting, Admiral David Jeremiah, vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
announced that "If you think U.S. forces are needed, we can do the job."99 The 
turnaround had originated with Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Colin Powell who himself 
saw that the U.N. was "running into trouble ...[ and] getting nowhere", was well aware of 
political pressures to act, including those of members of the Black Caucus, and knew 
President Bush felt that "if we could do something, we should."'00 

While civilian sources indicate an intervention of a maximum of 8,000 troops 
was first contemplated, this seems to have applied only to early proposals for limited 
"zones [or points] of tranquility" where food aid might be distributed through safe 
corridors protected from armed gangs. Although some recommended this more 
decentralized option as most likely to avoid the special problems of Mogadishu, others 
felt it ignored the fact that the neediest areas were generally the least secure ones and the 
likelihood that Somali gangs "would not cooperate with peace-keepers who did not have 



superior strength."'O1 The zones of tranquility approach was apparently never seriously 
considered at the highest levels of policy-making. Powell, for one, felt it would have 
been no more than a "bandaid" and "wouldn't have intimidated the SNA."'02 

Central Command officers report that their preliminary back-of-the-envelope 
estimates for an operation confined to Mogadishu, Kismayu, and Baidoa alone would 
have required 12-1 5,000 troops; this fell between the 1,500 needed to feed starving 
people in a benign environment such as a Hurricane Andrew situation, and, at the other 
extreme, an estimated 80-88,000 necessary to occupy all of Somalia.'03 Notwithstanding 
their reluctance, the military had been doing contingency planning, including simulation 
exercises during the previous year in anticipation of a possible Horn humanitarian 
intervention.'04 Encouragement for such advance planning may have been provided by 
President Bush's September 22 speech at the United Nations favoring multilateral 
peacekeeping and signaling to the military that they should prepare for U.S. participation 
as an important element of their post-Cold War raison d'etre.'05 

The eventual decision to send in up to 28,000 U.S.troops matured over two-three 
weeks of intense deliberations in November 1992. It culminated in the President's 
decision the day before Thanksgiving to follow the "massive force" strategy advocated by 
Powell, implemented with success in the Gulf War, and recommended, by then, by all the 
President's top advisors.'06 The 28,000 would be divided on an approximately 1 :3 ratio 
between troops and logistics back-up, some 7,000 of the latter comprising engineering 
forces to restore roads and bridges necessary for food transport. Roughly 9,000 of the 
total would remain off-shore. The overall number to secure the main part of the southern 
famine zone was extrapolated from the 12- 15,000 calculated for the three cities, the high 
number reflecting in part a lesson learned in Lebanon: provide plenty of protection for 
your soldiers.'07 

One incentive for the decision was that it was an "easy" alternative to intervening 
in Bosnia which policy-makers in general, and the military in particular, were convinced 
could result in nothing but failure. As one official put it, "the best thing about Somalia 
was that it saved us from Bosnia".lo8 Humanitarian action in Somalia would demonstrate 
both solidarity with Moslem and African nations and U.S. support of international 
peacekeeping in the "new world order". President Bush himself was reportedly 
motivated in large part by the simple Christian ethic that "if the U.S. can make a 
difference in saving lives, we should do it ... No one should have to starve at 
Christmastime," he told Natsios and Johnston in December.lo9 The degree to which Bush 
fully understood the ramifications of the decision, in particular the unlikelihood of being 
able to pull out by the end of his tern of office the following month, has been questioned. 
Powell "said from the beginning we can't do this by January 20; we'll barely be in by 



then."l1° Others question whether Bush would have made the decision to intervene had 
he been continuing in office beyond January 20, 1993. Bush himself says "I would have 
felt more free to make this decision had I been continuing as President because I would 
not have had the concern about the possibility of having to turn an incomplete operation 
over to my successor." He adds that "I did not believe that the operation could be 
completed and the troops withdrawn by January 20, but I did hope that the operation 
could by that time be in its final stages and that troop withdrawal could be underway. As 
it turned out, withdrawals had begun by January 20." A close White House aide believes 
Bush had procured President-elect Clinton's concurrence for the intervention 
beforehand."' With respect to withdrawal, Bush later stated that "I had no understanding 
of any sort with President Clinton. I simply told him the first time we met that I planned 
to begin withdrawals as soon as p~ssible.""~ 

On November 25, Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger carried the President's 
decision to U.N. Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali who had shared in the deepening 
concern over developments in Somalia. Days before, the Secretary-General had received 
an anguished letter fiom WFP Director Catherine Bertini reporting a mortar attack on a 
WFP ship carrying 10,000 tons of food in Mogadishu port and the virtual impossibility of 
delivering food to the starving under the prevailing security conditions; the attack was the 
last straw. On November 29 Boutros-Ghali outlined five policy options for the Security 
Council on how to protect relief operations in Somalia, with pros and cons for each. The 
two considered most promising were: 

+ a countrywide enforcement by several member States acting under 
Security Council authorization (Boutros-Ghali noted the U.S. had offered 
to "take the lead in organizing and commanding such an operation"); and 

+ a countrywide enforcement carried out under U.N. command and control 
(although he also noted that the Secretariat lacked the organization and 
resources to command an operation of the size and urgency required by 
the Somali crisis, and foresaw reluctance by national contingents to take 
orders from the U.N. rather than from their home commands).113 

While he personally preferred the latter option, Boutros-Ghali pointed out that the 
former was the only practical alternative, given the urgency of the situation. On 
December 3 the Security Council agreed, unanimously adopting Resolution 794. 
Invoking for the first time Article 42 of Chapter VII of the U.N. Charter, it approved the 
use of force to achieve a "secure environment for humanitarian relief operations". Other 
countries, urged by the U.S. and U.N., "volunteered in droves to send troops to 
UNITAF";ll4 indeed, there were so many offers that CENTCOM had to stop processing 



them after the end of December, suggesting instead that they defer their offers to the 
subsequent UNOSOM I1 phase. Central Command felt it especially important for 
political reasons to include in UNITAF troops from African and Arab countries. At its 
peak, UNITAF would have close to 37,000 troops (almost 26,000 of them American) 
fiom 24 countries deployed in the famine belt in southern and central Somalia, covering 
about 40 percent of the ~ountry."~ Japan contributed $100 million to cover the costs of 
those contingents unable to pay their own way. 

Operation Restore Hope Unfolds 

On December 9,1700 U.S. Marines of Operation Restore Hope landed on the 
beaches of Mogadishu, to be greeted by a phalanx of TV cameras, lights, and journalists 
and photographers of all stripes. The military had chosen this apparently incongruous 
mode of arrival as a precaution in case of a worst case scenario; "a single sniper shooting 
down a plane full of U.S. troops would have caused more grief than press reaction to the 
scene at the beach," explained one military officer.'I6 General Powell, confirming the 
political message intended by the large force, was happy to have the media presence. "I 
wanted the Somalis to see nasty, ugly-looking people coming ashore so they'd decide 
'We'd better sit down and talk with Brother Oakley' [the U.S. special envoy and political 
negotiator]", he later said.l17 The forces quickly secured the major airport, port, and road 
targets in Mogadishu. 

Aside from the comical press scene at the beach, both international and Somali 
reaction to the landing was generally one of relief. James Grant, executive director of 
UNICEF, recalls his "exhilaration" over the event and the fact that such a decision for 
military intervention was made for humanitarian reasons and was also considered good 
 politic^."^ A long-time expatriate resident of Mogadishu and NGO director conveyed a 
more mixed reaction: "Troops needed to come because the leaders couldn't have taken 
control. Anarchy reigned and no one short of military force could have stopped 
it. I cried over it. I love this country very much. I knew this would create an enormous 
pollution of society, but there was no other political or other sol~tion.""~ 

From Mogadishu, UNITAF commanders had initially scheduled a slower advance 
inland in order to consolidate logistical support of their troops. But increasing attacks on 
food convoys and feeding points by heavily armed Somali units pushed out of Mogadishu 
led NGOs and others to press for a more rapid deployment throughout southern Somalia. 
Under this pressure, and given the immediate availability of troops fiom nations such as 
France, Italy, Canada, and Belgium, and the virtual absence of resistance, the military 



speeded up their inland moves by about 2-3 weeks. Their progress was facilitated by the 
efforts of Oakley and others who travelled ahead of the troops and paved the way 
politically for their arrival through meetings with local elders and other Somali leaders. 
Where NGOs were not immediately available to distribute food, the military themselves 
brought it in to demonstrate that "troops were synonymous with relief."120 In fact, by 
January 20, the Clinton inauguration date initially mooted for completion of the 
operation, the major transport corridors and feeding centers of the famine belt had been 
secured. 

Despite a few incidents in which U.S. troops inadvertently seized Somalis 
working for U.S. and U.N. agencies, the intervention was welcomed enthusiastically by 
most Somalis. Relief convoys began getting through to areas where before they had been 
frequently attacked. The intervention sparked renewed attempts at accommodation 
between Aidid and Ali Mahdi, as well; having little choice under the circumstances, they 
signed a truce within days of the arrival of U.S. troops. In January 1993, and again more 
comprehensively in Addis Ababa in March, broader peace agreements were signed which 
included other factions, too. 

Mission Creep or Mission Shrink? 

The U.S. military was crystal clear that its task was limited to opening routes of 
communication for carrying relief supplies, and only such disarmament as was necessary 
to protect its troops in doing so. However, a feeling somehow persisted outside the 
military, including on the part of Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali, that significantly 
broader disarmament might be carried out. Indeed, disarmament had been included in the 
initial military mission statement until right before the executive order was issued; it was 
dropped then, however, at the absolute insistence of the top command who considered it 
both "inappropriate for a humanitarian operation" and, more importantly, "mission 
imp~ssible". '~~ As Oakley explained, "We can't disarm New York or Washington; how 
could we disarm Mogadishu?" (Others suggest that in all three cities disarmament may 
be more a matter of will than capability.) Some observers continue to believe that the 
failure to disarm was a fatal limitation of UNITAF that would haunt Somalia, and the 
international community, long into the future. 

In other ways, a certain degree of quiet mission creep could be said to have 
occurred. Military engineers, to the extent that time and other duties permitted, repaired 
roads, bridges, schools, and clinics that were not within their strict original mandate. A 
4,000 member Somali police force was established, albeit unarmed and with uncertain 



10yalties.I~~ Assistance was given for some refugee resettlement. A very limited amount 
of disarmament did in fact take ~ 1 a c e . I ~ ~  Reflecting the improved climate, in February 
1993 a Somali-UNITAF soccer championship took place before a "happy, peaceful crowd 
of 3 0 , 0 0 0 ~ . ~ ~ ~  

OFDA and the NGOs 

OFDA's Disaster Response Director Bill Garvelink arrived in Mogadishu on the 
heels of the UNITAF landing to explore what OFDA's new role should be in the very 
new situation created in the country. Obviously the UNITAF intervention had changed 
the dynamics of OFDA work, previously focussed on coordinating the Mombasa-based 
airlift and relating to NGOs and U.N. agencies based in Nairobi. Suddenly it had to 
assume new tasks related to coordinating bilateral U.S. emergency relief efforts from 
Mogadishu, as well as helping NGO relations with UNITAF and filling the relative 
vacuum of U.N. capacity to coordinate humanitarian relief efforts on the ground. 

In December, OFDA began to deploy DART staff in Mogadishu to assume these 
tasks. While adapting its Nairobi model of operation to the new situation, it also decided 
to work under the aegis of the U.N.'s Humanitarian Operations Center headed by Philip 
Johnston, with a view to strengthening the U.N.'s ability to take over relief coordination 
thereafter.'25 They also supported the U.N. with a field presence outside Mogadishu, 
doing so without bureaucracy or established offices or residences, but staying with NGOs 
wherever they travelled. By the end of UNITAF, a total of 66 DART members had been 
deployed in Mombasa, Nairobi, Mogadishu and in the field. Each staff member had to be 
flexible and self-directing in the style of a Peace Corps volunteer, an informality felt 
important by Ambassador Oakley as part of a larger plan to minimize the bureaucratic 
investment and maximize the possibility for ultimate takeover of their functions by 
others. OFDA staff were not expected to have Somalia expertise, the feeling being that 
knowledge of OFDA and U.S. Government procedures, and a healthy dose of common 
sense, were more imp~r t an t . ' ~~  In both Mogadishu and the field, OFDA staff thus played 
a coordination role among NGOs and between NGOs and UNITAF leadership, working 
closely in Mogadishu with Colonel McPherson on General Johnston's staff (Johnston was 
the UNITAF commander). They coordinated joint field project assessments and, by 
acting as a quasi-secretariat, attempted to strengthen UNOSOM's capacity for 
coordinating humanitarian aid. They also deployed DART staff to the regions to monitor 
conditions and relief activities and facilitate liaison between NGOs and the military. 



In its role as a liaison between NGOs and UNITAF leadership, OFDA staff found 
themselves mediating a number of NGO complaints about UNITAF military actions. 
Most immediate and serious was NGO opposition to the military's insistence on 
disarming NGO security guards before the broader society had been disarmed (which was 
not in the cards); this left the NGOs feeling highly vulnerable. The policy arose partly 
from UNITAF's belief that its forces were now there to ensure NGO security and the 
view among UNITAF officers that it was the NGOs' own security guards who constituted 
the greatest threat to relief efforts and ~orkers . ' '~  

OFDA and UNITAF established a civilian-military operations center (CMOC) at 
UNOSOM's Humanitarian Operations Center to ensure direct communication between 
NGOs and the military on such issues. CMOC's daily briefings included weather and 
security reports and convoy announcements, with opportunities following for sub-group 
meetings, as needed. Most NGOs appreciated these briefings, and particularly the 
helpfulness of military liaison officer Colonel Kevin Kennedy, although some expressed 
regret that the briefings focussed only on short-term security issues to the exclusion of 
broader humanitarian concerns with the intervention. The dialog, many felt, was in fact a 
one-way m o n o l ~ g . ' ~ ~  

OFDA served in an important cross-cultural role between the very different 
institutional cultures, languages, assumptions, approaches, and motivations of NGOs and 
the military, which often led to frustration and misunderstanding. Kennedy himself was 
in a sensitive position, having to mediate between officers such as one general who said 
"I can't stand the [double expletive] NGOs" and NGOs who, by military standards, 
seemed unbelievably freewheeling and acquiescent to relief supply diversions, excessive 
Somali staff pay scales, and guard misbehavior (for example, unauthorized nighttime use 
of official  vehicle^).'^^ The military also found it difficult to deal with the 585 relief 
agency installations they found in Mogadishu alone; they determined that protecting 
NGO homes and offices was not feasible and not part of their mission, a position that 
caused much anguish and discussion among NGOs. The military was further concerned 
over the NGO practice of following the same daily route to feeding sites which, 
themselves, may not have been located in the most secure settings. In this case, the need 
for feeding site predictability conflicted directly with the military view that 
unpredictability provided greater ~ecurity.'~' 

Older Somali NGOs, and the newer ones which began to develop during this 
period, were more critical of the CMOC structure, from which they felt largely excluded. 
Somali NGO representatives note that local groups were barred from access to the port, 
airport, or any U.N. buildings unless they had a yellow pass, granted only if their 
application was supported by two international NGOs funding them. This was seen as an 



indignity perpetrated by foreigners in their country, besides giving an edge to a relatively 
few more established local NGOs to the detriment of others. For most Somali NGOs, 
CMOC was thus a vehicle through which foreigners dealt with each other on security and 
relief matters, without Somalis being present.I3' Indeed, some NGO expatriates felt the 
intervention would have risked less and gained more by having Somali participants who 
could provide local security information from their own sources.'32 

Political Efforts Under UNITAF 

Robert Oakley had been appointed to coordinate the overall U.S. effort, 
fortuitously, since he and General Johnston got along particularly well. Oakley's 
compound soon become the place where major decisions on UNITAF military actions, as 
well as reporting on the status of relief efforts, took place. His early efforts to pave the 
way with local leaders for the introduction of UNITAF forces into their areas gradually 
evolved in early 1993 into assisting in rebuilding a Somali civic structure through local 
and regional civilian councils, as approved in the January 1993 peace agreement signed 
by various Somali factions. In the process Oakley inevitably was involved in larger 
reconciliation discussions, pragmatically deciding to cultivate close relations with the 
"warlords" Aidid and Ali Mahdi, even though this "may have actually elevated their 
status and power at a time when their authority had been ebbing. Thereafter, any attempt 
by UNOSOM to broaden contact with non-factional social constituencies was viewed as a 
plot to marginalize the faction leaders."133 

In these discussions, Oakley was in a delicate situation because nominally, at 
least, they were supposed to be led by the U.N. Secretary-General's Special 
Representative Kittani. But Kittani's posture toward the faction leaders was "perceived as 
insulting"; he insisted, for example, that they come to him, rather than his reaching out to 
them.134 Added to the fact that many Somalis were still suspicious of Boutros-Ghali for 
his past closeness to Siad Barre (and apparently ignoring past U.S. support for Barre), 
they were more inclined to turn to the United States than to the U.N. for mediation. 

At the regional and local levels, Oakley urged Somali elders and NGOs to form 
their own groups and decide their most important community priorities. He and his staff 
then brokered international aid resources (mostly OFDA's) to carry out specific projects 
in an effort to demonstrate the potential for positive developments, to build support for 
UNITAF, and, even as he talked with the clan-based political faction leaders, to help 
construct a counterweight to them.13' U.S. NGOs asked to collaborate in these efforts 
were sometimes reluctant, however, particularly when they felt them too blatantly 



political or unjustified in humanitarian They wanted to ensure their 
humanitarian roles were kept clearly separate from partisan politics. 

Planning to Get Out 

Almost as soon as the U.S. military arrived in December, they began planning 
how to get out. General Johnston had reported to Washington in late January that, in 
effect, "the war's over, we won, it's time to come home."137 U.S. Government 
representatives regularly travelled to U.N. headquarters in New York to plan the 
transition. But the U.N. balked. Top staff cited their unpreparedness due to lack of 
resources, particularly given the intended vast expansion of the U.N. mandate that was to 
include disarmament, reconstruction, development, and nation-building activities -- 
activities the U.S. had steadfastly refused to undertake itself. Secretary-General Boutros- 
Ghali dragged his feet, hoping to force the U.S.-led UNITAF to accept his view of the 
need for large-scale disarming of Somali factions and civilians prior to UNOSOM I1 
taking over. Some believe he actually thought the U.S. had committed to undertake more 
disarmament than was the case; President Bush's press spokesman denied this on 
December 14, 1992, but then said in a statement open to varying interpretation, "Our 
mission has always been that we would collect arms as they became available and as we 
encountered them."I3' While frustrated U.S. officials were eager to "get rid of Somalia," 
U.N. officials were sure the U.S. was setting up the U.N. for failure. Not until March 
1993, when the Security Council passed Resolution 814, written by the U.S. and 
authorizing the date for UNITAF's handover to UNOSOM 11, did the U.N. seriously 
begin joint planning. Even then, Admiral Howe, who had arrived in Mogadishu March 
17, 1993 as the Secretary-General's new special representative, pleaded in both New York 
and Washington for a midJune takeover date that would allow a few more weeks to 
organize UNOSOM 11. But the U.S. refused. While Howe points out that the date of 
May 4 had been fixed only as a technical accounting date when the U.N. would start 
paying the operational costs, it quickly became also the date for transfer of military 
command, notwithstanding the lack of U.N. readiness. Tensions were high between the 
U.S. Government and the U.N. 

The Handover 

UNITAF was not simply handing over to a continuation of its own operation but 
rather to a substantially expanded new mandate, 180 degrees different in many respects. 



Security Council Resolution 814 authorized a U.N. Chapter VIIIArticle 42 operation to 
succeed UNITAF that allowed use of "all necessary means" to carry out a broad mandate 
ranging fiom disarmament to nation-building. To accomplish this extraordinarily 
ambitious task, rejected by the U.S. for its own forces, UNOSOM I1 began with less than 
30 percent of its authorized 2,800 civilian staff in place -- Somalia was hardly considered 
a choice assignment -- and humanitarian staff were particularly lacking. UNOSOM 11's 
planned military capability was significantly reduced fiom the UNITAF peak of nearly 
37,000 troops to 28,000; in actuality, only 25,640 were deployed as of September 1993.139 
Only 2,900 of these were U.S. forces, the first time any U.S. forces had served under 
direct U.N. command, and they were for logistic support only. However, close to 14,000 
other U.S. military personnel served in or near Somalia in support of UNOSOM I1 but 
under direct U.S. command and control, including a quick reaction force of 1,100 to 
protect U.S. troops and support UNOSOM I1 forces as needed.140 The new UNOSOM 
commander, General Bir of Turkey, was in many ways an "orphan commander",141 faced, 
as he was, with the challenge of integrating a fighting force from among 28 national 
contingents, each reporting separately to its own home capital,'42 and many so ill- 
equipped as to be severely endangered in the Somali context; the Pakistanis guarding the 
most difficult location, Mogadishu, initially lacked even flak jackets. 

Some observers wondered whether Howe himself, a retired navy admiral, would 
prove to have the right qualifications and decisiveness for the delicate political and 
humanitarian tasks ahead; one official described his appointment as "the miscasting of the 
century."143 There are conflicting reports as to whether Boutros-Ghali originally intended 
to appoint Ambassador Lansana Kouyate, a Guinean who later became Howe's deputy, 
but then was pressed by the U.S. to appoint an American in view of the preponderant 
continuing U.S. role, or whether he was himself the initiator of the American's 
appointment in order to "lock in U.S. participation even more."144 In any case, the 
prospects for UNOSOM I1 could hardly be described as promising -- even less so in the 
light of reports that it would soon be tested by antagonistic Somalis. What was originally 
hoped to have been a "seamless transition" was to become an "unseemly" one.145 

UNOSOM I1 

Within two days of the handover to UNOSOM I1 came what Howe thought was 
the anticipated "test". Kismayu, captured in March by General Aidid's nemesis, General 
Morgan, was recaptured by Aidid's ally Colonel Ahrned Omar Jess. As the responsible 
Belgian UNOSOM troops had failed to prevent the initial Morgan takeover, Aidid 



assumed UNOSOM complicity and thus lack of impartiality. Conflict arose between 
Aidid and UNOSOM later in May over a reconciliation conference to be held in Galcayo 
which each sought to prevent the other from ~ontroll ing. '~~ Aidid grew increasingly shrill 
in his anti-U.N. invective aired over Radio Mogadishu, the former government station 
which he now controlled. Under the rising verbal onslaught, both U.S. and U.N. officials, 
always distrustful of Aidid, came to the conclusion that, contrary to the wishes of most 
Somalis, he would settle for nothing less than absolute power and therefore had to be 
brought under control. The new U.S. special envoy, Robert Gosende, suggested to the 
State Department in the latter part of May that Aidid should be arrested for non- 
cooperation with the March 1993 Addis agreements which he and the other factional 
leaders had signed. '47 

War 

On June 3 General Montgomery sent a "letter of destinywi4* to Admiral Howe 
which was to be delivered to Aidid's SNA announcing a weapons inspection, as agreed in 
the Addis accords, at Radio Mogadishu. Howe, told by the UNOSOM I1 military that his 
political staff had been consulted, double checked with April Glaspie, his chief political 
advisor at the time; (she had been seconded from the U.S. State Department to help tide 
him over a shortage of personnel during the transition from UNITAF).'49 The letter was 
then delivered to an SNA official who read it and said, "This means war."150 Howe 
reports that Glaspie had approved the inspection, notes the expected routine-ness of it, but 
indicates he was not informed of the "This means war" re~ponse.'~' While the inspection 
itself was carried out uneventfully on June 5,24 Pakistani soldiers of UNOSOM were 
killed and many more injured by Somalis as they tried to leave the area, probably because 
of a strong belief that their real aim had been not to inspect for arms but to destroy the 
radio station. Although Howe declares this was not the purpose, it had apparently 
become known that the U.S. and U.N. were keen to put the station out of business in 
order to end the  invective^.'^^ Oakley's interpretation is that the June 5 incident was a 
case of "spontaneous combustion" growing out of the high prevailing tensions in 
Mogadishu. Powell adds that it "caused spontaneous combustion in Washington to 
change the mission ... but nobody sat back to say, 'Is this smart?""53 

On the following day, the United Nations Security Council, vigorously supported 
by the U.S. Government, hastily passed Resolution 837 calling for the arrest of those 
responsible for killing the U.N. troops. U.N. officials were not only appalled by the 
carnage inflicted on the Pakistanis, but also believed that failure to react would damage 
U.N. credibility around the world, including in Bosnia.'54 The policy to go after Aidid, 



the presumed perpetrator, was in part, at least, to "send a message." Although three 
letters were sent by UNOSOM to Aidid following the June 5 events, they led nowhere, 
and the last was returned ~n0pened. l~~ On June 12, UNOSOM counter-attacked, and the 
war was engaged. 

The war lasted four months. In the first week, UNOSOM moved to the vast but 
more readily fortified U.S. Embassy compound and conducted major cordon and search 
operations in the SNA enclave of the city, including a U.S. Quick Reaction Force attack 
on Radio Mogadishu. In midJune, UNOSOM offered a $25,000 reward for Aidid's 
capture. Aidid countered by offering a $1 million reward for taking Howe. In July, SNA 
forces increasingly took the initiative, to the extent that UNOSOM began speaking of 
them as "enemy" rather than "hostile" forces as previously. In one of UNOSOM 11's most 
controversial moves, on July 12 it bombed without warning an SNA command center 
where Somali elders, some of whom were not Aidid supporters, were meeting.'56 
Anywhere from 20 to 73 Somalis were killed, depending on whether one accepts 
UNOSOM or SNA figures. The attack was harshly criticized by U.S. and U.N. legal 
experts and by many accounts was a crucial turning point in causing many Somalis to 
close ranks and support Aidid's side in the war, even if they had not been enthusiastic 
supporters before; now there was a clear external threat, facing which (if for little else) 
Somali culture calls for unity. By other accounts, notably that of the U.S. Liaison Office 
in Mogadishu, parts of Aidid's power base were eroding as the conflict dragged on. 

Over the course of the summer, SNA ambushes and firings on helicopters 
escalated, as did the UNOSOM effort to arrest Aidid. After two months of Howe's and 
Boutros-Ghali's urging that the U.S. send a contingent of elite Rangers to assist in this 
task, President Clinton finally agreed to do so in August on the reluctant 
recommendations of CENTCOM's General Joseph Hoar and Joint Chiefs Chairman 
Powell; they didn't think it would work but felt they "had to support the commander on 
the ground."'57 

The Rangers did not enjoy an auspicious beginning, mounting their first attack on 
buildings occupied by staff members of UNDP and the French aid group International 
Action Against Hunger; their second raid, on World Concern headquarters, started with a 
more gracious knock on the door. When MSF was also attacked, other NGOs became 
fearful of unannounced attacks on their compounds, later to be somewhat reassured when 
CMOC and NGO representatives took Ranger commanders on an extensive tour of 
Mogadishu to point out all NGO residences and offices.'58 Subsequent Ranger forays 
were more successful as several leading Aidid supporters were found and jailed. But 
Aidid himself remained elusive to capture, at least without endangering innocent people 
around him in the process. 



By mid-September, even the most hawkish U.S. policy-makers, including 
Gosende, were beginning to question the policy and wondering how to get off dead 
center. In Gosende's case, he realized following a brief visit to Mogadishu by Hoar that 
U.S. troops would not be allowed to play a leading role in Somalia, even though no one 
else ~ou ld . ' ' ~  In Washington, a Senate resolution was passed requiring the President to 
receive Congressional authorization by November 15 if he wanted to continue 
deployment of U.S. forces in Somalia. The Italians overtly, and the French more quietly, 
had been opposed since July to the concentration on military as opposed to political 
approaches. The Ethiopian and Eritrean governments were also having their doubts. 
(Ethiopian President Meles Zenawi would soon become a significant actor in the late 
1993 reconciliation negotiations between Aidid, Ali Mahdi, and other Somali factions.) 
Now American voices suggested restarting the political process -- effectively suspended 
since March -- while the Rangers, viewed with some concern by Aidid, were still in 
Mogadishu and could carry some deterrent clout. Some of these, and others, feared that 
by continuing the same level of military activity, something was bound to go wrong. 
And it did. 

Shifting Policy 

On October 3, the Rangers lost 18 men in battle after they attacked Mogadishu's 
Olympic Hotel in search of Aidid. Worldwide television showed a dead American being 
dragged through city streets and a captured American being held hostage by SNA forces. 
It was the Somali version of Viet-Narn's Tet offensive. The effect was electric, 
particularly in the U.S. where the public questioned the altered objectives of an 
intervention that seemed to have lost its humanitarian purpose. 

On October 7, President Clinton addressed the nation and announced what 
appeared to be a 180-degree policy shift. In fact, Clinton had already endorsed a "two- 
fisted approach" that would have "opened the door" to political negotiations with Aidid 
while continuing the Ranger attacks to arrest him.I6O He had urged Secretary-General 
Boutros-Ghali to accept this approach during personal attempts by both Secretary of State 
Warren Christopher (making a special trip to U.N. headquarters) and by himself, but 
Boutros-Ghali had demurred.I6' Political reaction in the U.S. now forced the President to 
act. According to Clinton's October 7 announcement, the U.S. would withdraw from 
Somalia all but "a few hundred support personnel in non-combat roles" by March 3 1, 
1994. During this "decent interval", Ambassador Oakley would be sent immediately to 
promote a renewed effort at political reconciliation, as would 5,300 additional troops to 
back up his initiatives and "let us finish leaving Somalia on our own terms and without 



destroying all that two Administrations have accomplished there." While this pleased the 
U.S. Congress and body politic, it caused a "manic depressive" reaction in the U.S. 
mission in Mogadishu, understanding as they might be of U.S. political realities. The 
idea that the hated Aidid would be allowed to reenter the political process led some to ask 
whether this meant that he had only to await the U.S. departure before he resumed looting 
and attempting to take over S0ma1ia.I~~ 

At the U.N., left with no choice but to follow the U.S. lead in retreat, Under 
Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Kofi Annan later noted the irony that the U.S., with 
the most powerful and well-equipped military in the world, had become the weakest link 
in peacekeeping. "One has only to kill a few Americans and the U.S. leaves," he said.'63 
The war, in any case, was over, and so was the experiment with Chapter VII 
peacemaking. In November, the Security Council passed a resolution dramatically 
narrowing the UNOSOM I1 mandate to the point of becoming "basically just to protect 
U.N. facilities and avoid any more casual tie^."'^^ On November 16, despite efforts by 
Boutros-Ghali to maintain pressure on Aidid, the Security Council suspended the order 
authorizing his arrest and appointed a new Commission of Inquiry to investigate the June 
5 incident and its aftermath. Two days later Aidid reappeared in public, and two weeks 
later he was flown to a peace conference in Addis Ababa in an American plane; by 
January 18 the last SNA detainees had been released. In February 1994, the Security 
Council further limited UNOSOM 11's mandate and reduced its maximum troop strength 
to 22,000. 

Oakley, meanwhile, returned to Mogadishu on October 10 in an effort to re- 
energize the political process that had been effectively suspended since he left Somalia 
the previous March. Since Aidid refused to talk to UNOSOM, there was not much that 
could be done by the U.N. The events of October 3, however, had been sufficiently 
traumatic to trigger a de facto ~easef i re , '~~ with U.S. troops instructed to "lie low" to 
avoid any further incidents. Consensus soon developed to extend a November 1993 
humanitarian aid conference in Addis Ababa to enable political negotiations among key 
Somali groups from throughout the country. 

The Broader Scene 

The foregoing account reflects the overall international concern with Somalia 
during most of the period under review, particularly in mid-1 993. The problem, however, 
was that, more than ever, all eyes were focussed on Mogadishu as opposed to the country 
at large. While the situation elsewhere was characterized by varying degrees of 



insecurity, compared to the capital there was relative peace. An August 1993 U.S. 
Government inter-agency assessment team led by Ambassador David Shim reported 
(over-optimistically, in the light of subsequent events) that the civil war was over, that the 
vast majority of Somalis either supported UNOSOM I1 or were ambivalent about its 
presence, that banditry had significantly decreased, and that emergency food programs 
could end due to a lack of continuing need. The team also endorsed a major outcome of 
the March 1993 Addis Conference, namely, the agreement to form local councils in an 
effort to restore political legitimacy and create a framework for both local administration 
and development and humanitarian programs. The team found this bottom-up approach 
to be sound, representing a more realistic first stage that could then be followed by efforts 
to establish a transitional national council.'66 While the latter was clearly a key objective, 
given the turmoil in Mogadishu and major differences between Aidid and the other, 
"Group of 12" factional leaders, it was equally clearly an elusive one. District and 
regional councils were thus a high priority for UNOSOM 11. Notwithstanding woefully 
limited UNOSOM staffing available to assist in the formation of such councils, and 
serious questions over their representativeness and thus durability (some NGOs felt they 
could have advised on their composition, if asked),167 19 had reportedly been formed by 
August, 30 by September, and 52 by De~ember . ' ~~  

Humanitarian Activities 

By mid-1 993, and except for a few needy areas, many NGOs were winding down 
their relief activities and shifting to rehabilitation or reconstruction activities. They had 
been extremely nervous about the implications of UNITAF1s handover to UNOSOM 11, 
fearing rightly, as it turned out, the consequences. Following the June 5 events and 
aftermath, most of them expressed considerable anger, indeed outrage, about U.N. 
policies and actions which crippled their humanitarian efforts and, in the eyes of many, 
violated human rights and the U.N.'s own principles. As one NGO worker reported, "The 
operation has lost its humanitarian goals; it is purely a military mission."'69 "Dialogue, 
dialogue and more dialogue," said another; "we believe there must be a process of 
dia10gue.l"~~ Given the renewed insecurity following June 5, many NGOs cut back to 
skeleton expatriate staffs during this period or rotated staff between Nairobi and Somalia 
as the situation of the moment warranted. The U.S., meanwhile, had in March 1993 
replaced OFDA in Somalia with an AID mission of fewer than five operating out of 
Nairobi; still heavily funded through OFDA, it continued to assist NGO projects. It also 
actively began to support UNOSOM I1 humanitarian activities and play a lead role in 
mobilizing the larger donor community (ostensibly DHA's role) for supplementing 
remaining relief activities with new reconstruction and development initiatives. 



By late 1993, the humanitarian situation was very mixed. On the one hand, 1.6 
million rehgees and internally displaced people, plus an additional one million "highly 
vulnerable persons" were said by the U.S. Mission to still need help. Crop failures had 
occurred in some areas and flooding in others, and Somalis continued to be victims of 
widespread banditry and ~anda l i sm. '~~  On the other hand, some areas produced surplus 
harvests, and in early October, in fact, malnutrition rates in Somalia were reported to be 
similar to those of other Third World countries. In an article entitled "The Real News 
from Somalia -- and It's Good," The Economist reported that 1993 harvests were nearly 
50 percent of normal, up from 5-10 percent in 1992.172 While the latter news was hardly 
cause for rejoicing, it did reflect a change from the dire levels of need that had originally 
drawn donors to the country. The result was a somewhat greater aversion to security 
risks and a greater questioning among the humanitarian relief community as to whether or 
why its members should remain involved in Somalia. 

The U.S. Government's policy turnaround in October, the resultant return to 
seeking a political solution, and changes set in motion around the November-December 
Humanitarian Conference in Addis Ababa renewed among some, at least, a modicum of 
renewed hope for humar$tarian assistance in Somalia, at least outside Mogadishu. 
Donors, led by the U.S., pursued at Addis a strategy that would return primary 
responsibility for future progress to Somalis themselves. At the political level, the 
Somalis were expected to reach consensus in their own way, with a continuing UNOSOM 
I1 shield to prevent any one faction from taking over militarily. At the humanitarian 
level, they would receive rehabilitation assistance only in those areas which were secure 
and able to make good use of aid; the political incentive to ensure security was clearly 
intended. Throughout the conference sessions and in private hallway conversations, the 
donors reiterated their impatience with the disarray of the Somali factions and their 
readiness to divert aid resources to other needy countries should the Somalis not "get 
their act together" very soon. Ethiopian President Meles Zenawi, host of the Addis 
Conference, made the same point in no uncertain terms: "...make no mistake. There is a 
limit to what the international community is prepared to do to help you and for how 
long ... We are prepared to help you if you get yourselves out of the quagmire you are in. 
If on the other hand you insist on wallowing in that quagmire we have no qualms about 
turning our backs on 

Donor frustrations over the effects on humanitarian priorities of the summer's 
U.N.-sustained warfare also led to changes in the implementation of aid programs. 
Humanitarian responsibilities were essentially taken from UNOSOM I1 and, beginning in 
early 1994, given to a new donor-run Somalia Aid Coordination Board (SACB) with a 
secretariat to be managed by UNDP.'74 Indeed, the donors were not the only ones 
concerned. UNOSOM 11's small humanitarian staff had itself been upset with the U.N.'s 



participation as a protagonist in Somali clan warfare. Hugh Cholomondeley, the 
humanitarian coordinator since March 1993, was removed from his post in December, 
filled with frustration. U.N. Under-Secretary General for Humanitarian Affairs Jan 
Eliasson was so thoroughly frustrated that he resigned in early 1994.'75 The experience 
had led many observers to question the viability of a combined humanitarian-political- 
military response to a humanitarian crisis. 

The U.S. Prepares to Depart 

By late 1993, U.S. Government planning was focussing on a second, and this time 
more complete, hand-over to the United Nations and, more importantly, to the Somalis 
themselves. After making the strong case that Somalis would have to resolve their own 
problems or risk future international support, Oakley left Addis as the political 
conference following the humanitarian conference was getting under way. Before doing 
so, he authorized a special U.S. Government airplane and security detail to bring General 
Aidid from Mogadishu to Addis to join the negotiations. This reinforced the dramatic 
nature (and irony and quirks) of the recent U.S. policy shift and seemed to rehabilitate 
Aidid in the public consciousness. But in a more positive interpretation, it merely 
conceded the reality that a viable political solution for Somalia would be impossible 
without his participation. In Addis, and later in Nairobi, the various faction leaders spent 
nearly four months negotiating their country's future leadership structures. During this 
period, the Imam of Hirab, a religious leader previously unknown outside Somalia, 
emerged as an extremely influential figure in rallying Hawiye elders and religious and 
clan leaders to the cause of peaceful reconciliation. The U.S. Government was involved 
in a less visible way than before, leaving the primary encouraging role to UNOSOM's 
Ambassador Kouyate who took over as acting special representative of the Secretary- 
General after Howe departed in February 1994. 

With its usual efficiency, the U.S. military planned its phased reduction, as did 
other western governments which had decided to join in the departure by March 3 1, 1994. 
With Pakistani and Indian troops expected to form the majority of the post-March 3 1 
UNOSOM force of 19,000, some wondered whether they alone could keep the peace, or 
at least that level of peace which had been known theret0f0re.l~~ Concerns were raised 
over how to protect the remaining 27-member U.S. Liaison Office staff, who performed 
such embassy functions as were feasible in a Somali setting; ultimately, 54 F.A.S.T. 
(Fleet Antiterrorism Support Team) Marines and 4,000 offshore troops were assigned for 
a transitional period to protect the remaining 1,000 American diplomats, relief workers, 
U.S. UNOSOM I1 staff, and Somali-Ameri~ans.'~~ 



Considerable effort was also devoted during late 1993 and early 1994 to 
expanding, training, and equipping a modest Somali police force recently reestablished 
by UNOSOM I1 and originally seen as "our ticket out of S~mal i a " . ' ~~  Reestablishment of 
a police force had been difficult, even though most Somalis and donors agreed on its 
importance for restoring order. Several expatriate advisers and consultants had drawn up 
plans for both a police force and the judicial framework within which it could operate, 
drawing heavily on highly regarded Somali leadership and legal precedents in the 
country. While many blamed the U.N. for foot dragging, funding appeared to be the 
main impediment; donor governments feared introducing more armed members into the 
society, had legal restrictions in this area (in the case of U.S. AID, growing out of Viet- 
Narn experience, until an exception was made for Somalia), or simply weren't prepared to 
provide the money needed. By January 1994, the U.S. had allotted $25 million (plus 
excess equipment and transportation) for police and judicial reestablishment purposes, 
and Secretary of State Christopher personally wrote to other governments to urge their 
contributions, as well. By March 1994 twenty countries were involved, and the Somali 
force, though not fully armed, numbered some 8,000 na t i0n~ide . I~~ 

Somalia After U.S. Withdrawal 

As the last U.S. troops left on March 26, the big question was whether Somalia 
would revert to its previous state of anarchy or whether the negotiations would lead to a 
peaceful political settlement. The answer turned out to be some of each. At the very last 
minute, through the effective mediation of Ambassador Kouyate (reinforced by his 
refusal to continue paying the negotiators' hotel bills, allegedly costing $1 50,000 per 
dayIg0), the factions agreed on March 24 to the formation by May of a national governing 
authority. In the event, the schedule was not met, and most observers expected slow 
progress in forming even a weak central government structure, with de facto regional 
autonomy along clan lines the most likely scenario for the near future.'81 

While fighting had essentially stopped during the long negotiating period (except 
for recurring problems in Kismayu), general lawlessness increased. The latter was 
directed especially against relief agencies, with particular attacks, allegedly by 
fundamentalist groups, against religious NGOs around Christmas 1993. These led 
NGOs, U.N. agencies, and other donors to increasingly fear for their own security and 
that of their activities, particularly after the U.S. and European withdrawal. Having 
already felt that UNOSOM I1 troops were insufficiently responsive to their security 
needs, they felt an even greater need to hire armed Somali guards for protection. Yet, 
labor disputes continued to be a major cause of security incidents,Ig2 leading, in turn, to 



the question of whether donors, notably the European Union (formerly the E.C.), would 
continue to fund the costs of such guards in the future. 

In early 1994, NGOs continued to withdraw expatriate staff, relying more on local 
staff and on funding Somali NGOs; hundreds of the latter were establishing themselves 
and seeking international support (500 were registered with UNOSOM in Mogadishu 
alone). CARE reduced its expatriate staff from 60 at the height to 20 by April 1994; and 
IMC from 20 to 10; other NGOs pulled out altogether.Ig3 NGOs also found their 
resources stretched thin, with much less donor interest in Somalia and more competition 
from other crises in Africa and elsewhere. Meanwhile, donors continued to emphasize 
funding activities in secure regions, although it was not clear that they would be 
sufficiently disciplined to sustain this. A February 1994 attempt to put together a multi- 
donor team to focus aid on the agreed priority regions of Bakool and Nugal resulted in 
only minimal interest. It was also unclear whether aid to Mogadishu, presumably the 
lowest priority in terms of security but high given the thousands of displaced persons 
there, would be stopped. And new humanitarian problems emerged, notably a cholera 
outbreak that struck 5,300 people and killed an estimated 200 by early 

As one observer analyzed the Somalia scene in March 1994, "Fifteen months ago 
when George'Bush dispatched 25,000 U.S. Marines here, Somalia was a country with no 
government, no electricity, no telephones, only a few schools, and no security on the 
streets because of widespread banditry. Now, as the United States nears the end of its 
withdrawal, and after all the death and destruction by anti-tank missiles, Somalia is still a 
country with no government, no electricity, a few more schools, a few satellite 
telephones, but still no security because of widespread banditry in the streets."'85 As the 
last U.S. troops departed on March 26, looters were seen walking off with much of the 
equipment they had left behind. Many of them were reportedly former Somali employees 
of the U.S. who knew the layouts of the U.S. facilities. Remaining UNOSOM troops 
(from Egypt and Pakistan) chose not to intervene. 

On the books as of mid-summer 1994 was a UNOSOM end-date of March 1995. 
"Despite the negative assessment of the political and security situations in Somalia," U.N. 
Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali wanted to remain active at least through this period. 
"Deciding to phase out [earlier]," he stated in May 1994, "would signify abandonment of 
[the U.N.'s] vision and [run] the risk of the country sliding back into the abyss from 
which it was barely rescued less than two years ago."lg6 He was not entirely alone in 
thinking this. "The troops should stay longer," said one Somali; "I'm sorry, but I don't 
have another solution". But the pendulum of support for Somalia seemed to be swinging 
away. Also in May, another five UNOSOM soldiers were killed, and militia fighting 
heated up yet again. U.S. patience had finally worn thin, and on September 15, 1994 the 



flag was lowered at the U.S. Liaison Office and its last staff members departed. The U.S. 
was also pressing for the withdrawal of U.N. forces, even considering a brief U.S. troop 
deployment to protect the U.N.'s departure. No planning was underway for a renewed 
famine contingen~y.'~~ Would it be "deja vu all over again?" 
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ISSUES AND ANALYSIS 

Emerging fi-om the foregoing summary of the Somalia humanitarian crisis and 
response, three broad areas demand analysis if appropriate conclusions are to be drawn 
and lessons learned; these areas relate to timeliness of response, balance between 
humanitarian, political, and military approaches, and overall effectiveness of actions 
taken. 

Acting in Time 

Why did an estimated 240,000 Somalis have to die before the international 
community could adequately respond to the crisis? As countless observers have pointed 
out, the scale of death constitutes a searing indictment of the global conscience. The fact 
that similar, and even worse, disasters have been, and continue to be, taking place 
elsewhere in the world makes the need for an answer all the more urgent. 

At one level, and in a possible Holocaust analogy, the answer is that the world did 
not want to know. Many individuals and organizations knew as early as mid-1 991 that 
famine was on the horizon -- the ICRC had been a voice crying in the wilderness for 
months -- but the message was not acted upon. OFDA's Andrew Natsios and others held 
press conferences and gave congressional testimony in early 1992, but even OFDA 
action, absent political support, was slow in coming. The reason usually given is that the 
media didn't focus on it.' By increasingly common, if ashamed, consensus even at high 
levels of governments, it is nowadays the media and resultant public opinion that dictate 
policy and move governments to act. Emergencies take on urgency when bureaucrats 
receive calls from "upstairs" to "do something" if they are not to suffer embarrassment or 
repercussions. This is true not only of governments as they act individually, but also as 
they act collectively through the United Nations. And even then, as one State Department 
official put it, "it takes a while to crack a burea~cracy."~ 

While in principle it should not take media pressure -- governments should have 
their own principles, say some, and then seek media support -- American ambivalence 
about overseas involvements generates a reluctance to act without the certainty of public 
(via media) support. Thus, particularly where national security issues are not 



immediately at stake, it is principally the media that determine whether Somalia, for 
example, or Sudan, or either one, will draw priority attention. 

There are several reasons for the media's -- and policy-makers1 -- lack of early 
attention to Somalia. One is that there were so many simultaneous events, crises, 
"distractions" in the world. The most obvious were the Gulf War and the Kurdish, 
Bosnian, Russian, and South African situations; less obvious but equally urgent crises 
included the severe drought in southern Africa and complex situations in Mozambique, 
Angola, and Liberia. The public and those few government decision-makers with 
authority to act can handle only so much at one time, while economic factors increasingly 
limit the media's capacity to cover the world adequately. 

Another reason is editors1 apparent belief that the public, to the extent interested in 
international issues at all, is not interested in political or civil wars, particularly since the 
Cold War ended. Famine evokes more interest and sympathy, and journalists have found 
that an actual famine -- especially when accompanied by graphic photos of emaciated, 
fly-covered children -- will more easily win editorial support for coverage than a 
predicted one. "Millions will die" is a less effective message than numbers already dead, 
and the greater the specificity and higher the number (whether accurate or not), the more 
effective in gaining ~overage.~ "We want a famine," editors in essence tell their 
 correspondent^.^ Thus, until graphic photos of famine were available, there would be 
little or no media coverage. In Somalia, it was essentially the ICRC, NGOs, and then the 
airlift that provided on-the-ground access for the media, and most importantly for the 
cameramen, to capture and bring back the story. 

That relief groups need to better understand how the media work and to better 
work with them is one of the key lessons cited by the ICRC in its analysis of the Somalia 
crisis. Similarly, NGOs appear to have come to a more sophisticated view that media 
relations must be a critical part of their mission, and that joining together in media efforts 
may be a more powerful way to be heard. The media have their own rhythms, cycles of 
coverage, and perceptions of public interests that are not always logical to understand. 
Reporters who take the initiative to cover a story are often frustrated when their editors, 
the ultimate gatekeepers, do not run it. As one NGO head put it, one's message either 
needs to hit a 1/16 inch bulls-eye opening, or carry so much clout that only a consortium 
effort, if that, has a chance to carry the weight to be heard.5 

Media discovery of a story can cause almost as many problems as non-discovery. 
More than one aid agency reported significant difficulties caused by culturally 
inexperienced, insensitive, overly demanding, and even rude journalists who prevented 
them at times from effectively carrying out their humanitarian roles. The journalist 



invasion which occurred beginning in the second half of 1992 also contributed to 
inflating local salaries and services, substantially increasing the cost of giving aid, and 
consequently enriching those in control of south Mogadishu (the Aidid forces) where 
most journalists (and other foreigners) were housed. This problem was further 
exacerbated by the later western military presence whose "high budget operations were a 
major boost to many of the commercial class much of [whose] profit was mediated 
through Aydeed's SNA." Their 1994 departure meant that "Aydeed's organisation is 
suffering fiom severe funding cuts.l16 

More important -- and suggesting a mutual manipulation by both media and relief 
agencies -- is the extent to which the sheer forcefulness and resultant impact of media 
coverage drove international policy in ways that were arguably counter-productive at 
times. For example, numbers of casualties and of people at risk were bandied about with 
little statistical basis or certainty. Some of these came from relief agencies with their own 
interests at heart. The question has been appropriately raised as to whether "journalists 
have allowed themselves to become dependent on food sources as news  source^"^ and 
whether government policy-makers were sufficiently able to assert independence from 
media effects on public opinion. Furthermore, by mid-1 993, the media were totally 
preoccupied with the "war story" in Mogadishu to the virtual exclusion of other, and 
sometimes more positive developments elsewhere in the country. Since the U.S. 
Government and United Nations were also heavily preoccupied with Mogadishu, this is 
not entirely surprising. Finally, no coherent attempt was made to explain to the American 
public the extent to which the U.S.-supported U.N. mission in Somalia had fundamentally 
changed fiom one of support for relief to support for political-military objectives (the 
defeat of Aidid). When eighteen American soldiers were killed on October 3, therefore, 
the role of the media and public opinion in precipitating U.S. departure fiom Somalia was 
just as dramatic as in shaping international entry into the country. Although President 
Clinton was able to argue with Congress for at least a six-month transition, from a United 
Nations perspective "the press helped the U.N. at the beginning, then did us in at the 
end.l18 

Adding to the problem of excessive media influence is the inevitable risk of 
distortion. This is partly exemplified by a CNN reporter who noted that his superiors had 
discouraged him from attending a major gathering of Somali political leaders and 
international donors in Addis Ababa at which progress toward a political solution was 
expected, for fear he might miss a skirmish in Mogadishu considered of more interest to 
CNN  viewer^.^ With the arrival of UNITAF, an American story-- the "boys in uniform 
from home" - displaced the larger, African story of what was happening with respect to 



Somalia. As a result, the whole reason for the intervention, and the basic issues involved, 
soon tended to be ignored or forgotten, thus undermining any basis for a responsible 
public input into public policy. 

Preventive Diplomacy 

If earlier media attention might have led to a reduced level of disaster in Somalia, 
is it also possible that preventive diplomacy could have brought a resolution of the 
fighting before mass starvation occurred? In more mundane economic terms, might a few 
hundred thousand dollars invested in skilled intensive diplomacy, perhaps along the lines 
of the U.S. role in Ethiopia at the time of the Mengistu regime's collapse, have saved 
some $2 billion spent by the U.S. Government alone on the subsequent military 
response?1° 

Ambassador Oakley has suggested that if more attention had been paid to 
Somalia in 1991, "none of this would have happened .... Of course it would be better to 
resolve the political issues at the outset -- but our system isn't set up for that."" Others, 
notably Ambassador Sahnoun, feel there were missed opportunities even earlier: in 1988, 
at the time of the uprising in the northwest, and in mid-1 990, when an opposition 
"Manifesto Group" sought changes in the Barre regime, and only a limited diplomatic 
demarche was made.12 In late 1990, prior to Barre's forced departure from Mogadishu, 
the Italians and Egyptians, as well as U.S. Ambassador Bishop, had attempted to urge 
negotiations between Barre and the rebels, but the efforts came to naught. In the view of 
the chief Italian negotiator, Ambassador Mario Sica, "intensified efforts could have 
helped, particularly by reaching out to Somali leaders then abroad ..., although in all 
honesty I cannot be sure it would have changed the result."13 As Bishop put it, it was 
hard to get Barre, like any dictator, to "cooperate in his own political demise."14 It should 
also be noted that with most aid having been cut off after the 1988 bombing of Hargeisa, 
the U.S. retained virtually no leverage in the situation. "Could President Bush have 
gotten on the 'phone and helped?", Bishop speculated later as to whether some stronger 
diplomatic action might have been tried; not likely, was the con~lusion.'~ In any case, 
there were other forces in the U.S. Government, notably Assistant Secretary of State John 
Bolton, arguing that with the end of the Cold War Somalia was of no strategic interest to 
the United States.16 While this observation was directed at opposing the proposal for aid 
intervention, it implicitly suggested that the U.S. should not expend undue effort on a 
humanitarian emergency when more "important" issues around the world demanded 
attention. 



Given the overwhelming demands on policy-makers' time and foreign assistance 
resources, a certain amount of triage is understandable. But the almost inevitable future 
financial costs of a crisis "getting out of hand" -- not to mention the human costs, which 
led some to characterize Bolton's position as "criminal" -- introduce a new calculus that 
was certainly insufficiently considered in the Somalia case.17 

A related question is whether the U.S., or perhaps Italy -- with its special (albeit 
controversial) historical and economic relationships with Somalia -- could have retained a 
presence in Mogadishu to facilitate mediation efforts after Siad Barre's fall in January 
1991. Some have argued that the U.S. Embassy compound could have been defended, or 
at least that, with effort, U.S. diplomats might have been able to engage the anti-Barre 
rebels in a constructive power-sharing discu~sion.'~ Those there at the time, however, 
insist that the danger was so real, the chaos so complete, and the rebels so divided that it 
would have been impossible to negotiate. At least one Somali argues that, "prevention 
being better than cure," military force should have been deployed in early 1991. 
However, it must be recalled that this was the moment when the Gulf War was beginning, 
and "it was hardly the time, if there ever is a time, to insert American troops between the 
protagonists in one of Africa's many civil wars."lg 

While a number of both U.N. and U.S. officials were later involved to varying 
degrees in political discussions with Somalis -- significantly more with warlords than 
with the elders and imams whose support was critical to sustaining them -- the most 
significant were those undertaken by Ambassadors Sahnoun and Oakley and later 
Kouyate; these were the only three who seemed to have Somali respect. In a major error 
by Boutros-Ghali, Sahnoun was effectively fired for publicly speaking his mind about 
U.N. deficiencies (which, ironically, increased Somali respect for him). Oakley was 
effective as the U.S. President's representative; but he was unable to speak directly for the 
U.N., the officially responsible party in Somalia, yet distrusted by many Somalis, notably 
by General Aidid and his followers. Kouyate was effective in negotiating the March 
1994 accords, which in some ways only reiterated what had been agreed to a year 
before -- and might have been agreed to earlier had Sahnoun been retained. 

In truth, a number of hard-reached Somali agreements proved of no greater value 
than the paper on which they were printed, as Somali leaders soon ignored them and 
fought for military advantage on the ground. Partly for this reason, the early UNITAF 
period, during which the international military presence was at its height, would seem to 
have been an ideal time for strong diplomatic action rooted in outside military strength. 
But the U.S. political commitment did not match even its limited, time-bound military 
commitment. With the haste to turn over the whole Somalia problem to the United 
Nations, the U.S. dropped the ball. 



A Question of Balance 

Role of the Military 

What is most unique to the Somalia situation is the use of military assets for 
humanitarian objectives in a civil conflict. While military forces had been recently 
involved in the Kurdish areas of northern Iraq, the circumstances there, following a war 
in which the U.S. and its allies had been victorious, were completely different. In 
Somalia, the U.S. entered a situation of no governing authority, no identified enemies 
(Aidid was singled out only later), widespread chaos, and no realistic plan for creating a 
durable order. 

The reason cited for mounting the first U.S. military involvement in Somalia, the 
Operation Provide Relief airlift, was essentially intended to jump-start the aid effort by 
demonstrating in dramatic fashion that the U.S. was actively engaged. In this sense, it 
had a kind of public relations purpose, to demonstrate U.S. resolve to the international 
community, thus spurring, perhaps even shaming, other donors to join in helping2' At 
the highest levels in government, the purpose was simply "to get the job done".21 There 
was apparently no consideration of the fact that military airlifts, and particularly those of 
the U.S., are often less efficient and less flexible than civilian ones. This is because of 
the military's strict operating rules allowing fewer trips per day and significantly smaller 
flight loads because of the need to accommodate the military's enhanced security 
technology and personnel. Southern Air Transport, the company from which OFDA 
leased its planes to assist ICRC and WFP efforts, could haul as much, or more, with five 
aircraft as the Department of Defense could with fourteen. Indeed, ICRC, at one stage 
was "achieving the same efficiency from one civilian [plane] as up to six 

There is also a financial question, since at full cost the lower capacity military 
flights would clearly cost considerably more than their civilian counterparts. Since the 
Pentagon absorbed most of the costs, however, the airlift was seen as something of a 
"freebie", since OFDA and the foreign aid budget were not charged. Furthermore, 
according to Pentagon and GAO figures, the incremental cost of the military airlift was 
only $20 million beyond what otherwise would have been spent by the Defense 
Department anyway. At this rate, calculations suggest that the total effective U.S. 
Government cost was not very different from that of the ongoing civilian airlifts.23 The 
issue of cost is important, however, given the fact that the later, and extremely costly, 
land intervention was justified in part on what was believed to be the unsustainably high 
cost of the airlift (as well as on its inability to "solve the famine problem".) 



While some suggest that the Defense Department derived useful training benefits 
from the airlift, CENTCOM officers note that only limited objectives were achieved and 
that their budgets, in fact, were adversely affected. Furthermore, some military officers 
question whether U.S. combat readiness could be impaired by such a diversion of 
resources from war preparedness to humanitarian missions.24 Non-Defense Department 
observers suggest that other military leaders may welcome humanitarian assignments not 
only for altruistic reasons, but also for maintaining strength and justifying budgets in the 
post-Cold War era. 

In general, the airlift is considered to have been successful in that it delivered 
significant amounts of food -- 10- 15 percent of total deliveriesz5 -- to people in desperate 
need. It succeeded thanks to judicious scheduling and flight patterns, sound management, 
and a measure of luck -- nothing went badly wrong, as would happen later when the 
troops were sent. According to estimates by the Centers for Disease Control and Refugee 
Policy Group, some 40,000 lives were saved during August-December 1992, a significant 
majority presumably because of the airlift itself and its broader food price and 
psychological effects.26 The airlift also successfully demonstrated U.S. concern and 
inspired at least some other donors to contribute as well. 

What alternatives existed to the military airlift? Road transport was extremely 
difficult due to insecurity and looting. However, one could have continued to use this 
means, as ICRC and others did for some 80 percent of commodities delivered. They did 
so by negotiating security agreements with local elders, paying for protection, andlor 
consciously agreeing to accept higher delivery 10sses.~' Whether an equivalent or greater 
amount of food would have reached those in need, the cost would presumably have been 
less than that of Operation Provide Relief. More cost-effective yet would have been an 
earlier intervention either by airlift or land. Indeed, CDCIRPG estimates suggest that 
while some 50,000 lives were probably saved by ICRC and NGO relief efforts during 
January 1991 -August 1992, a majority of the 220,000 lives lost by December 1992 could 
have been prevented had stronger action been taken by April of that year. But this was 
not to be, as the tendency of policy-makers is to invest in incremental steps and hope they 
will work. To reiterate Oakley's words in a different context, "our system isn't set up for 
that. " 

By far the most dramatic step in "getting the job done" was Operation Restore 
Hope, undertaken largely out of desperation that nothing else would work to get food to 
those in need. Extortion at airlift landing sites was upsetting to the relief community. 
The fact that insecurity made it difficult to deliver airlifted food beyond an approximately 
30 kilometer radius also caused concern over the fates of those living, and dying, beyond 
that distance. And the havoc at Mogadishu port was visible to all. The resultant uproar 



from NGOs, U.N. agencies, and the media placed considerable pressure on the world 
community to take stronger action. 

What may not have been fully assessed was the extent to which Somalia's need 
for outside food continued to be critical in the latter part of 1992, particularly inasmuch as 
mortality was declining, the outlook for local harvests was beginning to improve, and 
food prices were again relatively low and steady.28 OFDA had "loud and clear" 
information to this effect fi-om Westcott and from NGOs in Somalia, to the extent that 
Kunder "consciously remember[s] thinking, 'Let's consider: do we need to raise the flag 
of intervention higher?"29 The field reports were also discussed with at least some in the 
State Department, and Kunder, looking back, feels the issues got the right amount of 
consideration. The problem was that no precise and incontrovertible data were available 
and no-one could say there would be no ensuing deterioration. This lack of confidence 
that events were shifting, combined with the inexorable momentum for intervention 
based on the front page press coverage, determined subsequent events. 

Absent a major increase in insecurity over the level existing just prior to the 
UNITAF intervention, CDCIRPG data suggest that some 10-25,000 lives may have been 
saved because of it.30 This is a lower estimate than others advanced heretofore -- 
certainly compared with President Clinton's astonishing one million e~timate.~' It also 
raises the question of whether policy decisions were excessively guided by relief agencies 
acting, consciously or unconsciously, on assumptions rooted more in institutional 
preoccupations with relief movements than in an objective and up-to-date analysis of 
amounts of food currently or imminently to be available at the December-January harvest 
time. As at least two commentators have observed, "Relief agencies repeatedly confuse 
the efficiency of their own operations with the degree to which famine is being 
ove rc~me . "~~  

If, in fact, the figure of 10-25,000 lives saved is a realistic approximation, one 
might question the decision to conduct Operation Restore Hope, an operation estimated to 
have an incremental cost of $1.97 billion in U.S. Defense Department expenditures and 
assessments for subsequent U.N. military efforts.33 What is even more alarming is the 
suggestion of nearly 10,000 Somali casualties (deaths and wounded) caused by the 
combined interventions -- up to 100 killed due to UNITAF operations (against 18 
UNITAF Americans who died), with an additional 1,500 killed and 6-8,000 wounded 
(against about 80 foreign troops, as of mid-October, 1993) under UNOSOM II.34 



How can one reconcile this information with the overwhelming (if not quite 
unanimous) initial support for the intervention? 

First, the caveat about the reliability of all Somalia-related statistics should be 
reiterated; 

Second, it must be noted that numbers of security-related casualties incurred 
without the international intervention are impossible to estimate; 

Third, as a French NGO observer put it, the most important contribution of 
Operation Restore Hope was to change the dynamique of the situation more than 
to end the the operation made clear that interference with relief delivery 
would no longer be tolerated; 

Fourth, the new psychology of the situation may have helped to spur Somalis' 
confidence in planting crops and other, longer-term recovery measures even 
beyond the areas of UNITAF troop presence. It also allowed more Somalis to 
stay at home rather than congregate in disease-prone feeding centers.36 

Whether similar results could have been obtained at lower cost, however, remains 
a valid question. At least one lower-cost option was considered, although not, as 
suggested above, very seriously. Assuming that additional action was needed, some 
observers favored the creation of zones of tranquility, where limited numbers of troops 
would ensure guns were kept out and food and seeds were di~tributed.~~ In one sense, 
Kenyan and Ethiopian refugee camps offered the equivalent of such zones for hundreds 
of thousands of Somalis. Zones within Somalia could have been serviced through 
smaller ports such as Kismayu and Merca, available airfields, including those still used 
for the airlift, and cross-border convoys. Although large U.S. military ships and 
equipment could not operate through these facilities, some felt other ways could have 
been found for a more decentralized approach. But by late 1992 the time for 
incrementalism was considered to have passed, and a strategy of massive intervention 
beginning with the toughest place in the country, Mogadishu, was chosen -- "the sledge 
rather than the ball-peen approach".38 

It would be difficult to exaggerate the astonishment both in and outside the U.S. 
Government when the magnitude of the troop level approved by President Bush was 
announced. Virtually everyone involved with Somalia supported the intervention, 
although many reluctantly and simply because there seemed no other solution. Some in 
Somalia were shocked over the lack of consultation with knowledgeable people on the 
scene; realistically or not, they believed in the possibility of alternatives -- for example, 



prior threat -- that could have avoided the need for intervention, or a different mission 
that could have made the intervention more effective -- for example, by placing more 
emphasis on the fledgling police program which could have multiplied the foreign troops' 
clout and continued after their departure.39 Some also foresaw seeds of disaster ahead, 
once such a level of militarization was intr~duced.~' Many lamented -- even despaired -- 
at the limitations of the mission defined, particularly the failure to undertake any 
significant disarmament. 

No element of the Somalia intervention seems to have raised as much passion, on 
both sides of the argument, as the issue of disarmament, or at least arms reduction. While 
few believed that small, hand-carried weapons could be significantly reduced in number 
(many of them were simply buried or removed by their owners from UNITAF troop 
areas), many felt that medium and certainly heavy weapons could be.41 Some of the latter 
were placed in cantonments during the UNITAF period, but most of these were 
subsequently removed as UNITAF "turned a blind eye". UNITAF's only concern was 
that such weapons not interfere with their own  operation^.^^ Oakley later admitted that 
postponing disarmament created more difficulties for the subsequent UNOSOM I1 
mission, and felt that more heavy weapons should have been rounded up during 
UNITAF.43 He further suggests (contrary to other Defense and State Department policy- 
makers) that U.S. UNITAF forces "were prepared to help with additional disarmament 
during the transition [to UNOSOM 111, had the U.N. commanders and staff arrived as 
expected in April. However, the U.N. Secretariat and Security Council were not working 
from the same timetable."44 One option seriously considered was to encourage 
disarmament through the purchasing of weapons (a technique recently undertaken in the 
United States), if not with money, perhaps with food. While arms prices had plummeted 
at the time of UNITAF, the cost was still estimated as likely to "break the bank":' 
however, particularly given that replacements could only too easily flow across the 
borders. 

U.S. military leaders are absolutely emphatic that forced (as opposed to voluntary) 
disarmament would have constituted a "mission impossible". They cite: 

+ the guerrilla warfare that would have ensued in the streets of Mogadishu 
and other cities "urban areas can suck up troops";46 

+ the long, unpatrolled coastal and land borders through which fresh arms 
were constantly infiltrating; 

+ the people's cultural familiarity with guns (akin to Americans' reliance on 
cars); 



6 the belief that heavy weapons were no longer an issue by the time of 
UNITAF's departure anyway, having been rendered inoperative by lack of 
maintenance and parts;47 and 

+ the fact that disarmament would have had to be carried out equally among 
all clans and factions, raising the likelihood that if, as suspected, Aidid's 
group was the most heavily armed, the burden would have appeared to fall 
overwhelmingly on him, thus undermining whatever cooperation he might 
have offered for political negotiations. 

UNOSOM 11's experience reinforces the strength of this line of reasoning, 
suggesting at least the possibility that an earlier U.S. disarmament effort might have 
caused war to break out earlier than June 1993. If disarmament were to be considered at 
all, the military estimated at least 45,000 troops would have been required for Mogadishu 
alone.48 

Against these not insubstantial considerations, the pro-disarmament group -- 
which includes most (admittedly non-gun-toting) Somalis interviewed -- argues the 
following: 

6 Somalis respect power and force and were so overwhelmed by the 
UNITAF arrival "the superpower U.S. ! " "victor of the Gulf War! " that 
they were psychologically prepared and ready to hand over at least their 
big weapons;49 when they were not asked to do so, they were confused, 
then further emboldened to challenge UNITAF and the U.N.; 

+ to defer this most difficult problem and then expect a weaker U.N. force to 
attempt it was unwise, at best, and doomed to failure, and thus cynical, at 
worst. U.N. officials feel they were led to believe the U.S. would 
undertake, without publicity, more disarmament than it did -- the French 
military did more until they were "brought back into line" -- and expressed 
disappointment that the U.S. seemed "obsessed" with the possibility of 
incurring casualties; a military intervention must be expected to take risks, 
they argued; 

+ resolving the root political problem of Somalia requires disarmament, and 
failure to undertake it, particularly at a time when military force could 
have provided an "inducement", only "froze" the situation until the foreign 
troops' departure, at which point the entire tragedy could be expected to 
repeat itself as it did, to some extent, after March 1994. 



Even officials of relief agencies vehemently opposed to any form of military 
action found themselves privately distressed at the failure to address this key impediment 
to resolving the Somali problem. Impatient with the continuing festering of political and 
security problems following the UNITAF departure, one even wondered off-the-record 
whether a more assertive and durable "Panama or Grenada solution" might not have been 
more effective than Operation Restore Hope in resolving the problems of Somalia. In 
fact, the U.S. goal in UNITAF was not to resolve the problems of Somalia but only to 
stop the s ta r~a t ion .~~  As one military observer put it, "General Johnston came in politely, 
just for a humanitarian solution, not at the level necessary for a political s~lution."~' In 
reality, however, UNITAF did not even bring a humanitarian solution, but only a short- 
term humanitarian "fix". As one observer analyzed the situation, "The only way to help 
Somalia at the humanitarian level is to rebuild the state."52 But as the U.S. mission turned 
into a U.N. one, that became an ever more distant hope. 

Role of the U.N. 

The U.S.-U.N. Handover: If much was done admirably, altruistically, and 
efficiently to respond to the most urgent humanitarian needs of the Somali people, the 
shocking counterpoint is that at the highest levels of the U.S. Government no significant 
attention was given to an enduring political solution. Without this, there would be no 
resolution of the humanitarian crisis. Most participants in the high level meetings say 
they knew the U.N. was incapable of assuming the overall task in Somalia, particularly 
after the task was substantially broadened by the Security Council (with U.S. support) to 
include nation-building. High Administration officials admit to naive and wishful 
thinking in this regard. "We closed our eyes to reality," said one military observer.53 
Operation Restore Hope was thus a noble mission of mercy that saved some 10-25,000 
lives, but, as many participants asked, "for what?" In a choice between mission creep and 
U.N. failure, the U.S. chose the latter.54 The haste to withdraw and turn over the problem 
to an unprepared U.N. was, in the minds of many, unconscionable. 

And yet there were understandable reasons for the U.S. Government position. 
The newly inaugurated Clinton Administration was not only busy getting itself 
organized; it also had ambitious domestic policy initiatives that it could ill afford to have 
overshadowed by events in Somalia (although this proved unavoidable in the end 
anyway). The U.S. military leadership wielded enormous influence in the White House, 
and its objection to fuzzy, ill-defined goals such as disarmament and nation-building were 
made very clear; it had not favored intervention in the first place. As early as January 
1993, General Johnston had sent his "war is over, we won, it's time to come home" 



message. A bizarre game of "chicken" ensued in New York, where State and Defense 
Department representatives attempted to hasten the U.N. leadership's willingness to take 
over from UNITAF. But Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali and his deputies, knowing 
they were unprepared to take on a task of such unprecedented dimensions, delayed as 
much as possible for self-protection. Here was a case where both the U.S. and the U.N. 
had good reasons for wanting to both withdraw and delay the withdrawal, respectively. 
What must be bluntly described as inexcusable is the failure to have foreseen this 
eventuality at the beginning. Whether such foresight would have dictated against the 
humanitarian intervention in the first place, and whether that would have been an 
appropriate decision given the level of suffering, is questionable. As the leaders of 
Medecins Sans Frontieres, one of the most highly respected NGOs working in Somalia, 
put it, "La complexite va ma1 avec l'urgence" ("Complexity and urgency don't go well 
together. ")55 

To some extent, it was UNITAF's very success that proved problematic. 
UNITAF's overwhelming force caused both the international community and Somalis to 
believe that the solution to their problems was at hand. Within the country there was an 
initial awed euphoria. This directly contradicted the limited U.S. intent merely to secure 
major routes for moving relief supplies, never to address the fundamental problems of the 
situation. Around the world, among those involved as well as among the general public, 
expectations conflicted with reality. 

UNOSOM 11: Having invested so much, the U.S. did not want to see the U.N. 
fail. To this end, it contributed military logistics personnel, the quick response force, a 
number of mid- to high-level civilian staff, a significant part of the budget, the U.S. 
Embassy compound itself, and later the Rangers. The U.S. also pressed for the 
appointment of Americans both as the Secretary-General's special representative and as 
deputy force commander as a way of ensuring some control over both events and the 
deployment of U.S. personnel. This proved to have its advantages and  disadvantage^.^^ 
But while the U.S. was "there" in UNOSOM 11, its influence was not always decisive. In 
Washington, the level of attention also shifted downward a notch in the hierarchy; since it 
was no longer an exclusively U.S. operation, top level policy-makers turned more of their 
attention elsewhere. As one participant analogized, "UNOSOM was like a garden hose 
that the U.S. turned on without holding the end."57 In some ways, the U.S. Government 
had the worst of both worlds: incomplete control, yet a share of the blame when things 
went wrong, as indeed they did. 

The key turning point came on June 5, 1993 when UNOSOM I1 forces were 
ambushed after inspecting SNA arms caches at Radio Mogadishu. The conflagration 
erupted out of a pattern of several months of non-communication, misunderstanding, and 



mutual mistrust. Certainly the U.N. had carried out no meaningful political dialogue with 
Aidid and his colleagues. The analysis of the U.N.-appointed independent Commission 
of Inquiry, reluctantly released by the U.N. in early 1994, seems well on target: There 
was a "lack of proper coordination" between the military and political parts of UNOSOM 
11, a lack of experienced civilian advisors, and a lack of time, expertise, and requisite 
intelligence to evaluate the situation. In hindsight, Commission members felt the U.N. 
should have postponed its arms search, given the prevailing tensions. At the same time, 
"Although UNOSOM I1 apparently misjudged the general situation and made some ill- 
advised decisions, the Commission feels that this in no way justifies the viciousness of 
the SNA reaction on 5 June" (which the Commission concluded was, indeed, SNA- 
~rchestrated).~' While finding the UNOSOM response in some ways understandable, the 
members also noted that it seemed to "impose" more than "assist" political solutions; the 
Security Council, for all the ambitiousness of the UNOSOM I1 mandate, had been careful 
to authorize only the latter. "The insistence by UNOSOM I1 on enforcing political 
arrangements previously agreed [referring to the Addis accords] but no longer accepted 
by all the political movements would amount to an imposition" and thus be inconsistent 
with the Security Council's mandate. Yet in a further reflection of the ambiguities of the 
situation, the Commission also reported that, "With the outrage all over the world on the 
attacks the Security Council could do nothing less than to authorize the arrest and 
detention of the perpetrators." 

While the U.N. took the major heat for allowing itself to get sucked into a local 
war -- Admiral Howe was described by some as the third warlord of Mogadishu -- the 
U.S. provided a major impetus, indeed leadership, for the policy. U.S. Special Envoy 
Gosende had pointed even before June 5 to the need to bring Aidid to justice for his 
disregard of the Addis accords. He and April Glaspie (albeit deputed to UNOSOM) were 
most upset by Aidid's verbal provocations on Radio M~gadishu.~' While the situations 
were very different, no-one seems to have considered taking the approach to the SNA that 
the U.N. took toward the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia -- that of holding the door open but, 
absent participation, proceding without them. Like it or not, Aidid was, after all, the 
major liberator of Somalia from the detested Siad Barre and, as such, a major power who 
had to be dealt with. This seemed to be recognized more by U.S. military than by civilian 
leaders.60 

Aside from extreme irritation and the understandable emotional response, another 
reason for the U.S. taking a hard line was its interest in "aggressive multilateralism". If 
United Nations bowing to a local warlord was seen as already degrading for the major 
world body, the new Clinton Administration's idealistic hopes for the U.N. required all 
the stronger a response to protect the U.N.'s reputation and ability to lead in the cause of 
peace. The result, regrettably, was counterproductive, as many came to see the U.N. as 



incapable of playing such a leadership role. It should be recognized, however, that "had 
early attempts to capture Aideed succeeded, the entire course of the mission, and perhaps 
even the course of U.N. peacekeeping in the 1990s, might well have turned out 
differently. "6' 

With the admitted benefit of hindsight, Admiral Howe has suggested that a more 
"sensitive" policy would have been preferable during the summer of 1 993.62 Although he 
notes that three letters were sent to Aidid after June 5, others note that in Somali society 
letters normally connote either a lack of perceived importance of their subject or an intent 
to threaten;63 Somalia is an oral society that requires "sitting carpet", which Howe was 
not known for doing. Several have suggested, again in hindsight, that a strong 
negotiating initiative should have been attempted after the first counter-strike against the 
SNA on June 12; at this point, force had been met with force and the climate was 
probably most conducive to compromise. Although the UNOSOM I1 leadership detected 
no SNA interest in negotiation until the arrival of the more threatening Rangers in August 
199364 -- Aidid continued to rabidly oppose the U.N., and was especially distrustful of 
Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali -- a more neutral intermediary might well have proven 
effective. In fact, Aidid would later approach former President Jimmy Carter, requesting 
he play that role with "the United States-led mission of the United Nations"; Carter 
declined, deferring to the Clinton Administration. In the end, it took a combination of 
mutual military pressure and resultant war fatigue on both sides, culminating in the 
October attack and subsequent policy turnaround, to bring the war phase to a close. 

To better understand the balance, or rather imbalance, between humanitarian, 
political, and military emphases during the period of U.N. leadership, it is important to 
understand the U.N.3 functioning in Somalia. Whipping boy of many, the United 
Nations comprises, in fact, a large number of independent agencies, each of which reports 
to its own executive board and a secretariat, headed by the Secretary-General. The 
Secretariat is overseen by the Security Council which, in turn, is composed of 15 of the 
184 U.N. member governments (excluding Somalia, of course, which currently has no 
government). Some feel that the Security Council has been over-reaching itself in 
assigning to the institution, especially to the Secretariat, overwhelming tasks not only in 
Somalia, but elsewhere in the world (there are currently 17 U.N. peacekeeping operations 
worldwide). As a result of all the crises, the organization has developed "indigestion" 
and needs to "learn not to go so fast, so deep, or so far without the resources" to do the 
job.65 Furthermore, each situation is unique, and "Somalia is uniquely unique."66 

In the case of UNOSOM 11, Chapter VII peace-making with Article 42 "teeth" 
was prescribed for the first time -- and clearly without adequate provision for member 
support. In some respects, without either road maps to follow or sufficient fuel, it is 



hardly surprising that the road was so bumpy and that the vehicle broke down. Member 
support, in fact, has been an extremely difficult and constant problem. The U.S., among 
those most critical of U.N. shortcomings, contributed much for Somalia; yet it is also 
among the most egregious debtors to the U.N. as a whole. 

If it was unconscionable for the U.S. to turn over its Somalia responsibilities to an 
ill-prepared U.N., it was also unfair to then blame the U.N. for its subsequent failures. 
The U.S. provided major staffing and resources for UNOSOM I1 and, while it could not 
control all of UNOSOM's activities and decisions, it provided the glue that kept the 
coalition together and ran the Admiral Howe was known to make frequent late 
night calls to Washington. As one U.S. official put it, "There were many instances where 
you had something like the U.S. mission in Mogadishu lending the top American officials 
of UNOSOM its watch, so it could see what time of day it was and then, in turn, those 
officials asking their own Washington contacts if the time given them by the U.S. mission 
was correct."68 The U.S. had also provided, and commanded, the Rangers in their 
aggressive missions to seek out Aidid and his followers. Although telling the U.N. in 
October 1993 it "must know when to say President Clinton is said to have 
privately admitted to Congressional leaders that the U.S., too, had made mistakes.70 In 
fact, the President reportedly told families of Rangers killed in the October 3 raid that "he 
was mystified that the raid had been tried ... because Washington was shifting its policy;"" 
White House officials, noting that continuing Ranger attacks were authorized by the 
President, suggested he had been misquoted.72 

The "bottom line" of the above discussion is that up to October 1993 the balance 
between humanitarian, political, and military approaches in Somalia became increasingly 
and counter-productively skewed toward the military, a phenomenon lamented as much 
by military as by civilian participants. Humanitarian activities continued much as before, 
with a number of U.S. officials being seconded to UNOSOM, but were completely 
overshadowed by the military emphasis. Of the roughly $1.6 billion allocated for 
UNOSOM II,90 percent was for military support. A "huge chunk" of this went to 
western contractors such as the American firm Brown and Root, said to earn $200 million 
over two years, and to a New Zealand caterer "who supplies everything from beer to 
lobster for UN forces."73 As The Economist pointed out, "For all the emphasis on 
security, little has been done to tackle the menace of the tens of thousands of young men 
with no legitimate jobs, little education, and less hope."74 Given all this, the key question 
is clearly what level and type of military intervention can be usefully introduced in 
situations of need without its becoming counter-productive? 



Effectiveness of Actions Taken 

Knowing the Scene 

In assessing the international community's effectiveness in Somalia, it is 
important to understand, first, the extent to which the major decision makers responsible 
for committing such massive resources understood Somali culture. Onlookers present in 
high level meetings indicate that the agendas of these sessions generally precluded any 
opportunity for working level people directly familiar with Somalia to interject their 
experience-based knowledge and more nuanced information and views.75 This was 
particularly true when the Operation Restore Hope decision was made. While it is 
probably inevitable in a bureaucratic hierarchy that top decision makers cannot possibly 
have a close and direct understanding of every issue coming before them, and while the 
system is supposed to incorporate these views at earlier review levels, the effective 
transmission of such views is often imperfect, with resultant costs in policy making. 

Somalis interviewed for this study are virtually unanimous that the international 
community failed to understand them and their country, failed to sufficiently consult with 
Somalis before making key decisions regarding their fate and well-being, and failed to 
draw sufficiently on the limited number of people familiar from previous experience with 
the country. "Americans don't understand what makes the Somalis tick," said a former 
Somali ambassador to the U.S.76 U.N. officials were also seen as deficient in this regard. 
The independent Commission of Inquiry concluded that "many senior political advisors 
in UNOSOM 11, especially on sensitive political issues, ... were insensitive to the local 
culture's requirements. "77 

Many non-Somalis interviewed concurred with this assessment to a greater or 
lesser extent. Although some effort was made by the U.S. Government to assign old 
Somalia hands like Oakley and Gosende, these were rare cases. Some Americans 
expressed frustration, for example, that fewer than a handful of the 435 returned Peace 
Corps volunteers who have served in Somalia have been involved in recent years in either 
policy or implementation. A State Department official evoked the U.S. experience in 
Viet-Nam, where failure to adequately understand the people and culture had tragic 
repercussions. In Somalia, he observed, this led to over-emphasis on dealing with the 
warlords -- "the guys with guns" -- to the detriment of working with other leaders; 
referring to General Aidid, he suggested "we thus created the monster we now depl~re."~' 
It also contributed to regrettable minor mistakes, such as UNITAF's dropping of leaflets 
which said "slave nations have come to help you"; while possibly a simple oversight, 



some believed the Americans involved in producing the leaflet simply didn't trust 
Somalis to verify the translation. 

The trust factor was clearly a major, and justifiable, issue. As noted above, 
international donor experience with Somalia and Somalis had been quite negative since at 
least the 1 9 8 0 ~ . ~ ~  Beginning with the Ogaden war period when international refugee 
assistance was flagrantly exploited by many Somalis, foreign aid workers reported tough, 
aggressive, corrupt, devious, and manipulative behavior. Indeed, as early as 1854, 
foreign observers described Somalis as "a people of susceptible character and withal 
uncommonly hard to please ... Each tribe and clan wished to rank first. None would be 
even second."80 Many Somalis accept these characterizations, attributing them to the 
larger socio-economic patterns of their culture. Nomadic Somalis, they say, have 
traditionally fought along clan lines over rights to grazing lands, access to which 
influenced their very survival; to this end, violence has been a not uncommon part of 
societal mores. Some go on to explain the looting of foreign aid as understandable in the 
context of a raiding society, made all the easier when against a target that didn't retaliate. 
Aidid, apparently assuming in this light that foreigners eagerly sought to assist, once said 
on the radio that "We gave you [Americans] a chance to aid us, but you didn't know how 
to use this chan~e."~ '  Such traits explain the international reluctance to rely very heavily, 
if at all, on Somali views. 

Another key reason for ignoring Somali views is the international community's 
virtually unanimous perception that Somalis place individual clan interests above the 
larger common good; therefore, how can they be trusted? A number of Somalis 
interviewed, while not denying clan loyalties -- indeed, noting these had intensified as a 
consequence of the crisis -- also insisted that some members of the professional class 
were fully able to transcend clan politics in a larger national interest. They also suggested 
that if the international community sought broader input, one had only to gather a number 
of Somalis representing different groups in the same room and look for common ground. 
As one United Nations official commented, saying we can't trust Somali viewpoints for 
this reason is like saying we can't trust Republicans or Democrats in the U.S.82 On the 
other hand, it is also true that when opinions were, on occasion, solicited within a 
gathering of Somalis, there were almost always as many different viewpoints as persons 
to express them. "I met regularly with dozens of Somalis," said one State Department 
official. "They agreed on virtually nothing. It was very frustrating to listen to their 

There were, of course, exceptions, expatriates who believed strongly in the 
importance of Somali consultation and involvement. When Philip Johnston briefly 
headed UNOSOM 1's Humanitarian Operations Center, he attempted to some extent to 



engage Somalis in determining humanitarian policies and priorities. His successor Hugh 
Cholmondeley, citing Security Council language that the international community was in 
Somalia to assist its people to rebuild their country, believed it important "to take the 
position that people of the country know best." Cholmondeley favored channeling aid 
through local groups, on the assumption that even where these were weak or susceptible 
to diversions, such losses could not be greater than those already endured.84 

Arguably the most serious failure to understand the Somalis -- or at least to 
translate an understanding into workable relationships with them -- was at the level of the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations. A Coptic patrician and former Egyptian 
minister of state with considerable previous experience with neighboring Somalia -- 
along with many of his countrymen, he was known and resented for supporting the 
widely hated Siad Barre -- Boutros-Ghali believed, according to confidantes, in wielding 
"the big stick". "I know the Somalis," he told a colleague, but whether for tactical or real 
reasons, he was never able to surmount their suspicions and negative feelings toward 
him.85 These feelings transferred to the U.N. more broadly and caused special difficulty 
for UNOSOM I1 after the U.S.-U.N. handover. Had it been possible for a secretary- 
general to recuse himself from so large an issue before the U.N., this would have been an 
appropriate case in which to do so. 

In the end, and especially during UNOSOM 11, it became very difficult to 
communicate with Somalis simply because of security. U.S. and U.N. officials -- the 
latter of whom were officially the enemy of the SNA -- were largely confined to the 
Embassy compound and could only go out with security convoys bristling with armed 
guards, which were hardly conducive to spontaneous contacts or intimate chats. Somalis 
could meet them inside the U.S. compound, but the clearance procedure was laborious 
and perceived as humiliating, and those willing to meet under these circumstances were 
inevitably limited. A wall had literally grown up between helpers and their intended 
beneficiaries. 

Effectiveness of Humanitarian Assistance 

One of the several ironies of the Somalia crisis is that the various systems to 
provide early warning of food crop failures, put in place by FA0 following the Ethiopian 
famine of 1984-85, all worked. A review of FA0 reports, and of wire service accounts of 
these, reveals that information on the probable scale of the crisis was widely a~a i l ab l e .~~  
The critical weakness was in the lack of reliable mechanisms within the foreign 
assistance agencies and at the United Nations to trigger earlier and more effective relief 



responses. Some NGOs were comparatively quicker to respond than were governmental 
and multinational agencies, presumably because they had more organizational mobility 
and fewer bureaucratic rigidities to overcome; one cannot fail to be impressed by their 
dedication and efficacy. Some, however, depended on media attention and the promise of 
either governmental or individual donor funding to make the leap. All were distracted by 
the plethora of emergencies taking place in Sudan, Angola, the former Soviet Union and 
Yugoslavia, and elsewhere. 

The overwhelming issue facing humanitarian agencies in Somalia was security. 
The heroism of many of the people working with ICRC, NGOs, and U.N. agencies, as 
well as with bilateral aid programs, is striking. Their ability to help people and save lives 
in the face of no end of difficulties and threats to their own well-being is praiseworthy 
indeed. Some had guns put to their heads for extortion; some, indeed, were killed in the 
course of service to the Somali people. While expatriate humanitarian personnel were 
periodically withdrawn for short periods after a killing or other serious threat to security, 
they inevitably returned to take up the task. And their local Somali staff soldiered on 
despite many threats. 

ICRC: ICRC was recommended by Andrew Natsios and nominated by Secretary 
of State Eagleburger for the Nobel Peace Prize. For the first 18 months of the crisis, it 
was by far the major organization helping in the country, operating on a more massive 
scale than at any time since World War 11. Never before had ICRC attempted to feed a 
whole nation, nor to run a kitchens program, let alone one that served over a million 
people. Never before had it had to rely on a private army in order to be able to do its 
work. ICRC also went out of its way to bring journalists to Somalia to spread the story 
around the world and induce others to help. Although there is much contention around 
the total numbers of lives saved in Somalia, it is generally agreed that a significant 
proportion of the estimated 50,000 saved in 1991 and early 1992 were due to the early 
efforts of ICRC and its affiliate Red Crescent Societies. The latter consisted of some 500 
staff plus volunteers who were responsible for about 70 percent of ICRC's efforts and 
constituted a unique resource available to no other international organi~ation.~~ In total, 
ICRC employed some 25,000 Somalis directly, and many others indire~t ly .~~ 

The Red Cross-Red Crescent network developed ingenious methods to 
circumvent the variety of obstacles in its way. Its leaders and staff developed relatively 
low-key ways to deliver food where the U.S. Government and U.N. would later require 
large ports and more elaborate technical facilities. They invested in patient diplomacy 
where others would likely have lost all patience. Indeed, their whole mode of operation, 
of working in close cooperation with the Somali community, was in some contrast to that 
of the UNITAF-UNOSOM I1 period. When "the mechanical apparatus" took over, "the 



fragile network of relationships with elders, community leaders, local employees and 
faction leaders would be replaced by soldiers of the strongest army in the world. In this 
respect, one can speak of a cultural gap between humanitarian and military a ~ t i 0 n . l ' ~ ~  

ICRC was criticized, however, for extensive compromising to get its food 
through. Although all relief agencies succumbed to extortion and paid for security, 
ICRC's doing so seemed more visible due to its scale of operation and more galling due 
to its high reputation. ICRC was also criticized for its policy of distributing high value 
rice, which it did because of rice's nutritional advantages and the fact it was the most 
widely acceptable commodity in a situation where multiple product lines of supply would 
have been too difficult to organize.90 The problem was that the high value of rice made it 
particularly vulnerable to looting; other donors distributed primarily wheat and pulses. 
As one participant observed, "ICRC's choice of rice as the main staple virtually invited 
thievery since rice is a high value commodity in the country and normally only the 
wealthier 20 percent of the country consumes it. Sugar had tremendous value on the 
market in Kenya and was a particular target of the  warlord^."^' 

Some also criticized ICRC1s policy of food kitchens which, in the words of one 
critic, "drew people out of the countryside and put them in camps and made them 
vulnerable to bandits who hung around the centers and preyed on the relief agencies."92 
ICRC initiated the kitchens in April 1992, however, to discourage the looting so common 
with dry foods and as a response to the very existence of camps; where possible, it 
preferred to place kitchens in local communities away from camps so as not to reinforce 
the typical camp mentality of dependence. 

NGOs: The NGOs paid a high price for saving lives in Somalia. Try as they 
might, they were unable to resist meeting inflated Somali demands for high house and 
vehicle rentals and staff salaries. The rampant insecurity forced them, in effect, to 
purchase security, spending considerable amounts of money on fortified houses and 
offices, armed guards, and rented as opposed to owned vehicles because the latter were 
subject to immediate theft. "The Somalis milked the humanitarian agencies for 
everything they could get out of them," is a comment heard over and over again, 
accompanied by extraordinary tales of compromises that NGOs were forced to make in 
the interests of continuing to help in Somalia. At the very beginning of 1991 free security 
had been provided to ICRC and MSF by local leaders out of hospitality for those who had 
come to help. By 1993, one NGO reported paying $28,000 per month for security in 
Baidoa, and ICRC reportedly paid $100,000 per week in M~gad i shu .~~  In some cases, 
NGOs were faced with looting by their own Somali staff members, whether by economic 
necessity or otherwise. As the economic situation deteriorated, IMC and other NGOs 
thus found it necessary to pay "incentives" (a euphemism for salaries), although this 



raised the issue of sustainability. While salaries were no doubt merited for work 
performed, without a government to take over the NGOs could hardly pay such recurring 
costs forever.94 

A more fundamental problem was the extent to which NGO efforts might, in fact, 
have been counterproductive. Like virtually all foreign and international organizations, 
NGOs based in Mogadishu established themselves almost entirely in the southern part of 
the city, which was Aidid territory. This was conveniently near the airport and where the 
most suitable housing, mostly rented out by Aidid supporters, was available. Many relief 
staff became close to and relied on Aidid personally for logistical andlor security 
assistance; he looked after them. The presumably unintentional yet easily visible result 
was to enrich Aidid's forces, an enrichment that was certainly channelled to at least some 
extent into armaments, thus exacerbating the problem the aid givers were trying to 
c~un t e r ac t .~~  MSF, which conducted a very thoughtll in-house analysis of its own role 
in Somalia, agonized no end over this dilemma, that is, the extent to which one should 
tolerate a negative by-product (strengthening a faction leader) in the interests of saving 
immediate lives. Others, too, noted that "the supply of weapons from one door and the 
supply of humanitarian aid from another, is [a] policy which saws through the branch on 
which we sit."96 

By late 1993 a number of NGOs had withdrawn from the country, partly because 
the famine had ended, but also because of the substantial costs of maintaining a 
minimally secure presence. Under the circumstances, it is frankly surprising that many 
others did not leave earlier, particularly once the famine was over, and given the 
likelihood that they could have used the same amount of money to help a larger number 
of equally needy people in other countries. Indeed, given the Somali reliance on external 
funding, a more coordinated donor response against looting, extortion, and insecurity 
might well have been effective from the very beginning. As one observer suggested, a 
radio announcement that relief agencies were pulling out due to uncooperative factional 
leaders would likely have pressured those leaders to protect the NGOS.'~ But whether 
because of headquarter pressures or staff proclivities, the NGOs seemed to act more from 
the heart than from the head. In the words of CARE'S president, "If you're asking me if 
CARE believes in the sanctity of human life more than it fears its food being diverted, the 
answer is yes."98 Or, as Oakley put it, "Stopping NGOs from helping is like stopping 
Newton's apple."99 Yet indiscriminate insistence on helping is a weakness as well as a 
strength of the NGO community and at times had counter-productive effects in Somalia. 

The lack of reliable data did not make the NGO task any easier. If there is reason 
to believe that the numbers of both famine deaths and lives saved were exaggerated, it is 
also important to re-emphasize the difficulty of collecting reliable statistics on famine 



consequences, especially in a country like Somalia where even the base population figure 
ranged from 4 to 7 million; (based on CDC/RPG analysis, this study has assumed a 
population of 5 million). The difficulty is exacerbated by the extreme mobility of the 
population, both cross-border and internally, to seek food and safety. There is no reason 
to doubt that the ICRC, NGOs, and U.N. agencies were giving their best estimate of the 
at-risk population and extrapolating the numbers of dead and dying as best they could 
under the horrendous pressures of the moment. Absent more extensive data collection, 
however, the tendency to err on the high side can hardly be avoided by overwhelmed 
practitioners with a keen interest in procuring maximum resources to help the needy. 
Greater precision about the proximate causes of death is also needed to ensure appropriate 
responses. While it seems churlish to suggest an academic exercise in data collection 
amidst hundreds of thousands of starving people, the most effective allocation of 
inevitably limited resources -- including, in this case, tens of thousands of military 
forces -- points to its utility.'00 

Another issue that deserves consideration is the efficacy of significant numbers of 
NGOs operating without prior experience or understanding of the country, and sometimes 
without the willingness to consult those with knowledge. The historic strength of the 
NGO community is its flexibility to respond quickly and appropriately in areas of need. 
The problem, however, is when so many come in at one time, and insist on waving their 
own flags (literally the case in Somalia, where flags are used for security identification) 
and "doing their own thing", that inefficiencies, duplications, or the introduction of ill- 
considered operational precedents result. Leaders of a Somali NGO in Baidoa, while 
highly appreciative of the expatriate NGO contribution, noted this phenomenon of 
"territoriality"; it was particularly marked in Baidoa which, given its "epicenter of death" 
publicity, was considered "the place to be" in order to attract home country donor 
contributions. lo' 

By 1994, USAID's mission director believed "there may be too many international 
NGOs [over 501 working in Somalia ... Yes, they are mostly there because of the well- 
advertised need, but they are also there because ...[ t]he large amount of donor funding 
available for Somalia was a major attraction for NGO headquarters which were out to 
cover their administration and overhead costs."'02 Notwithstanding the hardships, there 
was another advantage to working in government-less Somalia in that "NGOs could set 
up operations as they pleased without having to deal with any official, central government 
entity. In such an environment, NGOs became in some areas fiefdoms unto themselves 
and brokers of non-negligible amounts of power."'03 

The NGO "gold rush", "follow-the-funding" phenomenon can, indeed, be 
problematic, particularly in situations with limited absorptive capacity in the form of 



local management structures. One might ask whether it effectively serves the long-term 
needs of famine victims or whether there should be more willingness to build on the 
experience and expertise of groups already established in the country -- local, as well as 
international -- and support their efforts. Although some observers suggest that "NGOs 
aren't made for coordination," a number of European groups, and some American ones as 
well, operated effectively in just this "combined forces" manner.'04 

One option available to international NGOs, as well as to other donors, could have 
been to channel resources through local Somali groups. As critics have noted, "It can 
only be a lack of imagination or worse, an obtuseness that prevented UNOSOM [and 
other donors] from supporting actively these  institution^."'^^ The prevailing belief, 
however, was that "most present-day Somali NGOs are nothing more than 'businesses' 
and should be dealt with as such," in the words of one otherwise sympathetic long-time 
worker in Mogadish~. '~~  An added reason for ignoring local NGOs was the belief that 
they could not be trusted to rise about clan politics, or at least would require more 
investigation in terms of their reliability than was possible given the urgency of the 
emergency. In the event, some Somali professionals continued to work on their own 
without salaries, living off their own savings or other indigenous resources. 

A critical issue for NGOs in Somalia was how to relate to the military. It is 
indeed hard to imagine two more different cultures. Much has been said in the NGO 
community about the need to separate the humanitarian from the military (and political) 
in order not to compromise the integrity of the former. "We can't be seen as precursors to 
the Foreign Legion or the Rangers," one NGO leader insisted.'07 In fact, most NGOs 
wanted military protection but no identification with the military, a no doubt naive desire. 
The military, for their part, had scarcely any idea of what NGOs were, what they did, or 
how they did it. They were sent to Somalia exclusively to support the humanitarian 
effort, yet the introduction of such a large military element caused a degree of wider 
societal militarization that took on a counter-productive momentum of its own. Military 
intervention has its own logic: While troops may go in because relief agencies call for 
them, once there they follow commands from the military hierarchy, rather than from 
relief agencies. Such commands inevitably prioritize military concerns, notably 
protection of military personnel, over purely humanitarian objectives.'08 

Furthermore, humanitarian interventions require a different set of military skills. 
While some units and individuals seemed well trained to deal with Somali civilians -- 
indeed, some assisted with important engineering projects, food distribution, and medical 
care -- others, untrained for this type of role and no doubt under the heavy pressures of 
the situation, committed serious human rights violations. Some military observers 
question whether the same troops that are trained to "kill people and break things" can be 



expected to act as sensitive peacekeepers; others believe it is a matter of additional 
training.lo9 A European NGO obser~er"~ felt that some Italian troops, for example, 
demonstrated an appropriate balance of politeness and firmness toward Somalis, in 
contrast to the Americans who swore at them but were inconsistent in their firmness -- 
"missionary Rambos", as he called them. A Frenchman remarked on the massive 
"disproportionality of operationalizing UNITAF" compared with the humanitarian 
objective; "the synergy between the humanitarian and the military," he said, "finds its 
limit very quickly." 11' 

The fact that the NGOs and the military got along as well as they did in Somalia, 
at least during the airlift and UNITAF periods, is quite remarkable -- and instructive. 
Much of the credit for this probably goes to the caliber of people involved on both sides, 
as well as to the necessity of cooperation for survival and for keeping the relief effort 
going. Efforts are currently underway to incorporate learnings from Somalia and other 
cooperative experiences into training handbooks and courses for military personnel 
involved in humanitarian  intervention^."^ 

If cooperation with the military places NGOs in ambiguous and potentially 
compromising situations, an area of activity barely touched on in Somalia was that of 
direct peacemaking or conflict re~olution."~ Traditionally practised in a very low-key 
way by Quakers and Mennonites, and more visibly recently by the Atlanta-based Carter 
Center, this field of comparative advantage for NGOs could have been attempted. It is 
admittedly highly labor-intensive, requires enormous patience, dedication, and training, 
and might well have only localized effects, at best. It is certainly less dramatic than 
delivering food or medical care, and thus less immediately conducive to hd-raising. 
Still, NGO mediation and reconciliation initiatives would appear to have at least some 
potential in mitigating some types of localized violence. 

U.N. Humanitarian Agencies: According to the executive director of Human 
Rights Watch, "the United Nations and its various organizations have been so 
monstrously negligent and incompetent that they have played almost no role at all in 
alleviating Somalia's mi~ery.""~ The same source quoted a U.N. official as saying, 
"Somalia is the greatest failure of the United Nations in our time." While these are 
among the most harshly phrased criticisms, they are hardly the only ones. Again, 
however, it is useful to distinguish between the U.N. Secretariat, which is most often 
criticized, and the specialized agencies, each of which has its own performance record. In 
fact, the key U.N. agencies engaged in the Somalia crisis were WFP, UNICEF, and, with 
a relatively greater outside- than inside-Somalia focus, UNHCR. United Nations 
Volunteers (UNV) were also active, filling a void when more senior personnel could not 
be recruited. FAO, aside from its crop forecasts, was not visible in Somalia, and WHO, 



while showing expenditures on behalf of Somalia, had a very low profile, especially 
during the early part of the crisis. 

While many feel that UNDP should have been an actor, particularly given the 
resident representative's usual role as coordinator and senior in-country representative of 
the Secretary-General, it resisted involvement in so turbulent a setting, falling back on its 
primary development mandate for which circumstances were hardly conducive in 
Somalia. Although some staff regretted this stance, particularly noting the ill will it 
engendered, UNDP essentially forfeited playing a significant role from 1991 through 
1993. If UNDP had, in fact, been active in a coordinating role, a clearcut division of 
labor and authority would have been needed vis-a-vis the head of UNOSOM's 
humanitarian division and the Secretary-General's special representative. When UNDP 
did begin operating a few projects in late 1992, it purposely took a low profile, partly, no 
doubt, from embarrassment, and partly to avoid the security problems encountered by 
UNICEF and WFP, thus "taking advantage of the disadvantage of being a new player on 
the block."' l 5  

UNICEF was the first U.N. agency to insist with headquarters security authorities 
that it be allowed to return to Somalia after Siad Barre's overthrow. It may have 
eventually won its plea partly because of UNICEF's unique character within the U.N. 
system (it is heavily funded by voluntary contributions) and partly because it is 
accustomed to working without exclusive reference to national (and in Somalia, non- 
existent) authorities. UNICEF was criticized in the early period of the crisis for weak 
leadership and audit problems, for sometimes taking credit for the achievements of others 
(albeit utilizing UNICEF resources), and for inadequate coordination (including a 
possibly apocryphal story of revaccinating the inhabitants of a community already 
vaccinated for the same disease by an NGO the day beforeH6). Yet, UNICEF had the 
second biggest aid presence (after ICRC) for a period of eighteen months and lost three 
expatriate workers to violence, more than any other donor agency. UNICEF also 
distinguished itself for recognizing more than most relief agencies the importance of 
providing health, water, and sanitation assistance in addition to food aid. Like most 
efforts, these began regrettably late in 1992, following CDC studies showing that most 
deaths in Somalia were in fact attributable to measles and diarrhea (influenced by 
weakened resistance from malnutrition) rather than directly to starvation. 

WFP was also criticized for taking credit, at times, for the achievements of others, 
such as declaring a major victory when "the first ship'' was able to offload its cargo, 
whereas ICRC had been offloading food in Somalia for months previously. After a slow 
start, in any case, WFP was able to make considerable amounts of food available for 
distribution and seemed to have good working relations with its partners, notably CARE, 



in undertaking in-country distribution. To meet the requirements, WFP "begged, 
borrowed, and stole from any available donor ~ource",'~' including less traditional food 
donors such as Saudi Arabia, North African countries, Thailand, Greece, and Spain. 
Among the lessons WFP feels it learned (and needed to learn) from its Somalia 
experience were the necessity to better train its staff in emergency programming (they 
have traditionally focussed more on development), to thus accelerate its procurement and 
transport of food, and to function in situations lacking security. In addition, noting the 
relative dearth of groups willing to handle large-scale food distribution in a situation as 
"hot" as Somalia, WFP learned it needs to enhance its own capacities to independently 
carry out relief activities.'18 A first step, perhaps, in this direction was WFP's 
establishment of a rapid response team analogous to OFDA's DART; it was sent to 
Burundi in early 1994. In Somalia itself in 1994, WFP was still providing food for an 
estimated 300,000 internally displaced and 10,000 drought-affected Somalis, 90 percent 
of it, uniquely, through Somali NGOs. 

The U.N.'s new Department of Humanitarian Affairs faced a special problem in 
that the Somalia crisis "broke" at the very moment it was born. Lacking any real budget 
of its own, DHA had to build up clout through moral suasion and the ability to raise funds 
from donors. Without this, its coordinating role would be seen as lacking teeth both 
among the agencies it was expected to coordinate and in the minds of the Secretariat staff 
and the Secretary-General himselc the latter's support was needed but not always 
a~ailable."~ DHA faced further problems in the bifurcation of its administration between 
New York and Geneva and its inheritance of former UNDRO (U.N. Disaster Relief 
Organization) staff, with little flexibility for bringing in substantial new talent from 
outside the system. As described by one official, DHA is "a box we put on the U.N. chart 
but without electricity to operate except through persua~ion."'~~ Its funding appeals were 
said by some to be "a joke", its 100-Day Plan largely an "unprioritized laundry list" of 
project ideas.121 As a result, no doubt, of these concerns, some in the U.N. system have 
expressed preference for assigning a bureaucratically more developed "lead agency" to do 
the major coordination (per UNHCR's role in the former Yugoslavia), leaving DHA 
essentially as a high level U.N.-wide emergency fund raiser. However, Under-Secretary- 
General Eliasson is "dead against" this idea, believing that DHA by early 1994 was 
overcoming some of its early growing pains and would be more capable of handling its 
functions in the future.122 Somewhat more time and effort are probably needed to fairly 
test his belief. 

UNHCR, given its negative experience with Somali refugees in the 1970s and 
1980s, was ill disposed to play a large role in the early 1990s. Nevertheless, it became a 
significant actor outside the country's borders where approximately 320,000 refugees in 
Kenya and 375,000 in Ethiopia (not to mention another 282,000 in the Middle East) 



constituted roughly one-fifth of the country's likely 5 million population. These people 
claiming across-the-border safe haven may have represented a large proportion of those 
who were most insecure and at risk of dying.'23 In this sense, UNHCR's assistance to the 
Kenyan and Ethiopian refugee camps contributed significantly to the Somali 
humanitarian relief effort. Because its work was largely outside Somalia's borders, 
however, it has not been a focus of this study. 

Taken together, the above-mentioned U.N. agencies constituted an important 
presence in Somalia, each (as with all donors) with its ups and downs, each reporting to 
its respective American or European headquarters and governing board (thus 
complicating local coordination), and, along with the U.N. Secretariat, constituting a 
complex bureaucratic maze. The maze was sufficiently intimidating that Philip Johnston, 
coming from CARE to UNOSOM, felt himself "a stranger in a system that's strange at 
best." When he was said to have a management style "not congruent with the U.N.'sV, it 
was considered a ~ompliment. '~~ Under these circumstances, the U.N. agencies' 
accomplishments may be more surprising than the criticisms. 

OFDA: OFDA's performance garners widespread praise for the quality, 
effectiveness, and dedication of its personnel. U.S. military observers admit to surprise 
that civilians were willing to work as long hours as they were. NGOs generally 
appreciated their supportive attitude and generally timely and efficient processing of 
grants, as well as their ability to serve as intermediaries with the military, a view 
reciprocated by the latter. ICRC leaders asserted that OFDA staff followed the Somalia 
situation more closely than any other donor and gave "lots of support, and no pressure". 
OFDA's DART model, successfully tested in northern Iraq, was considered exemplary to 
the extent that WFP adopted it and DHA recently used a variation of the model to do its 
initial needs assessment in Rwanda. 

Notwithstanding the overall praise, some areas for improvement have been 
identified, however. One is OFDA's tendency (like other donors') to be reactive rather 
than proactive. While OFDA acted and advocated earlier than most, it generally tended, 
especially in 1991 and early 1992, to fund food delivery and health care projects 
presented to it rather than assessing and pressing NGOs to initiate projects responding to 
typical famine cycle needs such as immunizations, safe water supply, and sanitation -- 
critical causes of death as the crisis intensified. OFDA's preoccupation with the 
Mombasa airlift has been criticized for reinforcing "the perception that the main approach 
was going to be delivering food to people rather than focusing on monetization and 
economic interventions", such as employment generating activities which could have 
been more effective in breaking out of the In fact, OFDA (along with ICRC) 
tried to persuade NGOs and WFP to undertake monetization programs. And particularly 



in the later stages, OFDA did fund a substantial number of development-oriented 
activities, such as seeds distribution, thus responding to concerns that relief interventions 
serve where possible to reinforce longer-term development success. At the same time, 
OFDA declined to directly fund Somali NGOs, which would have been desirable for 
local participation and sustainability upon the departure of foreign organizations. This 
latter was due to a policy requiring prior registration of local NGOs with AID, and 
because of related accountability as well as clan neutrality concerns.'26 While the 
tendency to be reactive rather than proactive can be readily explained by the sheer 
pressure of the situation, prior thought to a broader approach could allow OFDA to 
innovate in new ways for even greater impact. 

A major factor in OFDA's success was widely seen to be its capable and energetic 
staff, most of whom were contract personnel or individuals seconded from other U.S. 
Government departments, but whose early leadership came from two principal managers 
from Washington, D.C. headquarters. Deployment of the latter lent importance, 
competence, and experience to the effort, but was probably unwise given competing 
demands for their talents in Washington and elsewhere around the world; it also led to 
some feeling of downgraded priority when these top officials left S0ma1ia.l~~ The 
turnover of OFDA staff in Somalia was generally high (as it was for most donor 
organizations), and a higher priority was placed on understanding of U.S. Government 
procedures than on understanding of Somalia. Although these factors would seem 
inimical to optimal effectiveness, there was no obvious evidence of this in Somalia. 

Probably because of the DART's success, some observers felt the team should 
have stayed longer -- analogous to wishing the American military had stayed longer in 
order to have avoided the ensuing difficulties under UNOSOM 11. But OFDA's mandate 
is for the "emergency room" phase of a crisis, just as UNITAF's was to secure immediate 
food delivery needs. The challenge, therefore, was to inspire the U.N. system with the 
ability to take on DART-like functions with similar dedication and efficiency. In this 
connection, it might be argued that OFDA should have worked more closely with the 
U.N. in the Mombasa airlift period, as it worked with UNOSOM's humanitarian office in 
Mogadishu. But the U.N. with one lone, ill-supported WFP staff member assigned to the 
Mombasa operation, was in no position to either learn or contribute at that stage.'28 Nor 
is it clear that UNOSOM in Mogadishu had sufficient institutional backing and leadership 
to absorb and carry forward much of the DART's dedication and efficiency. 

OFDA cooperation with the European Community was strong, particularly before 
the airlift when Jan Westcott and E.C. Representative Trevor Walker worked extremely 
effectively together. This was critical in that both OFDA and the E.C. supported ICRC 
and the NGOs. Their cooperation minimized the possibility of significant gaps or 



duplications of aid. It also allowed each major donor to fbnd those activities most 
consistent with its operating preferences, rules, and regulations. 

A noteworthy aspect of OFDA's involvement in Somalia is the extent to which 
staff became engaged in political issues. They, like ICRC, point out that "to be apolitical, 
one has to be political" -- in other words, that without an understanding of the political 
dimensions of a situation, aid may be misused, as was certainly an ever-present danger in 
Somalia. During the early period in 199 1, Westcott was constantly meeting with 
factional leaders, especially Aidid, to whom some felt she was too close, and Ali Mahdi, 
whose "presidential inauguration" she attended. Her knowledge served her well in at 
least one instance: observing a WFP representative about to sign a bill of lading for U.S.- 
donated food over to Ali Mahdi -- who is also a businessman -- she had the political 
sawy and presence of mind to prevent it from ha~pening. '~~ During Operation Restore 
Hope, OFDA's DART staff worked closely with Ambassador Oakley and were based, in 
fact, in his Mogadishu compound. While ICRC and NGO representatives felt this 
relationship important, some wondered how close OFDA should be to embassy 
p o l i t i ~ s . ' ~ ~  

OFDA's political role bears highlighting beyond the fact that NGOs looked to it 
for a comprehensive understanding of the local environment in which aid should be 
optimally provided -- an understanding that could benefit both NGOs themselves and the 
U.S. and international donor community more broadly. The larger political importance of 
OFDA was its virtual functioning as an advance policy-setting entity for the U.S. 
Government. Indeed, OFDA's policy-making seemed at times contradictory to that of the 
State Department and National Security Council. Where the last two resisted, in the early 
stages, any involvement in Somalia, OFDA was not only providing approved aid but also 
speaking out in Congress and in public to urge more U.S. and international activity in the 
country. Another way of stating the role is to say that OFDA acted when the rest of the 
U.S. Government refused to act. While this may have been tantamount to a conscious 
decision to "throw OFDA at the problem" and spare the government as a whole, it also 
led to an inevitable escalation of activity and the potential for OFDA making U.S. policy. 
As Assistant Secretary Cohen put it, commenting on OFDA's "agressive" advocacy, 
"whereas the flag used to follow trade, it now follows humanitarian intervention."I3' 

This politicization of OFDA is probably not surprising, considering that from its 
origins in battling the effects of natural disasters, 92 percent of its 1992 budget was spent 
on responding to complex (that is, political) emergencies. As former Director Natsios 
points out, in addition to meeting direct humanitarian needs, "diplomats now use disaster 
response as a preventative measure to stave off chaos in an unraveling society, as a 
confidence-building measure during political negotiations, to protect democratic and 



economic reforms, to implement peace accords which the U.S. has mediated, to mitigate 
the effects of economic sanctions on the poor, where sanctions serve geopolitical ends, 
and to encourage a political settlement as a carrot to contending  faction^."'^^ What 
Somalia clearly demonstrates is the need for this type of responsive, flexible capacity at a 
grass-roots level. As Natsios also notes, government diplomats typically communicate 
with other governments only in elite policy ~irc1es . l~~ In a world where nations and 
governments are breaking apart, however, new institutions are needed that are sensitive to 
popular movements and trends and can thus complement more traditional, formal means 
of interaction. OFDA would appear to have the flexibility, experience, and personnel to 
contribute to such a broadened vision of diplomacy. 

Quality of Personnel 

A key question in assessing humanitarian policies and programs is the extent to 
which success or failure results from the policies themselves, the structures and decision- 
making processes of the implementing institutions, or the quality of the people doing the 
implementing. It is abundantly clear from the Somalia crisis (and no doubt others) that 
people are key. A high-level review of post-Cold War peacekeeping, including the case 
of Somalia, notes that "the U.N. needs an advance team that understands the local culture 
and the political, economic, and humanitarian dimensions of the problem at hand. It must 
be formed around a strong personality who may eventually command the U.N. mission. 
Local factions tend to respond to personalities, not processes, so having the right person 
in charge is absolutely "Individuals have responsibility", noted one Somalia 
participant; "they can't blame the system. People died because of this."'35 Most agree 
that the extraordinary challenges of Somalia demanded extraordinatily capable 
individuals at all levels of work. Yet such people were extremely difficult to attract to 
Somalia. Individuals with respectable development or military backgrounds, who had 
performed well in other settings, were often simply the wrong individuals for the 
particular demands of the unique Somali situation. Some should not have been 
appointed. 

With notable exceptions, the United Nations had particular difficulties in this 
regard. As explained by one senior official, the U.N. personnel system has traditionally 
been more dependent on connections, national quotas, regional representation, and other 
political considerations than on qualifications for difficult jobs. Any bureaucratic system 
tends to deter the most creative type of personality, precisely what was needed in a place 
like Somalia in particular. The harder the assignment, the higher the quality of personnel 
required. Perhaps this is why the more free-wheeling NGOs were able to operate as well 



as they did. They and the ICRC, especially in the early phases of the crisis, fielded a 
number of people with dedication, commitment, and competence. 

If people are critical, structures are also important. Without reference to the 
qualities of the various individuals concerned, the lack of authority given to the special 
representatives of the Secretary-General has been identified as a particular problem in 
Somalia; virtually all decisions had to be referred, often unnecessarily and inefficiently, 
to the Secretary-General or his deputies in New Y ~ r k . ' ~ ~  Emblematic of another problem, 
one UNOSOM I1 official complained in early 1994, "I have no job description; I don't 
know who is my boss; I have no resources -- don't know what I'm supposed to do; and I'm 
really wasting a lot of money here." 

Three lessons do seem to have been learned by the United Nations: first, the U.N. 
has now modified its security regulations to permit essential personnel to remain in 
hazardous situations under certain circumstances, thus responding to one cause of their 
1990-9 1 disengagement. Second, full operational responsibility is now housed in the 
peacekeeping department rather than split between it and the management side of the 
U.N., as before. (In Bosnia, the U.N. has developed an elaborate policy coordination 
mechanism to avoid "bureaucratic centrifuge, separating humanitarian issues from 
military, from political, from finan~ial."'~~) Third, thought is also said to being given to a 
unified peacekeeping budget and to improving the U.N.'s operations center and 
intelligence capacity. 

Approaches to Aid 

The tendency throughout the Somalia crisis was to assume that the major need 
was to provide food to hungry people. This drove the entire policy of the international 
community, most notably the military interventions to ensure safe air and land delivery 
routes. While food is obviously essential, the fact of the matter is that most people in 
famines actually die from diseases, thus making public health programs critically 
irnp~rtant. '~~ The main causes of death in Somalia were diarrheal disease and measles, 
both of which are easily preventable at low cost and with high efficiency, the former 
through oral rehydration therapy and the latter through immunization. One report 
concludes that "much of the infant and child mortality could have been avoided if the 
vaccination programmes had received higher priority at normal times or even as the 
conflict began as a measure of preparedness towards an impending crisis. However, 
commonly known preparedness measures, even when a crisis seems inevitable, does [sic] 
not seem to enter the priorities of humanitarian agen~ies." '~~ While UNICEF, MSF, the 



International Rescue Committee, and SCF-UK undertook some initiatives, little in the 
way of measles vaccinations was begun until late 1992, after the major epidemic had hit 
in late summer. "Relief aid in the form of timely immunizations, food safety nets, public 
health surveillance, could have averted 95 percent of severe malnutrition - and therefore 
starvation deaths, 70 percent of measles deaths, and 40 percent of other deaths. Thus 70 
percent of all deaths could have been averted. 154,000 lives were lost that, from a public 
health viewpoint, could easily have been saved."140 

What seems clear in hindsight -- although the knowledge existed, in fact, from 
previous emergencies -- is that a broad famine intervention strategy was needed for 
Somalia, including not only food deliveries and emergency medical care, but also 
immunizations and vitamin distributions; greater mobilization of primary care workers to 
provide the oral rehydration and foods specifically needed by the thousands of displaced 
and rural malnourished; asset preservation strategies such as seeds, tools, and loans; 
rehabilitation and drilling of boreholes, establishment of water holding tanks at displaced 
camps for chlorinated water; sanitation efforts; and lab facilities that track infectious 
diseases and verify drug-resistant strains of infectious agents. As the Somali Red 
Crescent director in Baidoa put it most simply, "Why feed people if they will remain 
vulnerable due to inadequate water?"14' 

A rough guide to relative proportions of overall aid investments suggested by one 
expert is 50 percent food, 20 percent health, and 30 percent economic ~tabi1ization.l~~ 
The latter should emphasize food monetization and related employment generation 
initiatives, desirably including, in the case of Somalia, a mass hiring of teachers so that 
children could pursue education while also encouraging a greater semblance of societal 
normality and investment in peace. All of the above (except for the teacher initiative) 
were elements of the patchwork of relief agency assistance, but they were all too little, 
too late. 

In terms of food aid itself, the relative advantages and disadvantages of different 
mixes and methods of delivery call for sound judgments in a setting such as Somalia's. 
The controversy over high value vs. lower value foods, delivered wet (prepared in feeding 
kitchens) vs. dry (uncooked in sacks or cans) has already been discussed as particularly 
relevant in encouraging or discouraging looting and making food aid more likely to reach 
intended beneficiaries. Food transported by ICRC trucks to feeding centers proved 
effective in eliminating incentives for looting, since cooked food could not be stored or 
usefully resold. Consumed under the eyes of Somali Red Crescent and sometimes ICRC 
workers, wet food distribution provided the most direct evidence that intended recipients 
were reached and food not diverted or resold. Differences exist, particularly between 
ICRC and WFP, over the types of food that should be distributed. The inclusion of high 



value rice was seen by many as fueling insecurity, but ICRC felt that "it was a cereal that 
was accepted by any Somali anywhere in the country, irrespective of area, culture or 
education" and that "the purpose was to simplify the operation by saving time and 
facilitating the dispatching of food."143 

Centralization vs. decentralization of delivery was another key concern. Dry food 
was more easily dispersed and more likely to allow populations to remain in their homes 
and on their lands. Displacement to seek food, whether to distribution centers for dry 
food or to the relatively fewer food kitchens which required continued presence for 
meals, meant drawing people off their own lands; these would thus remain untilled when 
the rains returned, thereby perpetuating dependency. To avoid displacement altogether, 
air-drops were occasionally conducted, principally by WFP, to inaccessible areas, 
rendered so particularly in the rainy season. They were rare, however, being both risky 
and costly due to higher bagging costs, lower flight capacities to accommodate pallets, 
and potential losses from mis-targetting. While some feel that looting of airdrop supplies 
was a lesser problem because there was often no advance indication of where the food 
would be dropped, the lack of advance notice also implied no on-the-ground donor 
presence for verification of appropriate receipt; in fact, more diversion was reported than 
was commonly believed to have occurred.144 In terms of military-escorted supplies by 
land, even as these gave important security for food delivery beginning in December 
1992, one of their limitations was lessened flexibility to deliver food to smaller, more 
remote pockets of famine victims which NGOs might have previously served with small 
vehicles on their own; under the military regime, this was no longer p0ssib1e.l~~ 

Flooding and Monetization: A fundamental crisis strategy was to sufficiently 
flood the market with food so that prices would decrease, making food more available 
and discouraging looting. The airlift achieved this to a large extent by visibly increasing 
supplies in critically affected areas and thus easing market shortages that drove prices up. 
As it turned out, however, more was looted to compensate for the lower value, even as 
the lower prices increased people's access to food. Emblematic of the flooding is the fact 
that by April 1993, in at least one location, over-supplies of rice and beans were being fed 
to l ive~ tock . '~~  

A creative solution to both maximize the benefits of food aid and minimize 
looting was monetization. Requiring essentially no donor distribution responsibility, it 
was intended to make food available in the marketplace to those with at least minimal 
means to purchase it, with the understanding that the destitute would continue to receive 
free handouts through more traditional distribution methods or, preferably, benefit from 
accompanying employment programs; the latter would generate broader economic 
activity of benefit to the larger ~ 0 c i e t y . l ~ ~  Under monetization, imported food was sold to 



Somali merchants who then became responsible for ensuring security to point of sale, in 
exchange for local currency used, in turn, to support other relief or reconstruction 
programs in the country. One problem was the availability of accurate information to 
determine the economically optimal moment to introduce the food without unduly 
distorting the market or discouraging local production (for which reason the program was 
essentially limited to high value items not grown in Somalia, such as sugar, pasta, and 
wheat flour). 

OFDA, under Natsios, strongly pushed monetization in Somalia, an effort that 
took some doing given the newness of the idea in an emergency setting, not to mention 
the distaste of many for selling food amidst famine. CARE, with WFP, were the 
principal organizations to participate, along with IRC on a smaller scale. A first effort 
conducted in the northwest in October 1992 failed due to theft of the proceeds generated. 
Other problems included traders' purchase and immediate resale of food in neighboring 
countries to avoid the costs and risks of transporting it back to Somalia; and inadequate 
knowledge of refugee food handouts in border areas which affected local food prices and 
commodity markets and required careful timing of monetization efforts to avoid 
excessive flooding of the market. Subsequent efforts, after too many delays due to a 
variety of reasons, were begun in early 1993. These succeeded, with proceeds used to 
fund a number of NGO and related relief and reconstruction activit ie~. '~~ While further 
in-depth study is needed, it appears that monetization could have had a more dramatic 
impact on market prices and the economy in general, as well as on security, if it had been 
implemented earlier and used for mass hiring of teachers, police, and agricultural or 
irrigation pr0je~ts . I~~ 

Excessive Focus on Mogadishu: A number of observers felt that too much of 
the relief effort was focussed on Mogadishu and not enough on the northwest and 
northeast of Somalia. In the case of the latter, this was because the case for desperate 
need could not really be made. However, local residents and expatriates who spent 
significant time in the north believe the relief effort lost an opportunity by failing to 
invest in this more peacefwl area as an anchor for spreading economic recovery and 
stability to other regions.150 In the case of Mogadishu, it was largely a question of 
whether the capital was over-emphasized at the expense of the rest of the country. 
Certainly, Mogadishu had a high symbolic value, which only increased, as in a vicious 
circle, with the continuing investment there. This applied as much to relief as to political 
and military emphases, with the Aidid faction growing stronger as a result. Having 
criticized this, however, and while also noting the chicken-and-egg nature of the problem, 
it should be recognized that a significant segment of the Somali population fled to the 
Mogadishu area to escape fighting and hunger elsewhere; perhaps one in four Somalis 
lived there during the crisis. Site of the nation's largest port and airport, Mogadishu was 



also seen as key to transporting the needed amounts of food to other parts of the south 
and to restarting the economy, especially through renewed livestock exportslS1 once 
conditions permitted. During Ambassador Sahnoun's time in Somalia, it had been 
suggested that UNOSOM move its headquarters to Bossasso, partly as a way to avoid 
being held hostage to Aidid or at least as a credible threat to him. In the end, however, 
this intriguing possibility was dismissed as impracticable and too radical.lS2 
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MAJOR CONCLUSIONS AND 
LESSONS LEARNED 

Major Conclusions 

The situation and policy choices faced in Somalia were sufficiently complex, and 
road maps sufficiently lacking in the new post-Cold War context, that conclusions must 
be drawn with a modicum of humility. The extent to which judgment improves with 
hindsight must also be admitted, as must the fact that every case is unique and that 
Somalia's may be "uniquely unique". 

Somalia represented a new paradigm on the international scene. As one observer 
summarized, the "famine had its origins in the collapse of the state and the general 
disintegration of law and order that contributed to an economy of sustained plunder."' 
How does one bring humanitarian assistance, not to mention a peacekeeping operation, 
into a war-torn country absent the consent (indeed, presence) of legitimate authorities? 
While some thought Somalia's absence of sovereignty an advantage for humanitarian 
intervention, in fact it was, by definition, a disadvantage for resolving the underlying 
political problem -- at least as long as the international community was unprepared to 
establish a formal trusteeship. (UNOSOM I1 could be described as an informal one, but 
without sufficient "teeth" to be effective.) Somalia experience shows that "successful 
peacekeeping requires the consent or acquiescence of the local parties to the conflict ... 
Operations with only partial local consent are bound to be more intrusive and more 
costly; to entail more responsibility for local affairs; and to be more difficult to complete 
successfully, especially if the initial commitment to intervene is only half hearted."2 

A key conclusion from Somalia is that in the mix of humanitarian, political, and 
military initiatives, the one that lay at the heart of the problem -- the political one -- was 
given the shortest shrift. While the humanitarian problem is what drew international 
attention (finally) to the country, it was the result of political instability and civil war, 
without which the famine would have been more manageable or might not have even 
occurred. The United States Government alone spent some $ 3  1 1 million on 
humanitarian aid to fight starvation and disease, and another $1.97 billion for the 



incremental costs of U.S. and U.N. military interventions judged necessary to ensure 
delivery of the humanitarian supplies (including the amount diverted to fight Aidid's 
forces during June-October 1 993).3 By contrast, a negligible amount was invested in 
diplomatic efforts to solve the root political cause of the problem. This was tantamount 
to treating the symptom while downplaying the disease. 

If the health analogy is pursued, the first response should have been to initiate 
preventive measures before the disease could develop or spread. Such efforts should 
have aimed to more actively dissuade Siad Barre from his excessive authoritarianism 
through extensive,and early international diplomacy reinforced by a foreign assistance 
policy directly linked to human rights and development performance. Somalia has not 
been alone in reaping the consequences of inattention to development and human rights. 
On a worldwide basis, "between 1991 and 1993, U.N. peacekeeping expenditures grew 
nearly sevenfold, refugee costs rose by one-third, and development investment declined. 
The results are inexorable: the less spent on helping societies become healthy (politically 
as well as economically), the more will be needed for the violent ravages of di~ease."~ 

In today's post-Cold War world, more flexible opportunities exist for preventive 
diplomacy. While dictators such as Siad Barre rarely reform or cede power voluntarily, 
the Cold War competition that seemed to dictate their support is no longer a factor. 
Democracy is no longer automatically held hostage to geo-strategic interests at the same 
time it has gained in allure with the failure of the Soviet Union. In this sense, Somalia 
was caught in the time warp of history: its crisis was rooted in the old Cold War 
competitive system ,which, regardless of form of government and degree of concern for 
human rights, drew western aid as a counterweight to Soviet support of neighboring 
Ethiopia. By the time that aid began to be cut back in 1988, too much damage to the 
political and social fabric had been done by Barre's repression to stop the decline toward 
civil war and ultimate anarchy. Later, once Barre was overthrown, internal rivalries 
became so sharp, mechanisms for peaceful resolution of disputes so weak, and the 
incentive to negotiate thus so limited that the few agreements attempted soon fell victim 
to renewed fighting. While considerable feeling exists that more intensive diplomacy in 
1990-91 might have limited the scale and deadliness of the crisis, it is fair to conclude 
that much earlier action, before or at least during 1988, would have been needed to have 
had any chance to prevent it. 

It must be conceded that the international community cannot effectively focus on 
more than a handful of crises (if that) at any one time. A study concerned only with 
Somalia, particularly given the subsequent scale of suffering, might well be expected to 



suggest that this was a most critical one deserving of pre-eminent attention. But in truth 
the cataclysmic changes in the ex-Soviet Union and the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait (a 
situation that could also have benefitted from more effective preventive diplomacy) were 
hardly less important, involving, as they did, U.S. strategic interests. Even serious 
humanitarian crises in countries such as Sudan, Angola, and Liberia, which received far 
less international attention, deserved far more. This only reinforces the necessity for 
"preventive care", not only to save lives earlier and at less cost, but to minimize the 
probabilities of too many simultaneous crises exhausting the world's ability to cope with 
them. 

This is not to say that more aggressive international action should not have been 
undertaken in Somalia in 1991 and early 1992 to attempt to mitigate the early effects of 
violence once unleashed. Even though agreements lacked durability, the efforts of 
Sahnoun, Oakley, and Kouyate at least brought leaders together to talk, which reduced 
the levels of fighting during those periods. The international community demonstrably 
lacks the patience to invest heavily over long periods in a situation such as Somalia's. 
Yet it is possible that an intensified low-cost diplomatic investment could have been -- 
and might still be -- effective if sustained over typically long and drawn-out Somali 
negotiating timeframes, and if seriously linked to economic rewards and punishments in 
terms of aid given or withheld by the international community. 

Although the international community should not assume excessive responsibility 
for everything that has gone wrong in Somalia -- Somalis are the first to note that the 
problem was, and is, primarily a Somali one -- it does bear some of the fault for 
supporting the Barre regime long after its deficiencies were glaringly obvious. In this 
sense, other countries, and the United Nations collectively representing them, had an 
obligation to help Somalis in their emergency. The obligation was moral and 
humanitarian, and also practical, given the refugee pressures that were in danger of 
overwhelming the region as a whole. 

It is tragic, indeed unconscionable, that the United States, other governments, and 
the United Nations did not act sooner. It is also regrettable that African groups such as 
the Organization of African Unity were either unwilling or unable to help. Why did 1-2 
million people have to leave their homes and nearly a quarter of a million have to die 
before an adequate response was mounted -- and, even then, only incrementally? 
Certainly it was no secret to governments or to the public that failed rains and civil 
conflict had disrupted agricultural production and transport, putting millions of Somalis 
at risk. Dire pronouncements had been made as early as late 1991 by NGOs and OFDA. 



Not only could earlier action then have saved 154-240,000 Somali lives, but it could have 
helped to avert much of the larger tragedy that later enveloped the country. It could also 
have saved more than 100 international peacekeeper lives and most'of the $2 billion 
subsequently devoted to the international community's massive interventions. 

The conclusion is inescapable that greater automaticity is needed in responding to 
early warnings with prompt preparation for a coordinated relief effort and aggressive 
diplomatic action to address underlying political problems. The need for this is not only 
humanitarian, but also political, given the dangers of instability spreading across national 
borders and infecting the larger area. In addition, experience has shown that international 
public opinion will tolerate media images of some suffering, but not of overwhelming 
suffering, with the result that a more costly intervention (in both human and financial 
terms) will ultimately be required anyway. Although experts point to the uncertain 
reliability of famine warnings, noting that for a complex variety of reasons situations can 
change, it is clear that in the Somali case action was delayed far beyond any period of 
uncertainty. 

Once the international community became engaged, the problem in Somalia 
became an opposite one of sometimes ill-considered forms of response. One hesitates to 
criticize humanitarian organizations responding heroically to desperately needy people in 
urgent situations. However, sufficient international famine experience exists to suggest 
how to plan an optimally effective response going beyond the prevailing (and necessary) 
focus on emergency food and health care. The medical analogy is again relevant: 
preventive as well as curative care. This is particularly true in the health field, where 
added and earlier emphasis on measles vaccinations, oral rehydration therapy, clean 
water, and sanitation initiatives could have saved more lives. 

Beyond this, earlier and more serious attention should have been given to an 
analog of the airlift's jump-starting the relief effort: an effort to jump-start the collapsed 
war-torn economy through employment generation activities financed with earlier food 
monetization and food-for-work and perhaps some cash payment activities. This could 
have provided gainful employment outlets for at least some of Somalia's gun-toting 
youths, creating an economic incentive for disarming while generating, in turn, spinoff 
economic effects. All this is much more complex to both conceptualize and organize, of 
course, than a straightforward relief effort, particularly in the chaotic conditions 
pertaining in Somalia. But it may well have helped to attenuate the situation as it 
evolved, and thus suggests a need for training relief workers in broader development and 
economic policy issues as these interface with relief situations. 



In some respects, the enormity of the relief response actually worsened the 
situation. UNOSOM 11's presence, not to mention that of relief and media personnel, is 
said to have been responsible for generating 1 1,000 Somali jobs. This translated into 
considerable economic, and ultimately military, gains which accrued largely to Aidid and 
the SNA and its sub-clans in south Mogadishu alone.' A related and further problem was 
that of the unending extortion at every level and over every aspect of the effort. While 
some expatriates attempted by hard bargaining to lower the costs of "doing business", the 
impulse to give aid dominated, without much thought to who ultimately reaped the 
benefits or to the ultimate effects on the broader political-military situation. The Somalis 
understandably took advantage of this. The more aid, the more looting and extortion, and 
the more resources for benefitting factions. The point is central, inasmuch as donors' 
ongoing assistance -- however often cut-offs were threatened -- effectively fueled the 
fighting, creating, in this sense, disincentives to peace. The humanitarian community 
should not have put up with it. 

Should the international assistance agencies have left under these circumstances? 
Probably yes. It is hard, even callous, to walk away from a people one knows need help, 
especially where those most likely to suffer are not those principally responsible for the 
situation. Yet the "tough love" option may well have proved more effective in the larger 
scheme of things, in mitigating the degree andlor shortening the period of suffering. As it 
was, relief agencies tended to depart temporarily after a particularly egregious security 
violation, only to return again. This no doubt eased the frayed nerves of the valiant relief 
workers but did nothing to send a serious message to local factions that continued outside 
support would depend on a commitment to respect and protect relief efforts. Even into 
1994, following a donor announcement at Addis Ababa that continued aid was dependent 
on security guarantees, some relief agencies continued to operate on the same basis as 
before. If the "ultimate card" of a more definitive departure had been played by the 
humanitarian community early on, and publicly announced as being due to uncooperative 
faction leaders, it would likely have led either to improved protection allowing the 
continuation of aid or to an opportunity, with departure from Somalia, to channel scarce 
aid resources to other countries' emergencies, with arguably greater impact. 

At the risk of over-simplification, one way to view the problem in Somalia is in 
terms of the head vs. the heart. This manifests itself at several stages and levels. At the 
early warning stage, available data predicted a serious food deficit, but absent a visible 
tug on the heartstrings of the international community, it was ignored. Even when ICRC 
and others began reporting actual deaths, the world did not respond until TV coverage 
became so horrifling and repetitious that it created an inescapable emotional impact 



requiring action. Seeing death as a result of food deficit, the logical impulse from the 
heart was to send food. But food was not enough; a broader response that included 
immunizations, oral rehydration therapy, clean water, sanitation, and employment 
generation was needed. The U.S. Government then initiated a dramatic military airlift. 
This was followed by an overwhelming land force urged by a number of overwrought 
relief agencies despite some indications that the worst of the famine was over and that a 
less overwhelming, less Mogadishu-focussed response might have been equally effective, 
caused less collateral damage, and been less prone to the politics and violence of 
Mogadishu. 

Head dominated over heart in the U.S. decision not to try to solve all of Somalia's 
problems, but to disengage after the immediate emergency food needs were met. 
However, the head was not much engaged in insisting the U.N. take over and thinking it 
was up to the task of doing so -- with an enormously expanded (and unmeasurable) 
mandate to assist in nation-building. A series of errors ensued, including the June 5, 
1993 incident and subsequent war with General Aidid in which the U.S. was complicit. 
The U.N. reaped the predictable consequences and blame for these errors, increasing 
General Aidid's enmity which was further exacerbated by the constant tension of the 
military concentration in his part of Mogadishu. Notwithstanding the superior port, 
airport, communications advantages, and psychological importance of Mogadishu, it 
would have been wiser for the international community to devise flexible ways to by-pass 
the capital instead of implicitly emphasizing the political and military importance of the 
Mogadishu faction leadex6 Declaring war on Aidid, while an appropriate response to a 
fiontal attack on U.N. personnel and defense of peacekeeping principles, should certainly 
have given way to ,a much earlier pursuit of the "two-fisted approach that included an 
offer of political negotiations with him. 

It was not until October 1993 that an optimal mix of head and heart was 
enunciated, at least by the U.S. Government: the heart conceded to an outraged American 
public that U.S. military involvement in Somalia would end within six months, while the 
head insisted on a short-term increase in troop levels and a "decent interval" to allow a 
major negotiating effort to solve the fundamental political problem. 

Calibrating international engagements is an art. The U.S. Government veered 
from under-engagement in Somalia to over-engagement. It is difficult to criticize 
Operation Restore Hope, which was greeted with enormous relief by many observers sick 
of the ongoing turmoil and the suffering and insecurity it engendered. It did change the 
dynamic of the situation, and on its own terms it succeeded. President Bush, asked to cite 



any lessons from the Somalia engagement, said, "In terms of my responsibilities for the 
Somalia operation, I am proud of it, and the goals we set and our success in 
accomplishing them. I would behave the same if I had it to do over again."7 Yet, while 
the U.S. military was right to avoid being stuck with the "Somalia tarbaby", it forced a 
too-rigid U.S. policy that ignored the virtual certainty of further problems after its 
withdrawal. With the knowledge of hindsight, and given the situation at that point, the 
U.S.-led operation should have been supplemented with more intensive diplomacy and 
perhaps extended slightly longer to insist on at least some form of Somali negotiated 
solution that would have allowed the international community to "declare victory" and 
leave. Alternatively, the massive intervention should not have taken place at all; even if 
the result had been 10-25,000 additional deaths, it is unclear this would have been 
substantially greater than occurred anyway in the months that followed -- and that are yet 
to follow. The hard truth may well be that "military forces ... cannot be expected to solve 
a country's troubles; unless their deployment is connected with parallel political and 
humanitarian initiatives, when they withdraw the local situation will revert to what it was 
when they arr i~ed."~ 

The worst of both worlds, in effect, was to turn over responsibility to the United 
Nations while maintaining U.S. troops at risk and involving U.S. policy-makers so 
intimately in the U.N. operation. Other nations look to the U.S. for leadership, yet 
sometimes resent its seeming to take over -- a "Catch 22" situation. Indeed, UNOSOM I1 
was the first case where the U.S. had committed combat troops under U.N. control (albeit 
not under U.N. command). Given the American public's distaste for overseas military 
engagements and particular unwillingness to sacrifice U.S. lives, the U.S. is not 
considered a very reliable participant in such ventures, a point made by top-ranking U.N. 
officials. It is better suited to a logistics support role, at least in situations where vital 
interests are not threatened. The paradox of U.N. peace enforcement is that it may only 
be possible "where the stakes are not so high that concerned states insist on taking direct 
control of the operation. But in these situations, where vital interests are not threatened, 
governments and citizens will be loath to accept real sa~rifice."~ As the independent 
Commission of Inquiry pointed out, in Somalia the mandate was larger than the resources 
and the will to implement it." 

One observer argues that "UNOSOM could not possibly play a neutral mediating 
role. To demand that it do so, or to criticize it for having failed to stay strictly neutral ... is 
to misread the political dynamic inherent in peace enforcement under Chapter VII 
authority. Future U.N. forays into Chapter VII peace enforcement must take account of 
the potential incompatibility of mediating and peace-enforcement responsibilities."" The 



key decision that must be made is to "decide in advance whether they are going to accept 
and work with the local powers that be, even though these people may be the ones 
responsible for the trouble that triggered intervention."12 

If there is any silver lining for the United Nations in the Somalia experience, it is 
that its difficulties and anguish provide ample and usehl lessons for the future. Clearly, 
as it projected itself in Somalia, the U.N. Secretariat was ill-equipped to deal with an 
emergency requiring speedy action. There was also little precedent or terms of reference 
for operating in a peacemaking situation. In New York, the offices of the three under- 
secretaries-general for peacekeeping, political affairs, and humanitarian affairs had 
varying levels of influence, resources, and competence, "with only minimal unifying 
direction from the Secretary-General".13 The Secretary-General had the added liability of 
being held in personal contempt by many Somalis. 

In Somalia itself, it was difficult to know who was in charge. "Somalia illustrates 
the weaknesses in the UN's system of mission management, which was, at one and the 
same time, overly centralized and d i f h ~ e . " ' ~  In principle, the Secretary-General's Special 
Representative was in charge, but the military was under separate controls -- plural in the 
sense that each national contingent took at least some level of instruction from its home 
capital -- and the U.N. agencies reported to their own governing boards, as did, of course, 
the NGOs. The Humanitarian Operations Center lacked teeth (and staff), and the only 
political initiatives between those of Sahnoun and Kouyate were undertaken by the U.S. 
(in the person of Ambassador Oakley). Funding for UNOSOM was divided between 
assessed contributions for peacekeeping and voluntary contributions for humanitarian 
activities, with no shifting permitted between the two accounts to respond to needs of the 
moment. In short, both unified structures and unified budgets were la~lting, contributing 
to unclear lines of authority, bureaucratic chaos, and budgetary (and thus operational) 
inflexibility. 

The blame should fall not only on the U.N. organization itself, but on the member 
states responsible for its direction. If the larger Somali political problem had many of its 
roots in the super-power competition of the Cold War era, so too did countless other 
emerging trouble spots around the world which competed for the U.N.'s attention, and so 
did the U.N. itself. Kept purposely weak by the super-powers, which sought to advance 
their own interests and their latitude for independent action, the U.N. could hardly be 
expected to be suddenly strong enough to take leadership for Somalia (or anywhere else) 
in 1991. In the U.S. desire to pursue aggressive multilateralism, inadequate consideration 
was given to the need for extensive overhaul to meet the new expectations. The choices 



would seem to be either to substantially strengthen the U.N. with its own immediately 
deployable peace force, or to refrain from further engagement in internal conflicts absent 
the parties' agreement to actively supporting a U.N. role. In this sense, the United 
Nations faces the same "tough love" conundrum as the humanitarian agencies: to try to 
save lives in all situations, and risk failure if conditions are not propitious; or to practise, 
in effect, triage, devoting limited resources to those areas where success is most likely. 

The Somalia humanitarian response led to both successes and failures. Popularly 
viewed as an unmitigated disaster, it saved, by current estimates, a total of some 100- 
125,000 lives during the 1990-93 period and created a psychological opening for broader 
impr~vement.'~ On an important symbolic level it demonstrated more powerfully than 
before that the United States, and the international community as a whole, are willing to 
temporarily set aside sovereignty constraints (at least in a country without a government) 
if necessary to respond to overwhelming human suffering. On an operational level, the 
response developed effective methods of providing humanitarian relief, notably including 
use of the military. These are not small achievements. 

The failures of the Somalia response are in some ways the flip side of the 
successes. If an estimated 100-125,000 lives were saved, some 154-240,OOO were likely 
lost due to the lateness of relief efforts and lost opportunities or deficiencies in 
implementation. The daring to sidestep sovereignty and intervene to protect 
humanitarian principles was countered by excessive reliance on military force and by 
inadequate political efforts to resolve the root problem. What was needed was the 
wisdom to find the right balance -- and to find it in time. 

Lessons Learned 

Among the scores of possible policy and operational lessons of the Somalia 
humanitarian crisis, a few over-arching ones stand out and merit special emphasis for the 
future: 

+ Timely action is essential to minimize deaths, suffering, and destruction. 
It is also essential to minimize the overwhelming financial burdens that 
must ultimately -- and, in this media age, inevitably will -- be borne by the 



international community. Timely action includes not only earlier 
humanitarian responses, but still earlier preventive diplomacy to address 
underlying political stresses, as well as skillful development cooperation 
to help alleviate the most grievous forms of poverty which foster 
instability. Current systems for formulating policy and allocating budget 
resources -- accustomed to responding only at the acute crisis stage when 
Congressional, media, and public pressure becomes overwhelming -- are 
not set up for timely action. They must be. 

+ Balanced humanitarian response is essential. Famine situations require 
not only food distribution (with appropriate forms of delivery, commodity 
mixes, etc.), but also a more sophisticated multi-pronged relief approach 
that includes early attention to public health and broader economic policy 
interventions at appropriate times and in appropriate sequence. Sufficient 
literature and experience in famine relief -- including the Somali 
experience reported in this study -- exist to inform broader and more 
effective responses in the future. The key is to draw on them. 

+ A clearly defined mission, appropriately balancing humanitarian, 
political, and military objectives, is central to success. Adequate 
attention must be paid to the fundamental political problems that generally 
underlie humanitarian crises. While immediate famine may be halted with 
military means, root problems are rarely susceptible to a military (or other) 
"quick fix". If the U.S. and others in the international community are 
unable or unwilling to devote the necessary resources to complete the task, 
it is probably wiser not to intervene in the first place. Alternatively, 
intervention should be clearly and publicly limited to the "quick fix", with 
the discipline to enforce that limitation -- even in the face of renewed 
suffering and public pressure -- rather than slide into ineffective or even 
counterproductive halfway responses. 

If the international community is prepared to stay the course, 
alternatives to the usual U.S. and U.N. options must be developed for 
political negotiations. At one level these should include the involvement 
of either specially constituted groups of nations as in Liberia or regional 
entities such as a strengthened OAU. At another level, the capabilities of 



NGOs or respected non-official individuals should be drawn upon, 
benefitting from their flexibility compared to traditionally formal foreign 
ministry approaches. 

Overwhelming force has highly limited, if any, applicability in 
political-humanitarian crises. By its sheer scale, it risks distracting 
attention from the political and humanitarian issues. It also seems fated to 
raise more hopes than its sponsors are prepared to meet, with the result 
that it amounts to only a momentary freezing of time, a brief respite after 
which the situation may too readily revert to its earlier chaos and resultant 
increased demoralization. Absent extraordinary transition efforts, the 
positive psychological effects of a change in the situation's "dynamique" 
may thus be undermined by negative effects upon the force's withdrawal. 

+ Coordination and collaboration are key to optimizing relief 
effectiveness. They are necessary both for improved and cost-effective 
coverage of at-risk populations and for ensuring acceptable and 
sustainable working conditions for relief organizations. Cooperation in 
negotiating and enforcing reasonable prices for rental of facilities and 
provision of services, including, where necessary, security arrangements, 
can avoid later problems. OFDA and other donors to relief agencies have 
an opportunity to encourage this type of cooperation through the power of 
the purse. 

NGOs should also be more open to the possibility of collective 
withdrawal in situations where excessive advantage is being taken of them 
and their scarce humanitarian resources, not to mention where the level of 
physical risk is unacceptable. Concern for the welfare of the most 
vulnerable in the immediate local setting should not overwhelm 
consideration of the potentially greater humanitarian benefits of helping 
more people in equally needy settings elsewhere. Triage is not an 
unreasonable concept under such circumstances. 

+ United Nations capability is limited to the resources brought to bear by 
its members. The membership must thus come to grips with the U.N.'s 
post-Cold War opportunity to go beyond being a mere deliberating body 
and become a key actor for peace and development. Members must be 
prepared to accompany demands for action with the requisite support to 



meet them, including not only financial resources, but also strong backing 
for streamlining cumbersome U.N. bureaucratic procedures and personnel 
recruitment. In short, don't demand more of the U.N. than it can deliver. 
And insist on what it takes to deliver. 

+ Understanding of the situation is critical before intervening and must be 
present at all decision-making levels. This includes understanding of both 
the country and its culture and of the particular famine situation. The 
former requires deployment of experienced and uniquely capable 
personnel, and the latter requires the generation and use of reliable famine 
data. 

+ Success is achievable. Despite negative imagery now surrounding the 
very name of Somalia. It is important to stress that 100-125,000 lives were 
saved through the efforts of many compassionate, effective, creative, 
indeed heroic individuals. Institutions -- non-governmental, 
governmental, and multilateral alike -- came to the rescue, devoting 
sizeable human and financial resources to assist needy Somalis. It is 
important not to lose sight of the positive in the haste to attribute blame or 
to escape from future responsibilities. One must learn from the positive as 
well as from the negative. And, to quote the prayer, one must have the 
wisdom to know the difference. 
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AICF 
AID 
BRP 
CARE 
CDC 
CENTCOM 

CMOC 

DART 
DHA 

DOD 
EC 
ECHO 
FA0 
FHA 
FY 
GNP 
HOC 

ICRC 
IMC 
IRC 
JCS 
MCC 
MSF 
NGO 

NSC 
OFDA 
RPG 
SAT 

American Friends Service Committee 
International Action Against Hunger, a French NGO 
U.S. Agency for International Development (see USAID) 
Bureau of Refugee Programs, U.S. Department of State 
Cooperative for Assistance and Relief Everywhere 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
Central Command, the U.S. military structure in charge of the 

overall Somalia operation 
Civilian-military operations center, point of interface between 

UNITAF military forces and the relief effort 
Disaster Assistance Response Team 

United Nations Department of Humanitarian Affairs, established in 
April 1992 

United States Department of Defense 
European Community 
European Community Humanitarian Office 
Food and Agriculture Organization 
Bureau of Food and Humanitarian Aid, USAID 
Fiscal Year 
Gross National Product 
Humanitarian Operations Center of UNOSOM I, point of interface 

between U.N. and NGO efforts 
International Committee of the Red Cross 
International Medical Corps 
International Rescue Committee 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Mennonite Central Committee 
M2decins Sans Frontikres (Doctors Without Borders) 
Nongovernmental Organization [a list of NGOs whose materials 

were used for this study is in the Bibliography] 
National Security Council 
Oflice of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance 
Refugee Policy Group 
Southern Air Transport, a major chartered air carrier involved in 

the Somalia relief effort 



SCF-U.K. 
SCF-US. 
SNA 

UN 
UNDP 
UNHCR 
UNICEF 
UNITAF 

UNOSOM I 
UNOSOM I1 
UNV 
USC 
USAID 
USG 
USGAO 
USLO 

WFP 
WHO 
WVRD 

Save the Children Fund-United Kingdom 
Save the Children Federation-United States 
Somali National Alliance, group allied with Gen. Mohamed Farah 

Aidid 
United Nations 

United Nations Development Program 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
United Nations Children's Fund 
Unified Task Force, name for U.S.-led coalition which intervened 

in Somalia from Dec. 9, 1992 to May 4, 1993. 
United Nations Operation in Somalia I (April 1992-May 4, 1993) 
United Nations Operation in Somalia I1 (May 4, 1993-Present) 
United Nations Volunteers 
United Somali Congress 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
United States Government 
U.S. Government Accounting Office 
United States Liaison Office, operating in lieu of an official U.S. 

embassy in Mogadishu, Somalia 
World Food Programme 
World Health Organization 
World Vision Relief and Development 
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BRIEF CHRONOLOGY OF SOMALIA CRISIS 
& INTERNATIONAL RESPONSES. 1990-1994 

MILITARY/SECURITY POLITICALIDIPLOMATIC HUMANITARIAN OTHER 

Sept Civil war sprcada southward toward Mog. Liale dipl. initiative dcapitc July plea by UN withdraws agff from Mog and south Ethiopian govt control emdm 
foUowing failed call for national recon- Lnter-Africa Group for UN to engage in (aRcr withdrawd from N W  in May) ucder rebel attackq USSR 
ciliation in May ahuttlc diplomacy cnrmblca, US deploys (roopa in 

Gulf aftcr Iraq's July 2 invasion 
of Kuwait 

Nov-Dec Civil war nachm Mag: hijackings. 
shootings of NGO staff become common; 
embassy staff begin evacuations as street 
warfam intensifies 

Dcc. raiDl hil for 2nd timc. 
d u c i n g  food hvvest 

Jan USlothsr embassies. NGOs evacuate staff: USC seizes Mog; ALi MaMi d s h  self MSF. ICRC pull out but quickly rclum; 
Barrc flcsa. pursued by Aidii forces interim p m . .  hying gmund for inter-ckn wwfarc in fertile south lowera food alocka 

conflict 

Mar-Apr Aidid advancea toward Mog to oppose Mar. Djibouti peace conf. fa& to reach USC-SPM fighting in muLdisnrpta food 
ALi MaMi agrssmcnt harvess C o b  d e c k  civil strife 

emerg. in Somalia. aUowhg OFDA to 
respond 

Junc-July Armed ckshu, in luba region 

S o m a l i  d e c h  indcp.. complicating UN issues anerg. appeal for Afr.. including 
negoa; dipl. efforts by E g y p ~  Italy. Somalia 
Conference of Islamic Organizations 

June Djibouti mtg outcome rejected by USC: Food prod. in Juba area d r o p  from fighting; 
US Scoatc ssb Bush to facilitate negos; July FA0 reporfa declining food atocka, OFDA 
Nbi mtg c b a i  by Moi fiila; July Djibouti begins emergency aid to Somalia 
mtg rills for ceaaefvc. inkrim govt 

Operation Dmett Storm begins. 
dmtimliy cutting flow of Gulf 
rcmitraaces to Sormli. 

Operation Provide Comfort 
launched in No. I n q  (model for 
UNITAF): new unrmr in Yug* 
skvia; cyclonu, in Bangladesh 

Aug-Oct Intensified Aidid-Ali Mnhdi fighting in Ali MaMi appoints interim go- without UN staff authorized to rcbrn to Mog in Aug. Coup attempt in USSR fails 
M o g d i h u  Aidid concurrence. ahupcning tawiona but l a v e  in Scpt-Oct &r 3 l o 4  st& 

killsd; UN issues special upper3 for Horn; 
1CRCINatsia wun of w i v e  deaths 

Nov-Dec Aidid Launches all-out attack on Ali MaMi UN. OAU m e w  dipl. effom in Dec.; 3 0 . 0 0 0 ~ m  in two months rmin US bunches emergency food 
forces in Mog which continua 2 months ICRCINatsim criticize UN inaction medical ficilitim: UMCEF allowed to airlift to M S  

return to Mog. (lat UN agency to do  so) 



HUMANITARIAN 

Jan-Mar Barre forces advance on Mog.. sparking UN'I lonah visita Mog. mnkw limited pmgr.; DeclIan nim hil agaio, ICRC says 4 mn at risk. 
new fighting Feb. AididlAli MaMi m u  in NYC lays basis mnkw fLat Lrgc food aid agreement with FFP: 

for UN-bmkercdcu~tirc  signed in Match. Nataia t e b  Cong. Sonuli. b 'world'a worst 
humanitmino crisis'; UNICEF c x p t  worker U e d .  
sparking new NGO exodlu; f int  UN h d 6  
c o o d i r  for Son. appointed in mh: WFP & 
UNlCEF begin .irlXng suppl. food into Somalia 

April-May Bnrre forca repuled. floe to Kenya UN Rw. appmvw 50 pacekeeping obaer- FA0 rsparu, Som food prod. 37 R of n o d ,  NGOa 
and into exile; fighbbg ncedw in Mog vers and 500 security pcnonoclto protect wimdnw from Mog due to rising violence; hctions 
but continua ebewhere; Aidid takes operations in Mog ara (UNOSOM I); agree at May mtg in Eth. to w b t  relief e f foa ;  
Kiamayu. other arcan of soulh, isolating UNSG appoints Slhaounto ncgoliate their 1st WFP wan shipment of f w d  since 11191 M i v w  
Ali W i  uxept.oce & di S o d  co&t 

June-Aug Widespread looting of foal  convoys in nod Factions agree to deploy UN observers; CM:  suggwta famine worst in Wry; Baidoa 
outaide Mog NYT article. Hemptone cable. Kasscbaum d w c r i i  M 'epicenter of death'; Bush 

trip ignite pubblCongr. prweura to muthorizu food airlift uaing US milimry 
rapond; UN Ru. appmvue@hg 
UNOSOM to 3500 voop & 719 suppost 
pcnonnel. to be deployed acmu cormtry 

Sept-Oct 5OO Pak peacekeepers amve, limited to Sahnoundumissed by UNSG .Aer publicly Ocr Geneva donor's m u  laullchw IM)any plan 
Ilparr: upnugc in banditry as NGOd criticizing elow UN rapom; Aidid-Ali of d o n :  NGCh b o a t  effo~U: lcinuc of 
jounulista become allmtive targets; Mnhdi tauions rise, USG dibueaw pwible W e n  Mta relief flow8 in ara & d c a h  
~ b r e  of Wen by pm-Barn fomu intervention rLc 

Nav-Du: WFP ship shelled in Mog port M Iwtingl UNSC appmvw UNITAF. invoking Chapter UNICEFICDC s w c y s  mtal third of child 
extodon continue to rise; Bush orders 7 for f m t  time in civil con&% at dad18 in famine due to meaalw. h t c n i n g  
UMTAF dcploymenC US twopa lud Du:. Addii relief waf., Son.  civil mie ty  vlcckt ion m q a i g n ;  g o d  nim and aid 
9. soon secure Mog & several interior towns groups urge raonciliation begin to lower m o d t y  ratu in some areas 

Jan-Feb AUacka on food convoyscsac as UNITAF S o d  pmtcat against UNSG in Mog and Expat relief workcrs lcilled in Buden.  
deplaya further inland. confronts Bnrre ally at Addii signing of ceaaefire agreement; Afgoi. B o s ~ a o ,  sparking new NGO concern; 
near Kiamayu but then allows him to occupy; UN p- US to d i i  Somalia by forcc; at name time many new.NGOa rrrive to help 
violence in MoglKirmayu riaw again in Feb. US efforca to pian M o v e r t o  UNOSOM U 

delayed by UNSG 

Mar-April Aascks on NGOs rise Factions sign Addis Ababa Agreement to act 1993 a p p l  launched at Addis cod.; MSF 
up Tntuitionnl Natl Councir, bed couacib beginn withdrawal @clievw relief phasc over 
& to disarm w i t h i  90 days: UNSC Rcr. 8: tw many compmmises required): other NGOa 
wtabbhw UNOSOM II with b d c r  &arc; begin d u b .  effoom: OFDA l a v a  a d  April. 
planning for handover b e g i ~  replaced by AID mission 

May US hand-overto U N ' . ~  UNITAF becornea UN rriw to control. Ben p m m t  Aidid- More people d i spked  by Kisnuyu fighting M 
UNOSOM II; Omu J c u  retakes Kiamayu; initiated Galnyo pescc UN beginn m y  foreign NGCh l a v e  
pm-Aidd nd io  b m t a  anti-UN rhetoric ~ f f ~ r t l  to rec up ~ = ~ i o o . l  c o w &  



June-July 24 Pakistani soldiers killed by Aidid forca; UN reconciliation effom susproded for next 4 
UN calb for his arrest. launcha controversial m o n k .  creation of IocaUregiodcouncils pro- 
attsch aimed at Aidid; high Somali casualties c u d s  fitfully 
spark more fighting 

Aug-Sept UNOSOMNS c u d t i e s  riac; US deploys Special Ethiopian Prea. a c e b  reconciliation; Mi appeala 
Forces to try to capture Aidid; several UN. NGO to l i m y  Carter to intercede; US Admin. begina 
horua d i e d  by mtlnkc internal quutionining of UNOSOM antegy 

October 18 US Rangers killed following aflack on M i d  US announces new policy dupite oppositonfrom UNSG. 
forces aftcr UN drops effohr to anrat  Aidid. appoinb Oakley to seek end to conflict Fzhiopian. 
bis forces declare ceasefire Eri tm.  EgyptLn leaders Lunch initiatives 

Nov-Dec UNOSOM m o p s  pull back from active patrolling. Oakley arranged for M i d  to fly to Addis peace meeting 
adopt mainly ddensive poshre; US Cong. v o w  in US plane; despite special efforts by Zennwi. peace 
to pull US troops out by March 31; ~ v e d  other agreement pmves elunive; UN neb up CommLsion of 
countries soon foUow suit Inquj. into June 5 incident & iib aftermath 

HUMANITARIAN 

NGO. denounce UN strarcgy M abandoning 
humani(lri.n focus. counterproductive; m y  
join AID in evacuating Mog.; relief activities 
cut back in Mog. bur some incieaae in rural areas 

NGO insenuity on rise in Mog. as conflict between 
UN and Aidid forcu inlmsifia; many more leave 

AID re-evncuarcd to Nairobi from Mog. 

A m c h  on cxpam. NGO offices slowly increase; 
donors c r a t e  new aid 8truchuC. set new condi- 
tiom on continuing.uutnnce: 1.6 mn So& still 
d i l c e d .  1 mn 'highly vulnerable'. but b a b  

back ro 50 percent of n d  

Jan-Feb While some inter-clan contlicb in abeyance, fierce UN relsassr b t  of pro-Aididdnaiocca. cuts back UNOSOM NGO. widdraw eqmtsInff M L w l m n m  and 
Feb. hola in Kismayu force many to flee mandate and maximum t rwp level. re-initism nsoncilia- donordisinterrat grow 

tion efforts by UN envoy Kouyate 

Mu-April US pulls troops out of UNOSOM and Somalia; inter- New peace tanLI in Addis rcsult in agreement. which is 
clan fighting r$es again largely not implemented by major factions. which begin 

to ram 

Renewed cholera ourbreak. but NGOe continue 
to d u c e  expat staff 

May-lunc hter-clan fighting threatens UN troop. USLO in Fwtrarcd with little progrtu. US prtuurra UNSC to S e v e d  NGO. in Mog. re-evacuate previously 
Mog; non-essential personnel evacuated; discussion renew UNOSOM U mandate only to Sept.. aska UNSG to returned staff to Nairobi 
of possible cloaure of USLO initiated report on p r o g m  by July 30: 19 southern Somalia c h l  

factions sign Kismayu peace accord. 

July UNOSOMNN evacuate expat staff from Belet Wayne. 500 clan/factionlreligiousIders from Juba River regions ICRC cloaes Mog. offices. relocam to Nairobi. 
B o ~ a s o  aftcr attsch; WFP food convoy attscked. sign Dobley peace accord; UNSG recommend8 reduction in citing m h  of abductions; bird aw- datroy 
forced back to Mog.; Zimbabwe d d i e r s  altacked. UNOSOM U troop leveb due to Lack ofprogrrss much of bumper sorghum crop 
2 MnLysian soldiers killed 



U.S. CONGRESSIONAL ACTION ON SOMALIA, 1990-1994 

July 1988 HR For Rela Comm Foreign Relations Committee hearings on human rights abuses under Barre; US 
officially suspends all military aid in 1989, but DOD continues to ship military 
aid in pipeline at least thru mid-1989, and to argue for $20 mn in military aid to 
Somalia for FY 1990. 

1990 

January 1 

June 

December 13 

1991 

January 22 

February 5 

April 25 

Senate 

House/ Senate 

Senate 

HR Afr SubComm 

Senate 

May 14/Juae 26 Sen Afr SubComm. 

May 15 Sen For Rela Comm. 

May 30 HR Afr SubComm & 
Select Hunger Comm 

June Senate 

1992 

January 2 Senate 

Somalia declared out of compliance with Brooke amendment. 

$20 mn in ESF funds earmarked for Somalia frozen because of human rights 
violations and Srooke amendment. 

OFDA staff brief Senate FRlHouse Select Hunger committee staff. 

Letter to Baker expresses concern about Somalia crisis, urging US aid to relief 
agency efforts, esp. ICRC (signed by Kennedy, Kassebaum, Simon + 5). 

DOSIAID staff brief Subcommittee staff. 

Senate Res. 115 (introduced by Kassebaum, Simon, Harkin and Kennedy) urges 
US President to lead world-wide humanitarian efforts in Somalia and launch 
peace initiatives, factions to observe ceasefire to allow relief deliveries, UN to 
give Somalia higher priority. 

Hearings on "Current Situation in the Horn of Africa". Testimony by Davidow, 
Rosenberg and OFDA's Natsios, Sen. Kassebaum as well as BFW, USCR. 

Natsios and Jeff Davidow testify on Horn of Africa. 

Natsios, Davidow and Lany Saiers testify on War and Famine, Peace and 
Relief in the Horn of Africa. 

Senate Res. 1 15 passed. 

Senators Kassebaum and Simon IVY Emes Op-Ed "Save Somalia From Itself" 
urges UN to appoint full-time special envoy to initiate political negotiations, call 
for a ceasefire, and implement an immediate arms emhargo. 



2 - Chronology of Congressional Action 

January 15 

January 30 

January 31 

February 5 

February 7 

February 20 

Marcb 12 

Marcb 19 

Marcb 20 

March 24 

April 7 

HouselSenate 

House Hunger Comm 

HouselSenate 

Sen. Afr SubComm 

Senate 

Sen. Afr SubComm 

Senate 

Sen Afr SubComm 

HouselSenate 

Sen For Rela Comm 

HR Afr SubComm 

April 10 House 

April 21 Senate 

May 18 Senate 

May 19 Senate 

May 22 Senate 

Letter to Baker signed by 6 Senators, 5 Representatives backs appointing UN 
special envoy, calls for immediate ceasefire and possible creation of "neutral 
zones" to ensure food relief provision. 

Hearing on Somalia. 

24 Representatives16 Senators write letters to Ali Mahdi and Aidid asking their 
cooperation with UN Res. 733 in backing a ceasefire and ensuring food 
deliveries. 

Asst. Sec. Coben testifies at bearing on "Emergency Situation in Zaire and 
Somalia". 

Senate Res. 258 (SimonlKassebaum) introduced, urging the UN to speed efforts 
to end fighting and respond to the emergency humanitarian situation. 

Senators Kassebaum and Simon send letters to Ali h4ahdi and Aidid urging they 
adbere to UN-negotiated ceasefire and respect relief personnel and efforts. 

Senator Simon sends letter to UNSG expressing support for his efforts, noting 
Senate Res. 258 and January 1992 DOS-sponsored conference of Somali 
expatriates. 

Cohen calls Somalia "the most acute humanitarian tragedy in the world today" at 
hearing on "The Horn of Africa: Changing Realities and U.S. Response"; 
Natsios also testifies. 

Responding to January IS letter to Baker, Janet MullinslDOS says State and UN 
are considering proposals to flood combat m e  with food; that FHA is providing 
resources to ICRC, CARE and other PVOs. Notes Somalia added as emergency 
item to OAU Addis budget meeting; joint O A U I U N I h b  Leape/Oqanization 
of Islamic States mission pressing factions in Mog. to agree again to a ceasefire. 

NatsioslCohen testify on Horn. 

Introduction of House Res. 422, which condemns anti-civilian violence of 2 
major factions, commends OFDA's and Boutros-Ghali's efforts, urges US to 
back appointment of UN special envoy to Somalia to focus on relief and 
enhanced security for UN and relief personnel. 

Richards, Cohen, Wolf testify on Horn before 3 House committees. 

Horn of Africa Recoven, and Food Securitv Act (S.985) becomes PL 102-274. 
Citing failure of past US assistance policies, the bill urges the US to develop a 
new foreign policy toward the Horn of Africa which ensures real food security, 
and to cooperate with the UN and major donors. 

Senate staff delegation (Dunn-Mouton, Trenkle, Callahan) meets witb Sahnoun, 
other UN officials in NY. 

Senate Res. 258 passed. 

Simon calls meeting with OFDA, NGOs, Somali community leaders. 



3 - Chronology of Congressional Action 

June 16 

June 23 

June 25 

HR Afr SubComm 

HR Afr SubComm 

Sen Afr SubCornm 

June 30 House 

Senate 

July 16 Senate 

July 22 

July 27 

July 31 

Aug. 4 

Aug. 7 

Aug. 12 

Aug. 13-22 

September 16 

September 18 

House Hunger Comm 

Sen Afr SubComm 

Senate 

Senate 

Senate 

Senate 

Subcommittee mark-up of proposed House Res. 422 on the crisis in Somalia. 

Hearing to review US policy and current activities in Somalia; Cohen expresses 
support for Sahoun. Cong. Wolpe challenges double standard of response in 
Somalia and Yugoslavia. Randall Robinson notes UN asked US for $7.5 mn to 
support peacekeeping efforts in Somalia; US committed only $300,000. 

Senator Simon declares Somalia "world's worst humanitarian tragedy" on Senate 
floor, citing Sahnoun's previous week report that 5000 children are dying each 
day. Organizes letter to AID Administrator Roskens and Cohen urging delivery 
of additional US aid to Somalia. 

88 members, led by Cong. Tony Hall, s i p  letter to President urging Admin. to 
give "highest priority" to Somali humanitarian disaster. 

12 Senators sign follow-up letter to .4ID's Roskens urging him 10 mobilize 
OFDA and other USG agencies to speed relief deliveries. 

Cohen responds to June 25 & 30 letters on Roskens' behalf, says DOS 
considering expansion of the airlift to strengthen food delivery system and 
Sahnoun's suggestion to send US ship to Kismayo; says some recent claims of 
scope of tragedy are "greatly exaggerated"; notes increasing supplies will not 
solve problem unless security for food distribution addressed (one reason cited 
for US support for UN protective force for humanitarian operations). 

Hearing with Kassebaum commenting on her early July visit to Somalia with 
OFDA's Kunder; Asst. Sec. Bolton says DOS opposes UN deployment until 
after ceasefire reached. 

Simon sends letter to UNSG praising efforts. 

Senate Concurrent Res. 132 introduced by Kassebaum, Simon and 29 other 
Senators calls for expanded relief efforts in Somalia. 

Janet MullinslDOS responds to June 30 Congressional letter by reiterating most 
points made in Cohen's July 16 letter to Senate. 

UNSG writes Simon thanking him for support for UN efforts in Somalia. 

Simon and Kassebaum host ceremony marking additional $1.27 mn AID grant to 
IMC for medical aid to Somalia. 

Senate Govt Ops Comm Tim Rieser, staffer to Committee chair Sen. Patrick Leahy, visits Somalia. 

HR Afr SubComm Chair Menvyn Dymally holds hearing on "The Crisis and Chaos in Somalia" 
soon after Sept. 10 visit there; calls on Speaker to form a bipartisan task force 
on Somalia. Testimony by Cohen, Natsios, American Red Cross, Human Rights 
Watch's Burkhalter, IMC's Nancy Aossey, MSF's Dr. Rony Braurnan, Fawzi 
Guleid of Somali Community. Dymally suggests DOS its ban on Members 
of Congress visiting Somalia. 

Sen Afr SubComrn Hearing on "UN Peacekeeping in Africa: Western Sahara and Somalia." 



4 - Chronology of Congrc~sional Action 

September 25 HR Hunger Comm Hearing on humanitarian intervention and the U.N. role. Testimony by U.N. 
Under SecretaryGeneral for Humanitarian Affairs Jan Eliasson and RPG's 
Larry Minear and Thomas Weiss, CRS' Paul Miller and ICRC's Fred Isler. 

October 1 Sen Afr SubComm Senate Africa slc hearing on Somalia: Bolton, Houdek, Kunder testify on crisis 
and UN peacekeeping. 

mid-Nov. Senate Senators Simon and Metmbaum visit Somalia, call UNSG and Acting Secretary 
Eagleburger day after return. Four days later, Bush invites Senators Simon and 
Brown, 2 Representatives, Quayle, Powell, Cheney et al. to meet at White 
House to discuss options for intervention. 

December 17 HR For.Affrs Hearing on "The Crisis in Somalia" and Committee mark-up of Senate Joint 
Res. 45 (authorizing use of US armed forces in Somalia under War Powers 
Resolution). 

1993 

February 4 

February 17 

March 16 

March 26 

May 25 

July 13 

July 27 

July 29 

August 4 

September 14 

Senate 

House Afr SubComm 

House 

Sen Armed Srv Comm 

House 

Senate 

House 

Sen Afr SubComm 

House 

Senate 

Senate Joint Res. 45 passes Senate; referred to House. 

Hearing on "Recent Developments in Somalia." Testimony by Kunder, Houdek, 
Hussein Adam, UN's Gen. W y e .  

Cong. Gilrnan (NY) offers substitute for Senate Joint Res. 45 as House Joint 
Res. 152 to limit UNOSOM I1 to six months, saying US "has done its share". 

IO/DOS Deputy Asst. Sec. Melinda Kimble responds to concerns that US troops 
might serve under non-US commander in UNOSOM 11 and estimates costs of 
UNOSOM I1 would be approx. $1.55 bn; Amb. David Shim notes rising 
security problems. 

Amends and finally adopts Senate Joint Res. 45 authorizing US troops in 
Somalia for one year. Referred back to Senate for concurrence or conferencing 
to reconcile differences with Senate version; debate on differences continues 
through late July. 

Sen. Byrd challenges continuing US involvement in Somalia on floor, sparking 
lively debate in week following. 

House Res. 227 introduced by Cong. Brown (OH), expressing sense of House 
that US Armed Forces should be withdrawn from Somalia as quickly as 
possible. 

Peter TamoffIDOS and Lt. Gen. John Sheeban of JCS testify at hearing on 
"U.S. Policy in Somalia". 

House Res. 239 introduced by Cong. Mica, urging President to withdraw all US 
Armed Forces from Somalia. 

Heated week-long floor debate over modified Byrd amendment to S. 1298 
defense authorization bill - asking President to seek Congressional approval by 
Nov. 15 for continued US troop operations in Somalia, and to submit report by 



5 - Chronology of Congressional Action 

September 29 House 

October 15 Senate 

Oct. 15 - ends with passage of amendment and bill. (House adopts similar 
amendment Sept. 28). 

House Res. 2401 (Dellums-CA) defense authorization bill passed, with 
GephardttGilman amendment requiring President to consult Congress on Somalia 
policy, to report by October 15 on US goalslobjectives in Somalia, and to seek 
Congressional authorization by Nov. 15 for US forces to remain in Somalia. 

Approves Byrd amendment to H.R. 31 16 defense appropriations bill suspending 
funding for U.S. armed forces in Somalia after March 31, 1994 unless President 
obtains further spending authority from Congress; amendment strictly limits US 
military operations to protecting US troops and bases and maintaining relief 
supply flows only. Also adopts Brown amendment Oct. 18 asking president to 
examine commitment of US forces in Somalia and investigate Oct. 3 clash. 

October 19 Sen For Rela Comm Hearing on "U.S. Policy in Somalia" with Peter Tarnoff/DOS and Defense's 
Walter Slocombe. Day later, holds hearing with USUN Amb. Albright on UN 
peacekeeping operations with special reference to Somalia. 

October 27 House House conferees on H.R. 31 16 accede to Byrd Amendment. 

November 3 HouselSenate House Concurrent Res. 170, introduced Oct. 22 directing President to remove 
all US troops from Somalia by Jan. 31, 1994, amended to set withdrawal date at 
March 31, 1994. 

March 3 Sen Armed Srv Comm Gen. Joseph Hoar, wmmaader of Somalia operation, testifies; decries lack of 
overall U.N. strategy for Somalia, urges U.S. Marines protecting USLO staff be 
replaced by contract security guards. 

late March Sen Armed Srv Comm Senators Levin and Warner complete investigation into secret CIAISpecial Ops 
Command operations in Somalia after conducting interviews in Mog./Laagley. 

May 12 Sen Armed Srv Comm Hearing explores possible relation of rejected request for annored 
reinforcements of US troops in Somalia to October Ranger deaths, also raises 
questions about previous Administration policy-making. 

July 21 Sen Armed Serv Comm Asst. Sec. of State George Moose testifies on rising clan violence, threats 
against U.S.1U.N. p e m ~ e l .  Committee members send Clinton a letter next 
day urging USLO be closed, all U.S. diplomats withdrawn by Aug. 14. 

Sources: Various House and Senate reports on bearings; Aaron Salamon, "Somalis Policy Issues and 
Questions", Oct. 24, 1993; copies of Congress-Administration correspondence provided by 
Congressional staff; various Congressional Research Service reports from 1992-93; various 
Warhingron Posr articles, Reuters and AP dispatches. 



U.S. GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE TO SOMALIA (Non-military) - FY1991-1994 

(Figures in U.S. Dollars) 

Agency Amount Purpose 

FY 1991 OFDA 4,383.427 Som. Coordinator; MSFIHolland, SCFIUK, UN Horn of Africa Appeal ($3 rnn) 
Food for Peace 5,743,700 (12,210 MT) All distributed via WFP (58% wheat, 22% sorghum, 20% beans) 
DOS Bur Ref Progs* 19,500,000 $7 mn for UNHCR activities in N. Som; $3 mn for ICRC (excludes 

$10 mn for UNHCR assistance to Sorn. refugees in KenyalEthiopia) 
Total FY 1991 $29,627.127 

FY 1992 OFDA 26,126,668 Som. Coordinator; grants to NGOs and UNDP ($1.4 mn) 
Food for PeacelUSDA 42,373,700 (79,883 MT) Distributed via WFP (52% of tonnage; 26% by value), ICRC, SCF, CRS 
DOS Bur Ref Progs 26,619,521 Grants to ICRC, WFP, UN Emergency Program for Horn, NGOs 

Total FY 1992 $95,119,889 

FY 1993 OFDA 49,279,046 DART; grants to NGOslUNIICRC; funding for DOD airlift 
Food For PeacelUSDA 90,038,900 (229,567 MT) Distributed via WFP, ICRC, CRS, WVRD (CARE received supplies from WFP) 
DOS Bur Ref Progs 20,990,175 $12.5 rnn to UNHCR; $8.5 mn to other agencies assisting refugees 
AlDlAfrican Affrs 14,000.000 $6 rnn for CARE (NGO umbrella project); $6 mn for Sorn. judicial system; 

------ $2 mn for retraining Som. police 
Total FY 1993 $174,308,121 

FY 1994 
(as of 
6130194) 

OFDA 5.41 1,927 Grants to NGOs, CDC, UNIDHA; funding of USAlDlSornalia program 
Food for Peace 16,807,600 (24,000 MT) All distributed via WFP (rice, lentils, vegetable oil, flour) 
DOS Bur Ref Progs 1,405,300 Grants to UNHCR, ICRC, MSF for refugees in Kenya 

Total FY 1994 23,624,827 ...................... ...................... 
Total U.S. Assist FY 1991-94 $322,679,964 345,660 MT 

NOTE: These figures exclude military expenditures for Operation Restore Hope and the DOD airlift, 
as well as U.S. contributions to UNOSOM I and II. 

* The Bureau of Refugee Programs (RP) was renamed the Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration (PRM) in 1994. 



U.S. Government Assistance to Somalia (cont.) 
Page 2 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES FY 1991-94, BY AGENCY (as of 6130194) 

OFDA 85,201,068 
Food For PeacelUSDA 154,963,900 
DOS Bur Ref Progs 68,514,996 
AiDlAfrican Affrs 14,000,000 

----- 
TOTAL 322,679,964 

Sources: OFDA., Somalia Situation Reports (various dates from 1991-94); 
FFP Somalia Emergency Statistics FY 1991-94 (4120194 as corrected by Joe Gettier) 



USAIDIOFDA CASH & IN-KIND GRANTS FOR SOMALIA EMERGENCY, FY 1991-1994 

(Figures in U.S. Dollars) 

BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY 1 BY GRANTEES 
I 

FYI991 FYI992 FY 1993 FY 1994 Total I FYI991 FYI992 Total 

91 7.328 
1,390.045 
2.01 9.394 

631.629 
132.410 
795.1 I 4  

1.01 8.468 
8,288,072 

87.784 
721.620 
693.373 
783.387 
100.000 
129,000 
340.500 

10.140.000 
9.407.1 88 

22.942 
3.252.240 

355.546 
173.523 
400.000 

1.167.978 
2.342.510 
1,380,516 
1,073,335 

376.554 
3.345.866 
4,805.320 
2.286.738 
3,052,000 

655,170 
132.616 

1.356.828 
1,044,000 

900.000 
70.095 

20.000.000 

ADR A 
Africare 
AICFlFrance 
AICFNS 
Amer Red Cross 
Amer Ref Commit 
Avior 
CARE 463.846 
CDC 
ClSPlltaly 
Concernfireland 
CRS 
Feed the Children 
Giersen. W. 
Goalnreland 
lCRC 
IMC 
lntertect 
IRC 
LWRlMedic 
MCDl 
MDMffmnce 
MSF/Belgium 
MSFff ranee 
MSFMolland 525.540 
MSFlSpain 
RPG 
SCFNK 256.000 
SCFNS 
UNDP 
UNICEF 3,052.000 
UNlDHA 
USAlD 61,684 
World Concern 
World Vision 
WFP 
Unspecified 
DoD airlift expenses 

Agric SupportIRevital 
AID staffing 61.684 
Air supportlwater 
Air Support 
Airlifl (DoD) 
Conferences 
Emerg Feeding 463.846 
Emerg Feedingmealth 3,052.000 
FeedinglAgrlHealth 
Food Dist 
Food Storage 
Funding others insts. 
HealthlMedical 
Healthllnfo systems 
Livestock 
Material 
Medical Drugs 
Medidutrition 256.000 
Mine Clearing 525,540 
Monetization 
Orphanage 
Police 
Perronnel 
Relief~RehabILogist 
Research 
Road stabilization 
SeedslSeeds & Tools 
Training 
UNOSOM Staffing 
Veterinary 
WaterlSanitation 

TOTAL 4,359,070 

TOTAL 4,359.070 
Small discrepancies between FY1991-93 totals given here and those from OFDA Situation Repott 
of June 30, 1994 (listed in previous table) are due to discrepancies among different OFDA grant lisk. 

Source: USAIDIOFDA Somalia Grank for FYI992 & 1993 (updated 10/15/93); OFDA Somalia Situation Repolts (to June 30. 1994); OFDA annual reports. 



U.S. GOVERNMENT FOOD AID COMMODITIES GOING TO SOMALIA, FY l99l - l994 

MT MT MT MT 
Commodity FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1 994 Total 

Sorghum 
Lentils 
Flour 
Corn Soya Milk 
Rice 
Oil 
Beans 
Wheat 
Corn 
Wheat Soy Blend 
Bulgur 
Not Specified 

------------- ----- ------------- ---- ----------I-- ----- ------------- ------------- 
Total 12,210 79,883 21 7,088 24,000 333,181 

COOPERATING AGENCIES DISTRIBUTING USG FOOD 

MT MT MT MT 
Agency FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1994 

WFP * 12,210 41,597 148,396 24,000 
ICRC 34,270 44,521 
CRS 3,000 21,587 
SCFIUS 1,016 
WVRD 2,584 

* Significant amounts of WFP food were channeled through CARE. 

Total 

Sources: OFDA,. "Somalia Situation Report." (1 991 to June 30, 1994). 
FFP, "Somalia Emergency Statistics, FY1991-94." 



U.S. DEFENSE DEPARTMENT EXPENDITURES IN SOMALIA, FY 1992-1994 

Incremental Costs (Figures in U.S. Dollars) 

Specific Operation FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1994 TOTAL Source of Funds (amount reimbursable) 
----------------- ............................... - 

UNOSOM IProvide Relief 
(4192 - 4/93) 

UNlTAFlOperation Restore Hope 
(1 2/92 - 4/93) 

UNOSOM IlIOperation Continue Hope " 
(5193 - 9/93) 

DOD Assistance provided to It 0 
the U.N. (12193-9193) 

US support for other 
peacekeeping countries 

10,800,000 20,100,000 $3.6M FY92 global disast funds, 1992-3 DOD budget 
(reimbursement waived by acting Sec. of State) 

' 

692;200,000 692,200,000 SDI, other DOD programs, DOD 1993 budget 
(none reimbursable as not a U.N.-led operation) 

94,700,000 366,862,600 461,562,600 DOD 1993 budget, funds remaining from Restore Hope 
(partially reimbursable) 

75,500,000 DOD 1993 budget 
(all reimbursable by U.N.) 

2,400,000 2,400,000 (None reimbursable; in-kind exchange of resources) 

TOTAL COSTS 

FY94 figure is from US Army Memorandum of May 18, 1994; other figures from USGAO. 

""This assistance was in the form of goods and services provided to the U.N. and participating countries, 
including the sewices of U.S. personnel involved with UNOSOM I and II and use of equipment. 

Sources: USGAO. "Peace Operations: Cost of DOD Operations in Somalia." March 1994. GAOINSIAD-94-88; 
U.S. Army Office of the Assistant Secretary. May 18, 1994 Memorandum. "Subject: DOD Support 

to Peacekeeping Operations." 



SUMMARY OF TOTAL USG EXPENDITURES IN SOMALIA 
April 1992 - July 1994 

DOD Incremental Costs 1,500,000,000 

Humanitarian Assistance 31 1,000,OO~ 

Total U.N. assessments to date 
(paid and unpaid) 

TOTAL COST TO U.S. 

Source: Memorandum from John Brims, U.S. State Department Bureau of 
International Organization Affairs, Peacekeeping & Humanitarian 
Operations Office, July 28, 1994, based on data from the JCS, 
GAO, OSD, USAlD and State Department's Bureau of 
International Organization Affairs. 



Compiled by DEW Geneva on the b e  of i n f o d o n  prorided b~ the respcctire a p p h g  ageudes, 

WFP 

WHO 

DHA 



UNITED NATIONS SOMALIA OPERATIONS - FINANCIAL COMPONENTS 

May 1, '92 - April 30, '93 

Military personnel 
Civilian personnel 
Premises/accomod 
lnfrastruc reprs 
Transport Operations 
Air Operations 
Communications 
Other Equipment 
Supplies & Services 
Air & Surface Freight 
lnteg Manag Info Sys 
Supp acct for peackpng 
Staff Assessment 

TOTAL 5/1/92 - 4130193 

UNOSOM I and UNITAF Period (April 1992 - May 4,1993) 

(Thousands of U.S. Dollars) 

UNOSOM l 

Budgeted 
Amount ($) 

Estimated 
Expenditure 

Balance/ 
Overruns 

Percent of 
Budget Spent 

NOTE: Several of the larger line item discrepancies are due to non-spending for the following reasons: 

MILITARY PERSONNEL (31%): The UNOSOM contingent was smaller than planned. The original 
budget was for up to 3,500 security personnel with up to 71 9 personnel for logistical support. 
By April 1993, only 880 troops had been deployed. This also resulted in below-budget spending on: 

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL (57%) 
PREMISES/ACCOM (1 9%) 
INFRASTRUCTURE (1 5%) 
AIR OPERATIONS (39%) 
STAFF ASSESSMENT (30%) 

SUPPLIES & SERVICE (188%): Budget did not provide for high costs of local security personnel. 
Also, high bank charges, high cost of obtaining supplies in the area. 

AIR & SURF FREIGHT (5%): Costs for transport of peacekeepers were covered by a voluntary 
contribution from the US. Also, the delay in deployment resulted in low expenditures. 

Source: United Nations. June 29,1993. Document N47/916/Add.l 



CONTRIBUTIONS BY MEMBER STATES TO U N. OPERATIONS IN SOMALIA 

(hu& in US. M a n )  
WDec 1992 

SEPHA 1993 Rela 
suppoct Rehabsupport 

334.008 

Trust Fwd Ill UNOSOMI 111 
-As of Jaruaty 1994 - 111 UNOSOM l 111 UNOSOM ll 
UNITAF Srmal Pdce 111 Cash Conbib Persanel Cnbb Ill Cash Conbib 

111 111 
111 111 
111 111 
Ill 111 
111 111 
111 111 
111 111 
Ill 111 
111 111 
111 111 
111 111 

100 Day Plan 
support 

II~ 
Ill 
111 
111 
Ill 
111 
111 
Ill 

1.000.000 Ill 
111 

T d e y  
U.AE. 
U.K 
U.S. 
ZhWbwe 
Amcan ~evd  Bank 
OPEC 
Wcrld Bank 
Olher UN 
Not Specifiedlotu cmbib 

Tolal 105.022.795 

SOURCES U.N. Deparbnentof Hunanitsrian Aflalrs Febnmry 1994. Fax 
U N General k s q  Jarunry 19.1994 'Financing 01 me Unted Nalons Operala, A SwMlia 11.' Doc. N48/850. - J l n ~  29. 1993 'Flnandng of me Unlted Naums Opcrabon In Somsfa 'Doc. Pf47191WAddll. 



SELECT NGOlRELlEF AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOMALIA RELIEF EFFORT 1990-1994' 
111 111 111 111 
111 Involved in food delivery? 111 Olher Aclivilies 111 Collaborating agencies [[I 

ADRA 

Africare 

0 (inc. wf93) 2,184,000 

25.000 25.000 500,000 

0 0 420.000 
(16%) 

(Funding combined wilh Kenya program 1992-93) 

3,727.363 

1.5 mn (esl.) 

550,000 
(17%) 

0 

l.ooO.000 

11.51 2.000 
(5.8%) 

3.100.000 

2,300.000 

nla 

300.000 

400.000 

nla 

4.000.000 

111 111 Health. waler. training. 
111 111 orphans, Somali NGOs 
111 111 
111 Logistics Advisor to NRC 111 Pharmaceu, wells 
111 111 
111 111 
111 111 Heallh. sanilation 
111 111 
111 111 
111 Transport \\I Air transport of relief 
111 111 teams 6 supp1ies;incl. 
111 111 to refugees in Kenya 

111 CARE. IRC 
I l l  WFP, ICRC 

111 
((1 UNICEF 
111 
111 

0 

0 

0 

0 

578.000 
(25%) 

772.000 
(2.4%) 

433,000 

0 

nla 

0 

Airsewe International 

American Jewish 
World Service 

0 

0 

2.095.000 
(1.3%) 

566.850 
(17%) 

0 

0 

0 

nla 

0 

20.000 

0 

2,662.000 
(1.4%) 

3,600,000 

1,100.000 

5.165.000 
(20.3%) 

168,MW) 

120.000 

nla 

2.180.000 

22.000 

500.000 

15.793.000 
(7.6%) 

8.800.000 

1,472,000 

5.567.000 
(23.6%) 

265.800 

200.000 

nla 

7.620.000 

111 111 111 
111 Medicine. health 111 UNHCR, UNICEF 111 
11) education and lraining 111 OFDA 111 

American Refugee Comm. 

CARE 
111 111 111 111 
111 Direcl feeding. monetiz- I l l  Apric rehab. vet S ~ M C ~ S  I l l  WFP. OFDA. ODA. 111 
111 alion, transport 

... 
water, heallh. environ- AIDAB. EC. Aust. 111 

111 mental sanitation 111 & NOW. govts; int'l 
NGOs 

111 

CRS (I( Direcl feeding, cross 
111 border 
111 
111 Direct feeding 
111 

111 Agri~ullural rehab. water. 111 111 
Ill nulr~tlon, heallh 111 111 
111 111 111 
111 Medical. sanilalion. 111 OFDA. Italian government 111 

animal husbandry 111 Govt 111 
111 111 111 
111 Immunizalion, latrines 111 111 
I\{ schools; agric. project 111 111 

Ill 
111 Monetiz. feeding cntrs 
111 

Concern Worldwide 
(in Pounds) 

111 
111 Medical sopplies/equip. 
111 

111 
Ill Somali NGOs Direct Relief lnt'l 

111 
111 Direct feeding and 
111 provide food suppl 
111 
111 
111 

During 1992 only 

111 
111 Reconslntclion of 
111 primary schools 
111 
111 Heallh 
111 

Heallh, sanilhter. vet 
serv.; monetizalion; gar- 

)I\ bage coll.;income gen. 

Int'l Aid (Sweden) 

nla INMED 

international Rescue Comm. 
111 111 

UNHCR. UNICEF. 
WFP. CARE. JDC. 

111 int'l 6 Som. NGOs 111 
9 
\O 




